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LOCAL AFFAIKS.

Deposit

your money with the old

Hancock County Savings Bank.
(Only Savings Bank

In

Ellsworth.)

Resources above liabilities more than ten per cent.
Deposits are exempt from municipal taxation. Has been
in business thirty-live years.
BANKING
V TO 12 A.

HOURS:

M.;

1 TO 3 P. SI.

Hancock County Savings Bank,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

We will sell for you.

SELL
YOUR
REAL
ESTATE.

We will rent for you.
We will buy for you.
We wilLcertify the title.
We write all kinds of insurance.

Write

us

and we will call on you

immediately

C. W. & F. L. MASON,
First National
Ham street,

FOR

Bank Bldg.,
Ellsworth, Mr.

SALE

««cio feet of lan<l situate on south side and at foot of Sea street, Northeast Harbor,
Maine. Tilts lot of land Is on ltie shore and title given to low-water mark.
Kami with buildings In good repair. Acres fine shore property, East Bluehlll, Me.

Apply to C. W. «t F. L. Mason.

Real

O. W. TAPLEY,

Eatate

and

IrfturiMocg.

good buildings—Two dwelling* in
—A mercantile property.

town

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.

MAIN ST.,

piano- BARG AINS-piano
Several

Mrs. John Kief, Mrs. Clifford Q.
THK AMHRUST FAIR
JHoyal, Miss Annie Scott—surprising him
HHW ADVKK1MXOTS Ttlh WhfcK. by serving a picnic dinner. Mr. Scott is Opens To-day and Continues Through
very smart, and seems years younger than
Thursday.
In bankruptcy—Dudley 8 Jones.
be is. Ail hope he may live to enjoy many
The rain yesterday caused the postponeR C Hal net Furniture and Undertaking.
ment of the opening of the Amherst fair
Ellsworth Loan anil Building Association— more birthdays.
Statement.
Colona Girl, owned by Eaton Bros., of one day. The fair opened this morning
Maine Central K R-Change in time-table.
j
Lost -Receipt book
this city, took second money in the t hree- and will continue through Thursday.
Staples Piano A* Music Co.
minute race at Cherryfield last Wednes- There is a fine exhibition of produce, and
E W Austin—Post cards.
Ellsworth Greenhouse.
day, and second money in the colt race the side attractions are good.
Admr notice—Eat Asa B Young.
There will be baseball games each day
**
Thursday. E. H. Greely’s Daniel O’Dell
—Est Elniena H Brewer.
Stan wood—Photographer.
took third money in the 2.26 class. Fri- a dance to-night andta grand ball to-morHan-ock Co. Railway Co—Stockholder’s
day Daniel O’Dell took second money in row night.
meeting.
the 2.19 class, winning the fastest heat of
Lynch’s band left for Amherst early this
Bucksport, Mb:
the race, 2.20.
Bucksport Nat’l Bank—Statement.
morning, and will furnish music during
New York:
The fall schedule of the Maine Central the fair. Monaghan’s orchestra will
John Wanamaker—Department store.
railroad will go into effect next Monday. furnish music for the dances.
The service this winter will be practically
There will be a social dance at Society the same
Forest Fires About Out.
as last year.
There will be no
hall Friday evening.
The past week has been favorable for
Sunday train. The time table printed
Harry E. Rowe, of Lewiston, was in elsewhere in this issue has been changed fighting the forest fires in this vicinity,
Ellsworth over Sunday.
to the new schedule. It should be remem- and though the needed rain did not come
Mrs. Elmer E. Rowe arrived home Fri- bered, however, t^at the change does not until yesterday, the heavy dews and fog3
and the absence of wind favored ths fire
take effect until next Monday.
day from Boston and Lewiston.
C. E. Monaghan will open his dancing
The dedicatory exercises of the Metho- fighters, and the fires which threatened
dist church will take place Sunday, Oct. buildings have been held.
school for the winter o Oct. 16.
*
At Rocky pond the fire, which has b^en
The pastor, Rev. W. F. Emery, is
Mrs. Harriet Cashing, of Blueftill, is the 11.
burning several weeks, got into valuable
an attractive program. There
arranging
gutst of her aunt, Mrs. P. B. Day.
will b$ services morning, afternoon and timber, and raged fiercely several days.
P. H. Bonzey has purchased the 8. L.
R£v. George E. Stokes, D. D., of ‘A big crew went to work on the fire Sunevening.
Lord house on Bridge hill, and has moved
New York, Assistant Attorney-General W. day, and soon had it under control.
in.
The Patten’s pond fire, which threatened
C. Philbrook, of Waterville, will be among
to cross the stream between the two
Miss Florence Jordan, who has been tbs speakers. The full
program will be
ponds and spread to the West Ellsworth
spending the summer at Cape Cottage, is announced next week.
was held south of the stream.
home for the winter.
settlement,
Noyes Haskell, of SulUvan, was arA new fire started at McFarland’s hill
James C. Howard and wife, of New raigned in the Ellsworth municipal court
and burned over quite a tract.
York, are the guests this week of Mrs. onJFriday, charged with assault and bat- Friday,
The fires in the timberlands up river
Howard’s aunt, Mrs. F. W. Rollins.
on complain* of Mrs. Sarah J. Mer(trfry,
continued to burn daring the week. That
Mrs. Grace Burrill, of Brewer, who haa chant, of Sullivan. The evidence tended
on No.
32 was particularly fierce, and
show
to
that
Mrs.
Merchant
was
the
been visiting'relatives and friends in Ellscrews from Great Pond were fighting it.
and
that
Mr.
Haskell
deworth and South Surry, has returned aggressor,
simply
Great Pond dam was burned Friday night.
fended himself from her assault. He washome.
There was no fire near this dam, and it is
L.
Crabtree
appeared believed to have been set on fire
The October term of the supreme court discharged. Harry
by an infor Hancock county will convene Tuesday, for State and Hale & Hamlin for re- cendiary.
Oct. 13, Justice Leslie C. Cornish, of Au- spondent.
The heavy rain yesterday has practically
The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet removed farther
gusta, presiding.
danger from forest fires
Extensive repairs are being made on the for the last rehearsal before the festival for this year, if normal weather conditions
Hamlin house at the top of Bridge hill, on in Bangor to-morrow evening at the follow.
the Bucksport road, and the place is being Baptist vestry. A full attendance of memCongregational Parish Meeting.
bers, whether going to Bangor or not, is
prepared for occupancy.
The annual meeting of the CongregaMembers’ tickets
The Ellsworth driving club is arranging earnestly requested.
for the festival may be obtained of Mr. tional parish was held at the chapel last
for a trot at Wyman park Thursday, Oct.
Crabtree at his office. Course tickets for Monday evening, Sept. 28.
8.

There will' be three-minute and 2.3S
the concerts may also be obtained of
probably a faster class.
Mr. Crabtree. The usual reduced rates
Rev. W. F. Emery, of the Methodist to chorus members will be allowed
by
Dollardtown
will
at
the
church,
preach
the railroad.
schoolhouse this evening. He will deliver
Ellsworth men are interested in the new
an address at Sullivan next Tuesday evenLnbec Trust & Banking Co., which opens
ing.
its doors for business at Lubec to-morrow.
Miss Julia Jettison, of New York, who
Henry W. Cushman, treasurer of the
has been the guest of Miss Elizabeth JelliUnion Trust Co., of Ellsworth, is one of
son for two weeks, has gone to Mt. Desert
the directors. Henry H. Higgins, clerk in
for a short visit before returning to New
the Union Trust Co., is assistant treasurer
York.
of the new trust company. He left for
The marriage of Miss Ray N. Whiting, Lubec this week, and will be in active
of this city, to Edward T. Irwin, of Green- charge in tbe new ban king-rooms until
field, O., will take place next Wednesday the institution is in smooth running
evening at 8 o’clock at the home of the order. Mr. Higgins will probably remain
bride.
in Lubec all winter. G. A. Lawrence, of
A stated comunication of Lygonia lodge, Lubec, who has been clerking in the Union
F. and A. M., will be held to-morrow Trust Co. here, will also be connected with
There will be work in the the new company.
evening.
second degree.
A targe attendance is
Joshua T. Jellison, of Ellsworth, died
desired.
Saturday at the hospital at the soldiers’
Rev. H. B. Haskett, district superinten- home, Togus, of heart trouble. Mr. Jellident of the Bucksport district, arrived son was born in Ellsworth May 13,1830,
from Stonington with his family to-day. and worked as a lumberman. He enlisted
They will occupy the Billington house in Co. C, 18th Maine regiment, afterwards
the 1st Maine heavy artillery, and served
this winter.
from July 17, 1862, until June 6, 1865,
The large generator at the power-house
when he was honorably discharged. He
of the Bar Harbor & Union River Power
entered the soldiers’ home at Togus in
Co., which was burned out by lightning
1896, but had spent hiB furloughs at
July 30, has been repaired, and was put June,
his home here. He was in Ellsworth durinto service last week.
ing the past summer. He leaves a daughMiss Lucy A. Monaghan has returned ter—Mrs. O. M.
Alexander, of this city,
to Boston for the winter. She has passed and a
stepson—Ellis 8. Jellison, of New
the trained nurse examinations and will York. Funeral services and interment
be graduated from the Woman’s charity were at
Togus.
club hospital in November.
The rapidly increasing business at the
Charles C. Knowltbn left Monday for Ellsworth central office of the New
EngBoston to enter the Harvard medical land
Telephone & Telegraph Co. has
school. Mr. Knowlton spent one year at resulted in a division of the work here
Johns Hopkins, Baltimore, but will com- into
departments, to facilitate the handplete his medical course at Harvard.
ling of business, and improve the service.
William H. Maloney has purchased the The commercial or business end here is
Spencer Higgins house on the Bayside in charge of George H. Grant. Miss
road, and w’ill occupy it. Fred Wescott, Margaret E. Hurley, chief operator, is in
who has been living in the house, has full charge of the traffic department, and
moved to his father’s house on Water Herbert E. Scribner is in charge of
Miss Hurley
street.
the plant department.
Th$ annual meeting of the Unitarian last Wednesday attended a convention
society will be held at the vestry next of chief operators at Bangor, where
Wednesday evening, Oct. 7, at 7 o’clock. many valuable points were brought
Records will be read and reports of offi- out in discussion and many suggestions
made, some of which she believes can be
cers received, and officers will be elected
adopted for the benefit of the service here.
for the ensuing year.
classes and

HAS FOR SALE
A farm with

•tavens,

slightly

UPRIGHT PIANOS that
during the summer season

used

have been rented
to be sold at

GREATLY REDUCED PRICES
to make room lor new stock. These Pianos
are all High Grade Instruments and have been
used only from one to three months.

Call and

see them

and get

prices.

STAPLES PIANO & MUSIC CO.
Me.
31 Main Street, Ellsworth,

Whitcomb, Haynes &Co.,
ELLSWORTH’S EXCLUSIVE AGENTS
^

FOR

TOWN TALK

\

John and Edwin Whittaker, or Boston,
in Ellsworth called here by the critical illness of their father, Capt. M. M.
Whittaker. L. B. Lewis, of Hopkinton,
Mass., has also Joined his wife here at the
home of her father, Capt. Whittaker.

NORTH

ELLSWORTH.

are

AND

RADIANT FLOUR.

FURNITURE
ROV

C.

MAIN ST.,
ELLSWORTH.

STEAM

O.

R.

to

Foster.

HAINES,

UNDERTAKING
F.

COGGINS,

Ellsworth.

Headquarters lor amateurs
MAIN ST., ELLSWORTH

Alvin E..Maddocks is having his house

painted.

Edwin Moore’s house

sixth birthday Sunday, Sept. 27, quietly
but pleasantly, his daughters—Mrs. B. 8.

Remains

of

Roderick
McDonald
Aurora Monday.
The body of Roderick McDonald, of thin
city, was found Monday morning near Aurora, by Roy Richardson, who was partridge banting. Richardson was attracted
by the yelping of his dog, and on going
to the spot found the body.
Mr. McDonald disappeared early in December last.
He waa last aeen on the
main road near Middle branch bridge,
Aurora, after coming out from the Mace
and Crosby camps, which he had-visited.
He left the Mace camp Monday, Dec. 0,
saying he was going to the Nahum Jordan
camps by way of the bark road Instead
of going to the Jordan camp, he came oat
to Anrora, reaching Joseph Ritchie’s the
next day in time lor dinner.
It is not
known where he stopped the previous
Found

ucar

night.
He spent the night of Dec. 10 at the
camp of Henry Chatterly, near Middle
branch. When he left the next morning
he said he would go to Aurora and take
the stage for home. He wae laat seen new
Middle branch bridge, presumably on his
way to Aurora. The place where hie body
sis found was less than a mile from where
he was last seen.
He evidently left the main road to go
through the woods to Joseph Ritchie’s
place on the Oreat Pond road. The body
was lying face down in an old wood road,
near the foot of Ritiche’s field end within
sight of the house. Mr. McDonald evidently wae not lost, and the position of
the body and the place where it waa found
lead to the belief that he died of heart
failure, rather than from exposure. Two
brothers of Mr. McDonald dropped dead
in the same wav.
Coroner D. L. Fields, ot Ellsworth, vis
notified of the finding of the body, and
went to Aurora Monday. An inqnest vat
The body wan
not deemed necessary.
brought to Ellsworth yesterday and
interred.
Mr. McDonald was for many years on*
of the best-known men on Union river.
For years he worked in the woods, and in
the spring was boss of the Union river log
drivers.
Failing health compelled his
retirement a few years ago, bat each fall
and spring the call of the woods was
strong upon him, and it was his custom to
visit the lumbering camps in winter and
the river-drivers’ camps in the spring. It
was while on one of these tripe that he

Officers were chosen as follows: Moderator, J. F. Knowlton; clerk, O. W. Tapley; standing committee, A. W. King, J.
F. Whitcomb, H. M. Hall; treasurer, O.
W. Tapley; solicitors, Mrs. A. H. Joy,
Mrs. H. M. Hall, Mrs. F. W. Rollins,
Miss Alice Scott (the solicitors were
empowered to fill vacancies); collectors. disappeared.
Miss Belle Alexander, Mrs. P. B. Day,
Mrs. J. F. Whitcomb; mnsic committee,
CHURCH NOTES.
Mrs. E. G. Wiswell, Mrs. H. M. Hall, Mrs.
H.F. Whitcomb, A. W. King, F. W. RolCONGREGATION A L.
lins.
iter. B. B. Afatheies, pastor.
was
voted
to
the
same
method
It
adopt
Sunday, Oct. 4 —Morning service at
of supporting preaching as in past years— 10.30.
Sunday school at 11.45. Evening
by voluntary subscriptions.
service at 7.30.
The report of the treasurer was rea£,and
Prayer meeting Friday evening at 7.30.
accepted. J. F. Knowlton was appointed
ONION CONO’L, KLL8WOBTH KALIS.
auditor.
Rev. J. D. Prigmore, pastor.
Adjourned.
Morning service at
Sunday, Oct. 4
10.30. Sunday school at 11.45.
Evening
ELLSWOKTH FALLS.
service at 7.
Thomas W. Grindal, of Bath, is visiting
at
7.
Prayer meeting Friday evening
*
his parents, E. P. Grindal and wife.
METHODIST EPISCOPAL.
—

William Wood, of Beverly, Mass., is the
guest of Ernest L. Franklin and family.
Mrs. John W. McCarthy went to Boston
last week, returning with Miss Gertrude
White, who has been there since early

Bet. IF. F. Emery, pastor.
Sunday, Oct. 4—Morning servioe at
10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday school
Junior league at 3. Evening
at 11.45.
service at 7 JO.

Prayer meeting and bible study Tuesday
at 7.30.
Llewellyn Franklin left Saturday noon evening
BAPTIST.
for his home at Beverly, Mass., after a
Rev. P. A. A. Kitlam, pastor.
visit here with his parents, Ernest L.
Franklin and wife.
Sunday, Oct. 4 —Morning service at
school
Edward Ayer, wife and two children, of 10.30. Sermon by pastor. Sunday
summer.

Rockford, 111., have been visiting Henry H.
Wood and family. Mr. Ayer left on Friday for home; Mrs. Ayer and children will
stay

a

few weeks

at

7.

11.45.

Christian Endeavor meeting at

Evening service at 7.30.
Prayer meeting Friday evening

you would

effectually bide

Business Notice.
Mrs. M. M. Moore, Ellsworth Falls,
nounces her millinery opening lor Oct. 3.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
an-

asbcrtiaomiua.

NOW ORDER BULBS!
Bulbs of Crocus,Tulip, Hyacinth
and Narcissus planted now will
give rich returns of bloom in
early spring. We have them at the

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Telephone

43.

DON'T

GET LEFT

The Winter Train Service of
the MAINE OENTRAL R. R. goes
into effect Monday, Oct. 5. See
regular advertisement in this
Issue.

TO MY CUSTOMERS.
I started in business nine years ago,
intending to sell for cash only.
In order to accommodate, I have
gradually drifted into the credit system. Bills have accumulated to such
an extent that it requires a good deal
of time to attend to the accounts.
I desire to be rid of the care of bookkeeping, and after careful consideration, I shall, after October 1, 1908,

SELL STRICTLY FOR CASH.
This will mean a saving to you, as all
will be sold as low as possible.
Hoping for your continued patronage,
I am,
Yours for business,

goods

M.

M.

MOORE,

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

MAKE YOUR SAVINGS
WORK FOR YOU !
You’U be surprised how rapidly a small amount laid by each week
counts up iu our savings department. We compound all interest
dividend are to pay
moneys, and beginning with our next semi-annual
4 per cent.
Why not open an account with us TO-DAY and watch
interest rate.
your savings pile up interest for you under this liberal

and 10—
Hancock county teachers’ association at
Bar Harbor.
9

SPECIAL NOTICE.
The chief consulting physician of the Merrow Medical and Surgical Institute, of Bangor,
Maine, will, by the request of their many
patients, be at the Hancock house, Ellsworth,
on Thursday, Oct. 8, and every Thursday
thereafter until further notice.—Advt.

7.30.

aotauwtunita,
Keep silent if
yourself.

You cau start an account here with as little as $1.

COUNTY.

Friday and Saturday, Oct.

at

longer.

friends in

Mrs. John F. Royal and son,
James Salisbury lost a valuable cow last
Wheelden, have been spending a few
week. She broke her leg in the pasture.
days with relatives in Orrington. Mr.
Mrs. Lucy J. Watts, of Bangor, spent
Wheelden’s place as carrier on R. F. D.
her
with
brother, Melvin
No. 3 is being taken by his substitute, Sunday
McGown.
Harry Jude, during his two weeks' vacaHeuel J. McGown and wife, of Berlin
tion.
relatives here last
William H. Morong, clerk in E. Q. Falls, N. H., visited
left Monday for Woodland,
Moore’s drug-store, is away for a vacation} week. They
where they are to take charge of a large
When he returns, he will be accompanied
boarding-house.
by a bride. The wedding will take place
to-day at the home of the bride in Lubec.
COMING EVENTS.
Mr. and MrB. Morong will occupy MrB.

JOY,

ttes in mounts.

is visiting

Colman Bates, who has been very ill, is
improving.
Oscar A. Doyle and wife are visiting his
grandfather at Nicolin lake.
Luther Nason has moved his family to
where he has employment.
Harry | Bangor,

on Sterlin g street.
The Ellsworth high school football
will play itB first game Saturday, Oct. 10,
with Bluehill academy. The team is in
Call at the stuido of
good shape and will probably line up as
«r HOT WATER HEATIW6.
follows: 6Ihea, le; L. Sinclair, It; Jordan,
*
B.
lg; Foster, c; Hooper, rg; H. Sinclair, rt;
Parties desiring Steam or Hot
Harrigan, re; Cushman, lb; F. Mason,
M r. liason, rh; W. Hodgkins, Ih.
Water Heating Plants installlot PHOTOS of the popular capt, 7b;
noTelme.
ed will do well to'consult
styles and-the latest
John J. Scott celebrated his seventy-

Bstlwslis dins.

F- W.

Successor

Miss Mary L. Shute, who has spent the
here with her parents, Arthur
Shute and wife, has gone to Boston,
whence,' after a visit of two weeks, she
will go to Wyoming to spend the winter
with her brother, Lieut. Shute, U.S. A.
summer

Herbert Patten
Orono.

BODY KOI ND

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
ME.

28 MAIN ST.,

ELLSWORTH,

Commodious safe deposit boxes at low rental.

Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Oct. 4, IMS.
By REV. S. H. DOYLE.
Topic.—Songe of the heart.—X.

EDITED

IU Motto:
Our

| log in State and nation.

MADGE’*.

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

The purpose* of this column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It is for the mutual
benefit, and aims t*» be helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It Is far the common use—a public servant, a purveyor of Information and suggestion, a medium for the Interchange of Ideas. In this capacity It solicits

and their fulfillment.—Pe. cxvt Consecration meeting.
rows

The One Hundred and Sixteenth
Psalm was undoubtedly written by
King Hezekiah as an expression of
his gratitude to God for sparing his
life, as recorded In Isa. xxxvlll, l-">.
The authorship of the psalm has been
ascribed to others.
But there Is no
Incident In the Bible that in any way
fits into It except the experience of
Hezekiah, and that docs so with
marked exactness.
Isaiah annonncea
to Hezekiah to put his things in order, for the reason that he was to
die. The king turned his face to the
wall and prayed unto the Lord, wept
bitter tears and undoubtedly made
vows unto the Lord, for he declares
In the psalm that he will fulfill his
vows.
God heard his prayers, and he
opened the psalm by saying: ‘‘I love
the Lord because he lias heard my
voice and my supplications, because
He Inclined His ear unto me; therefore
will I call upon Him as long as I live.”
Success in prayer inspires to continuance In prayer.
The psalmist then describes his condition as nigh unto death and bow the
Lord saved him from death, dried his
weeping eyes and kept his feet or
himself from falling into mistrust <>c
denial of God because of his afflictions. In deep gratitude for all God's
blessings he cries, “What shall I render unto the Lord for all his benefits
toward me?"
In answering the question, “What
■hall I render unto the Lord?" the
psalmist emphasizes the fact that be
will pay his vows unto the Lord.
Twice he says, “I will pay my vows
unto the Lord now in the presence of
all His people," the second time adding.
“In the courts of the Lord's bouse, In
Ihi midst of thee, O Jerusalem.” And
the psalm closes with the exhortation.
It is beyond
“Praise ye the Lord.”
question, therefore, that Hezekiah had
made vows nnto the Lord during bis
Mln«w«
Most of us follow bis example. In times of adversity and Illness
we make solemn aiid sacred vows unto
God. As we follow the example of the
psalmist in making vows, we should
do the same in our attitude toward
them after God has heard our prayer
and restored us or helped us In the
bour of need.
First.—The psalmist declares that he
will pay his vows unto the Lord.
Yows unto God of any character are
very sacred. Human vows are Important and should be paid, but much
more should we pay our vows unto the
Lord. But do we always do so? All
our religious vows are unto the Lord.
Shall we refuse to keep faith with
God?
Second.—The psalipist says that he
will pay his vows “now” unto the
Lord. lie will not postpone their fulfillment. This is the weakness at toe
many.
They intend to fulfill their
promises to God, but postpone them
It is so easy to procrastinate—to put
off the payment of our pledges.
The
psalmist did not fall into this error.
“Now,” while God’s benefits were
fresh In his mind, he would fulfill
them. If you have vowed to God and
not fulfilled it, do it, and do it tow.
Third.—The psalmist declared that
he would publicly pay his vows. "In
the presence of all the people. In the
courts of the Lord’s house,” be paid
his vows to God.
Have we vowed
thru to express our gratitude to God
for some especial blessing? Have we
promised Him that If our Uvea are
spared, if adversity passes away,
we will accept Christ as our Saviour
and pubUcly confess Him or do some
special work In the church or among
men? If so, we should do It—do It at
once and In God’s house.

BY “AURT

all communications

[Owing

to

Makes

me secure.

New Forces.
The coming historian will characterize the nineteenth century as the age
of new forces. He will make mention
of steam and electricity and of their
wonderful
application and adjustments in the industrial world.
He
will have something to say about dynamite and of the part it played in
enforcing peace. But be will dwell
with vastly greater emphasis on certaiirnew forces and new adjustments
of religious things, such as the Sunday school, the missionary propaganda. the temperance reform, women’s
work and the Endeavor movement.
Nor is the last the least It stands for
the transfusion of youthful blood; it
means the mobilization of the Christian army; it marks an awakening as
distinct as the crdsndes and immenseRev.
David
ly more momentous.
James Burrell, D. D.
—

man

de-

This woman nays Lydia E.
Ptnkham’H Vegetable Compound
saved her life. Bead her letter.

a

ment.

of the attractions which decrees
mention was a collection of curios
shown by Rev. W. H.Urenon, a missionary from India, quite a portion of which
were brought by him from that country
and showed the artistic skill of the
natives of the far East.
Another curiosity was several pens of
Guinea pigs shown by Miss Sarah Lowell.
These little pets attracted lots of attention.

short

One

special

Knsteru Steamship Co.
The fall schedule of the Kastcrn Steam-

Mrs. T. C. Willadsen, of Manning, ings.
Mrs. Ida Jenness Moulton will give an
Iowa, writes to Mrs. Pinkham;
entertainment under the auspices of this
1 can truly say that Lydia K. Pink*
Oct. 15. It is hoped many will
ham's Vegetable Compound saved my grange
of this opportunity to
life, and 1 cannot express my gratitude avail themselves
to you in words. For years I suffered bear this celebrated impersonator.
with the worst forms of female comLAKE VIEW, HAPPYTOWN.
plaints, continually doctoring and
Lake View grange held its regular meetspending lots of njoney for medicine
without help. I wrote you for ad Tice,
ing with a small attendance. The lecturer
followed it as directed, sad took Lydia
a short program and gave out
presented
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compoundand
the question which was discussed at
it has restored me to perfect health.
“What constitutes a

anticipated report.—Ed.]
Wrst Frakklix, Sept. 14, 1908.
Dear Aunt Madqe and Af. B.'$:
As I cannot be present at your meeting of
It
the 18th, will send a word of greeting.
would give me much pleasure! to be one of
as
I
had
the
misfortune
to
but
number,
your
sprain one of my ankles more than a month
ago, which necessitates the using of a crutch,
will be obliged to remain at home and just
think of you all and what a delightful time
you will have. I only hope the day will be ms
good as this, for it is beautiful.
What good things we are being treated to in
our M. B. C. from old and new friends; it is
very pleasing to me to think there are so many
interested ones from far and^near, and I can
say with many others it is very helpful to me
in every way. The poems from week to week
are a great stimulus, especially to those who
are shut in the most of the time from the outside world, it gives new food for thought, as
we often tire of our own.
How often I hear some one say, the first
thing 1 look at in The American is the MB. C., and I use the recipes and find them nice*
so let us not be weary in well doing but try
and make it better and better every year if
the editor will kindly give us space.
I presume the topic of conversation will be
the election. I can only say|that I hope that
those that have gained the victory will be
faithful to their trust, and'do what they know
is their duty regardless of partyjand try and
wipe out a few of the evils that are in our
State, for I know they can if they try. It is
certainly terrifying to read the accounts in our
papers at the present time of the crimes that
are being committed, and when you get at the
root of the matter, it is caused by rum. How
can one want to vote for resubmission?
It
ought to be the cry of every voter: I will vote
for prohibition, and do my part to put down
this accursed evil.
I wish that I could be judge a little while; I
would give every one a jail sentence. I am
thoroughly ashamed of our good old State Of
Maine being supported by liquor fines. It is
a disgrace, and I believe if the judges and the
depnties and the sheriffs and the policemen
in our cities did their sworn duty, we should
soon be rid of this demon that islthe cause of
so much sorrow aud bloodshed in our land,
God grant the time may be very near at hand,
Now really, when I commenced this letter,
1 did not think of giving you a temperance
has been deeply
sermon, but
my heart
stirred, so you will please pardon. Now
thanking yoa all for your nice letters in the
past weeks and a welcome to all whether old
or new, I trust that the day will be all that
could be desired and that this may be the
very best reunion of all.
With best wishes from Ackt Emma.

After receaa

One candidate received the first and
second degrees Sept. 28. A report of the
meeting of Hancock Pomona at West
Ellsworth was given by E. W. Burrlll and
H. P. Burrill and Marcia
L. M. Blood.
Blood sang a duet and others gave read-

THE AMERICAN,
Ellsworth. Me.

yet unexplained

the worthy master, B. H. C’uah-

NEW CENTURY. DEDHAM.

to

some as

of

tilled the chair.

program sis presented as follows: Dialogue, “Playing Hostess;” clipping, B. E.
Varnum; conundrums, I'na Gray.

lay, Aunt Maria's report of the reunion
at Contention Cove has failed to reach this
office in season for publication this week.
The following letter, read at the reunion,
and which was to have been incorporated
in the report, is published in place of the

FACTS FOR SICK WOMEN.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pink-

Pomona grange:
woman's w*ork on the farm?” which will
be discussed at the next meeting. The
committee decided to hold their entertainment Oct. 28 if pleasant; if not, the next
fair evening.

ing-down feeling, flatulency, indiges-

Arbutus grange met Friday evening,
Sept. 25, with forty members and three
visitors present. Owing to the fires in this
vicinity, the children's night program was
postponed to Oct. 9. There will be work
in the first and second degrees on one
candidate at the next meeting.

Mrs. Pinkham Invites ell sick
women to write her for advice.
She has guided thousands to
health. Address, Lynn, Mass.

MASBAPAQUA, SOUTH BLUKHILL.
met Sept. 24, with
about twenty patrons present. After business the program was rendered as follows:
Readings, Lula Maddox, Luly Candage,

Had it not been for you I should hare
been in my grave to-day. I wish every
suffering woman would try it.

ham’s Vegetable Compound, made
from roots and herbs, has been the
standard remedy for female ills,
and has positively cured thousands of
women who have been troubled with
displacements, inflammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities,
periodic pains, backache, that bear-

Massapaqna grange

Beulah

Eaton;

question:

“Resolved,

That a woman is more extravagant than a
man.” A lively discussion followed, but
This column is devoted to the Orange, es* j tbe women came out victorious, and the
pecially to the granges of Hancock county. men were fully convinced of their extravaThe column is open to all grangers for the' gance.
The question for next meeting
discussion of topics of general interest, and j was
announced: “Resolved, That resubfor reports of grange meetings. Make letters
mission would be a benefit to the State.”

3lmong tl)t ©rangtrs.

\

j
1

short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good

reason.

Which did ascend up to Jehovah—
He would not see and justify,

j

j
j

While the people were a-sleeping,
Fire seized upon the town;
Though fine and handsome was the village.
It soon tumbled to the ground.
It burnt three vessels that were building,
And two more at anchor lay;
Many that did see the fire
Thought it was the judgment day.
Twelve more men were burned by fire
In the com pass of that town;
Twenty-five more on the water
In a scow, upset and drowned.
A

family below Newcastle
Was destroyed among the rest,
Father, mother and three children,
One an infant at the breast.

meeting Han- |
cock Pomona with Halcyon grange, North
BluehiU.
3—Annual

held its regular

thirtytwo member! and one visitor present. The
first and second degrees were conferred on
meeting Saturday evening,

with

candidate. It was voted to serve cake,
pie and coffee at the next meeting.

\
!

■■
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MARIAVILLE.

BAV8IDE, ELLSWORTH.

Goods Bought at Wanamaker's
Amounting

to

$5

or

More

Will Be Delivered FREE
to

town in

any

New Hampshire,

New York, New Jeney, Pennsylvania, Maine,
Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island and

Connecticut—excepting only heavy

or

bulky goods,

or

the singing I
address of welcome by
Harry E. Rollins, of Mariaville grange, i
was responded to by Milton
Beckwith, of
Bayside grange. A vocal duet by Misses
Lora and. Lola Young, of Otis, was en- I
of America.

The

thusiastically received,

As I have spoke of things collective,
Now I intend to personate,
And speak of some of my acquaintance,
With whom I was intimate.
Six young men, all smart and active.
Were at work to the northwest
When they saw the fire coming;
To escape it, tried their best.
About two miles from where their camp stood
There we found each one of them;
But to paint their sad appearance,
I cannot with tongue or pen.
men.

Then we dug a grave and buried
All those whom the fire did burn;
Then each of us left alive,
To our dwelling did return.
I heard the sighs and cries and groaning.
Saw the falling of the tears;
By me this will not be forgotten,
Should I live a hundred years.

and

the

prepared with better stocks than ever before, this
Thirty-six of our buyers have been abroad to get the latest
and best foreign goods; and the best to be found in America is
We

*

are

Fall.

always here, of

course.

Everything

quality, and the goods will be
charges for
comer

from

you to pay,

just

prices for equal

at West

sent home without
as

though

you

freight or express

lived around the

us.

If you have not already received it, send for
logue, which is just oS the press.

our

Fall Cata-

JOHN WANAMAKER
NEW YORK CITY

Passed Examination

Good BreadIhe Secret's Out

young1

ladies responded with an encore.
Prof. J. E. McClintock, of the University
of Maine, gave an address on fertilizers, i
end demonstrated that the farmer could :
make for |27 fertilizer for which he
would be obliged to pay a
!
company fS8.
Following bis remarks on fertilizers,!
Prof. McClintock gave a practical analysis
of some soil dug np on the grove. This
was interesting to the people of that section. The professor closed his remarks by
conducting a question box in which he
answered numerous queries.
A soprano solo by Miss Jordan, of Bangor, followed. Hon. B. Walker McKesn,
of Fryeburg, secretary of the State board
of agriculture, was the next speaker. He

more-

Washburn -Crosbys

*
*

Flour

Successfully.

James Donahue, New Britain, Conn., writes:
“I tried several kidney remedies, and was
treated by our best physicians for diabetes,
but did not Improve until I took Foley’s Kidney Remedy. After the second bottle I showed
improvement, and five bottles cared me com1 have since passed a rigid examinaon for life
insurance.”
Foley’s Kidney
Remedy cures backache and all forma of kidney ana bladder trouble. G. A. Parcsbx.

But Your Grocer
has

Stately.

I

goods

sent C. O. D.

like number of

Ellsworth, presided.
The exercises opened with

miles by one hundred
This great tire did extend.
All was done within eight hours—
Not exceeding overmen.

forest,

hack,. hr

About 260 patrons with
their friends were pres- !
ent. In the absence of Worthy Master A.:
I. Foss, of Hancock, Milton Beckwith, of

Forty-two

It killed the wild beasts of the
In the river all the fish,
Such another horrid fire
See again I do not wish.

That’s erhy Doan's Kidney Pm,
co„
Care every kidney ill from

SMirtiitmrata.

The third and fourth degrees were conCushman grange held its regular meeting Sept. 18, with twenty-eight members ferred before fifty-one members and eight
Harand one visitor from Pamola grange pres- visitors last Wednesday evening.
ent. It wss decided to have the grange vest supper was enjoyed by all. The profair Oct. 21. The grange dramatic com- gram consisted of music by George and
M. Frazier;
pany will present the play, “Joe the Waif; Harry Alley; recitation. Ivory
speech, Milton Beckwith; charade under
or the Pet of the Camp,” on that
night.
the direction of Oapt. Willis L. Pratt;
GREEN MOUNTAIN FIELD DAT.
reading, Sister Nevilla and the question:
The third annual field day of Green “What should constitute a woman’s work
Mountain Pomona was held at Arden on the farm!” discussed by Scott Estey,
Young’s grove, Otis, Thursday.
The Capt. G. W. Alley, Fred A. Orcutt, H. W.
weather was perfect and the attendance Estey and Clifton Woodward.
large. The reception committee was comHIGHLAND, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
posed of Arden Yoang, George W. Black,
The fair under the auspices of Highland
Martin A. Garland and Mr. Parker.
At noon a picnic dinner was served. A j grange on Sept. 23 was a decided success.
social hour followed. At 2 o'clock the ! The morning opened fair, but hot aDd
patrons and friends assembled for the af- ! dry, and the only drawbacks seemed to be
a

Then it passed to Black river,
Where it did burn sixtv more;
So it forced its way with fury,
’Til it reached the briny shore.

Sisters weeping for their brothers.
Father crying for his son.
And with bitter, heartfelt sorrow,
Said the mother, I’m undone.

from

kidn-ys.

ternoon exercises.

Thirteen families were residing
Just out back of Gretna Green,
All of them were burned by fire—
Only one alive was seen.

To see these fine, these blooming
young
All lay dead upon the ground,
And their brothers standing mourning.
a
dismal
scene
Spread
around.

so-deceptive.

and goes-keep,
you gue»Si„_
*'
Learn the canse-then core it.
Nine times out ol ten it come,
..
comes

EAST BLCEHILL.

East Bluehill grange

one

CUSHMAN, OOULD8BORO.

In order to destroy their lumber,
And the country to distress.
He sent the fire in a whirlwind
From the howling wilderness.

|

j

It

to
*

8eriotigne»s.

j

DATES.

Saturday, Oct.

Realize the

Backache is

to

Washingtons,

ARBUTUS, SURRY.

tion, dizziness,or nervous prostration.
Why don’t you try it ?

Many ElNworth People Fail

diabetes.
ship Co. will go into effect next week.
Here’s sn Ellsworth ease to
pro* it:
The Bangor-Boston steamers will make
Mr*. 0. M. Alexander, 3
four trips each way weekly—leaving BosEllsworth, Me., says: “Some ynn
ton Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Fridays, and Bangor Mondays, Wednes- wh a terrible sufferer from bicltich
days, Thursdays and Saturdays. The sail- The trouble was not constant, but
came on
ing time from Bangor will be 11 a. m., by spell*, so sudden and
severe tint I
instead of 2 p. m. as during the summer.
would
Steamer will leave Kookland at 5.30
yve to give upend go to bed t,
the remainder of the day. When 1
a. m. (or on arrival of steamer from Bosiron
ton), on Wednesdays and Saturdays for in the morning 1 often had a terrible
pun
Dark Harbor, Sargentville, Deer Isle, across
my loins and was scarcely able to
Southwest
Brooklin,
Harbor,
Sedgwick,
about. My mother, knowing of
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor and Bar get
By
condition, got a box of Doan’s Kidney
Harbor.
Returning steamer will leave Bar Har- Pills for me at Moore's drug store, and 1
bor at 10 a. m. on Mondays and Thursbegan their nse. I noticed an improndays for Rockland, touching at above ment after I bad
finished the contents of
and
Rockland
at
with
landings
connecting
this box, and as I continued w ith them*
steamer for Boston.
Steamer will leave Rockland at 5.30 a. edy my condition improved. From but
time to this I have never bad any serions
m., on Wednesdays and Saturdays, for
North Haven, Stonington, West Tmmont, return of tbe trouble, and can praise
Doan’s Kidney Pills in the highest degree
South BluehiUand BluebiU.
Returning steamer will leave Blaehill at Doan** Kidney Pills proved just as eject10 a. m. on Mondays and Thursdays for ivs in my child's case, relieving hint of
Rockland, touching at above landings and bscltache and grently strengthening his
connecting at Rockland with steamer for kidneys.”
For sals by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
Boston.
Service to' and from Dirigo, Kggemog- Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York,
gin, South Brookeviile and Herrick's Land- sole agents for the United States.
Remember tbe name-Doan's-and take
ing will be diacontinu.-d after Saturday,
no other.
Oct. 3, until further notice.

Mariaville grange met Saturday with a
small attendance. Four candidates were
i
.411 grangers wishing to entertain the
in the first and second degrees.
Pomona grange next year, please send instructed
notice to secretary before the-annual Games were played during recess. An inmeeting at Bluehill Oct. 3. Also state teresting program was well rendered, conmonth you wish to entertain, and name sisting of recitations, songs, stories, quoof member selected to deliver address of tations, readings and a grange paper. The
welcome. M. B. Hinckley, secretary. evening was enjoyed by all. The program
was announced for next meeting, Oct. 3.
HANCOCK POMONA.
There will be a harvest supper.
Hancock Pomona grange met with Harvest home grange, West Ellsworth, SaturHARVEST HOME, WEST ELLSWORTH.
The Merimachl Fire.
day Sept. 19. About 126 members were
Harvest Home grange held its regular
Nineteen
were
instructed
in
the
rStory of the great forest fire told in verse present.
with thirty-one memby the late Thomas M. Jordan, of Hancock, fifth degree. A very interesting end in- meeting Sept. 28,
and first printed many years ago.}
bers present.
There were visitors from
structive program wss carried out.
Alamoosook and Arbutus granges. Two
This is the truth what I now tell^you,
The annual meeting of Hancock Pomona
candidates received the first and second
For mine eyes in part did see
be
will
held
with
Halcyon grange, North degrees. At recess games were played.
What did happen to the people
On the banks of Merimachi.
Oct.
3.
The
Blnehill,
program inclndes:
The program was not carried out. The
Address of welcome.William Weecott
The seventh evening of October,
question, “Should the women vote?” beEighteen hundred twenty-five,
Response.Mrs Laura Treworgy
Two hundred people fell by fire;
ing an interesting topic, was generally
fifth
Conferring
degree
It scourged those that did survive.
discussed. There will be degree work at
Report of officers; election of officers
Some said It was because the people’s
Installation.Nellie It Wood the next meeting, Oct. 3.
Sins did rise like mountains high,

I

BIBLE HEADINGS.

For. groping in my misty way.
I feel His hand. I hear Him say,
'My help is sure.'
The meeting over, the visitor sought
out one of the members and asked the
reason for the emotion manifested by
the audience In the response given.
The following reply was made: "You
iaay well wonder what touched us all
so much, but you will hardly lie surprised when I tell you. For months
that girl's sight has been falling, and
a fortnight ago she became totally
blind. This is her first response since.”
—India Christian Endeavor.

sence

communications, and Its success depends largely
on the support given it In this respect. Communications must be signed, but the name of
writer will not be printed except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address

Gen. xvll, 1-8; xxvUl, 10-22; xxxv.,
first discovered;
9-15; Ps. cv, 1-10; Num. xxi, 1-3; Ps. 'Twas in the nor’west
; Twenty-two men there did die;
cxxxil, 1-5; Rom. xll, 1, 2; Acts xvill. When it had swept o’er the meadows.
To Newcastle it did fly.
18-21.

Sightless, but 8eeing.
At the close of a Christian Endeavor
consecration meeting In India the roll
was being called, and one after another
was responding.
After one name was
caUed there was a slight pause, and
amid the perfect silence rose the clear,
sweet tones of a young girl’s voice:
“The very dimness of my sight

Ares end
■poke of the greet work the grange l» do- the clouds of smoke from forest
dost from sun*burned roods. A large
Supper waa served end a dance in the crowd was in attendance, and all seemed
pavilion, with moaic by Monaghan’a or- pleased with the exhibit.
About 125 cattle were on the grounds,
cheetra, of Ellaworth, cloaed the day’i
Don't aw harsh physic,,
about ninety of which were cows. The
The
meeting.
weakens the bowels, lead, tn
r«ctl«,
Ch,0“ic «»«!.
exhibit in the tali was large and of excelpstlon. Get Doan's Reguleu.
Tb'I operau
PENOBSCOT.
lent quality. Especially was this true of easily, tone the
stomach, cine
co»»Upe<i0n..
Penobscot grange met Friday evening. the show of flowers which was pro- AM.
beautiand
and
be
fine
nounced
all
to
About twenty-five patron* gathered,
very
by
a profltaLle e.-ening wae apent, notwithfully arranged. Much credit is due to the
Jfirtitai,
standing the email attendance. In the ab- committer having charge of this depart-

gUnffrtianiwntft.

fllutual Brnrftt Column.

CHRISTIAN KNDKAVOR.

SbbfTtitmmti.

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

Value of Sawdust.
Sawdust is oas of the positing wastss
The exhibition building and stable* at in lumbering operations. The waste is
the Dover (air ground! ware burned laat serious, too, for the kerf—the part cut out
Wednesday. Thera have bean leveral in- by the saw in the mill and transformsd
cendiary Urea in Dover and Foxcroft re- into sawdust—always bears a rather high
cently.
ratio to the boards obtainsd. In outting
William F. Johnson, o( Waterville, con- thin stuff, one-fourth of the log, or even
ductor on a freight train, fell between more, may be kerf.
Efforts to turn sawdust into pulp for the
two can at Richmond Saturday noon and
hare usually been unsuccessful
was inatsntly killed. He was tbirty-six paper mill
on account of mechanical dlfllciiltiea in
years old and unmarried.
handling. In several European countries,
Patents have recently been granted to however, a new
way has been found of
Maine inventonas follows: F. E. Farnturning sawdust to account. The sawdust,
ham, Rumford Falls, lifting Jack; M. E. chiefly pine and flr, is ground with millHunt, Waterville, rolling-door hanger; J. stones, exactly as old-time mills made
O. Michaud, Fort Kent, power transmiscornmeal, or wheat or rye flour. Expension mechanism.
sive machinery is not required, but it is
special precaution
There was a double launching Thursday necessary to take
at the shipyard of Cobb, Butler A Co., against fires which might start from
Rockland. The now craft were the three- sparks between the millstones.
The sswdust flour is sold to the dynamasted schooner Frank Brainerd, and the
four-masted schooner Lewiston.
The mite factory to be mixed with nitroglyBrainerd’s gross tonnage is 254, the Lewis- cerin and forms the body or absorbent for
that high explosive. It is also in demand
ton’s 814.
for the manufacture of cheap blotting paThe sardine factory of the Eastern
pers. The mills in the Harz mountains,
A
BosImporting
Manufacturing Co.,
in Germany, an important manufacturing
ton, and the clam and blueberry canning
center, are kept busy meeting this defactory owned by H. S. Kane, both located mand.
at Addison, burned Thursday night with
The price of the “flour” in Germany
a total loss estimated in the neighborhood
ranges from $7.50 to f 12.50 a ton. It is
of (25,000.
in
like
or in bales of

Food for thought
Food for work
Food for brain

Uneeda Biscuit
The most

nourishing of all wheat foods.
In dust

tight,

moisture proof packages.
Neoer sold in bulk.

shipped

NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY
/

COA9T MISSIONARY.

Important Work
Interesting and
Among Count and Island TownaTossed about

on

the Atlantic in hla little

craft which in a storm la bat a frail cockle
shell, carrying the good news of the goepel
to those who otherwise would be utterly
its influence no tar as outside help
is concerned, the beautiful work being
done by the messenger of the Seacoast
Missionary society is among the most
practical philanthropies of Maine.
Starting all bis activities from Bar Harbor, the headquarters of this three-yearold missionary effort and home port of
the staunch little launch Morning Star,
Her. Alexander P. MacDonald sails 100
miles east and 100 miles west every month
without

during the season, counseling, aiding,
assisting mentally, morally and spiritusl.y the thousands of waifs of humanity
whosre, by virtue of situation and circumstance, cut off from the humanising
influence which help their fellows to grow
and increase
status.

in mental

and

spiritual

way in which this work had its beginnings la well worth a paragraph. For
tarsnl years while, as a student in college,
he taught in vacation along the rockbound coast of Maine, young Alec. MacDonald was deeply concerned with the
gnat problems which confront the outer
dwellers of the Maine coast—those people
who are isolated from their kind by physical conditions, or whose duties as keepers
of the danger signals on the rocky islands
prevent their giving to their famillee and
enjoying for themselves the intellectual
and religious privileges which are received
by the great mass of the people as so much
s matter of course that they seldom realiie what it means to have free access to
them.
Os islands where a single family is
often the entire population; on othera
where one family originally, its members
have increased and intermarried in ignorance of laws human and divine until they
ire stunted, physically and otherw ise; on
isolated headlands over which tbe controlling towns have no interest and less
esre; everywhere along the coast where
there are human aouls in need ol assistance, this missionary goes carrying flrst
the practical aid to the bodily needs, and
following U up with the spiritual message
given him to deliver.
Speaking before e congregation of
wealthy summer visitors in bis brother’s
vhnrch in Bar Harbor three summers ago,
hie story of the needs of these outcast
®™bersof the Maine coast excited such
•fmpathy that funds were at once proffered
>n tens,
twenty-fives and hundreds, and
bn two MacDonalds
organized at once the
*°eiety that has grown into such s noble
and effective work.
The

tected homed, flndthelr way to many who
would otherwise afford grand soil (or the
germs of the great white plague. Book s
out of the circulating library of the society, containing 400 volumes of good
wholesome reading, together with an innumerable supply of lesson leaflets and
religious papers, are left at each visit, the
batch of books that have been read being
displaced by another lot from the intellectual store house of this welcome visitor.
Children fscing a lifetime of suffering
and disease, avoidable by the wonderful
skill of modern surgery or proper care and
treatment, find their way by some mysterious means to boepitals, and there are given
back health and strength, or at least their
sufferings are greatly reduced. Postofflces
are established and regular mail communication maintained where the people had
not supposed it possible. Schools have
been created and improved, illiterate communities have been uplifted toward a more
elevated plane, and through the simple
church services, the Sunday school and the
Christian Endeavor prayer meetings, religious services have been established and
maintained regularly where they never
existed before. Communities have been
awakened and, appreciating what they
have been missing, have built churches
and established regular religious worship
under pastoral direction.
One. of the interesting features of the
trip which the writer took as a passenger
on the easterly cruise of the missionary
yacht, was the dedication of the church
at Corea which haa been completed by the
people of Corea with almost no outside
aid, as told in the recent story of the dedication in this paper. After having worked
for years to that end, the projectors were
well nigh discouraged, but the friendly
counsel of Missionary MacDonald, whom
they have adopted as their consulting pastor, renewed their courage, and they finally completed the building and dedicated it free of debt.

Many interesting sidelights on his work
were admitted by Rev. A. P. MacDonald
during the all too brief cruise of the
newspaper man, but perhaps none was
more touching than his
reference one
afternoon as the yacht passed a certain
settlement.

"We shall not stop there this afternoon,
but I’ll call on my way back. Out on that
island, with only her own immediate family for company, lives a woman who wrote
me a letter one day.
I had sailed right
past, intending to leave her call until
another trip, as the time was short to make
my usual visits and get back to Bar Harbor on time. Later I got a letter from her.
It was pitiful in the loneliness that
breathed ail through it. She wrote: ‘I
had hoped you would call, when I saw
your launch coming. 1 wanted to see you
If you could stop for no more
so much.
than a little chat.’

Taft Score* Against Bryan.
[Ltwllton Journal.]
Judge Taft, addressing the national
league of republican clubs last week in
Cincinnati, analyized the political record
of William J. Bryan in a scathing manner.
In bis speech Judge Taft reviewed what
the republican party had accomplished,
and put in contrast with republican
achievement, democractic opposition and
promises. Judge Taft cites Bryan as a
champion of the plausible but of the impracticable. From the beginning of his
public life Brysn has a record of failures.
Coder Cleveland, as a member of the Ways
and Means committee, Bryan led in formulating the Wilson-Qorman tariff.
President Cleveland, whose last political
statement was for Taft, declared against
the Wilson-Qorman bill and refused to
sign it, but allowed it to become a law
without his signature. The Wilson-Qorman law threw millions of workers out of
employment. Farm products fell to ruinous
prices.
Coxey’a army of hunger
marched from Washington to protest
against democratic government.
Bryan was active in denouncing Qrover
Cleveland because Cleveland opposed Mr.
Bryan’s flfty-oent dollar. Bryan insisted
that free silver coinage is necessary for
the safety of the country, and that it is
of greater importance than protection of
free trade. In a’ word, Bryan favored repudiation, whioh always attracts many
who are in debt. Bryan Insisted thst the
maintenance of the gold standard wonld
soon bring farm products down, have
labor in suspended animation, and so on.
All came out just the opposite.
In 1900 Bryan still adhered to free silver,
but ’’lest free silver might become a little
shop-worn,” Bryan put in another paramount issue—that of anti-imperialism.
He announced that if he were not elected,
patriotism would quit and liberty would
die. His attacks on McKinley’s Philippine policy cost this country big money
and many lives. Bryan lost, but we continue to celebrate Fourth of July with
fervor.
When Judge Parker was nominated,
Bryan insisted on inserting the depreciated dollar in the St. Louis platform, but
it was omitted. But with Judge Parker,
Bryan attacked Theodore
Roosevelt'
Bryan insisted that “Roosevelt was tied to
the corporations.” Bryan, in 1901, ceased
to regard the Philippines as the foremost
issue and took up something else. Twice
before he had done the same with other
•

issues.

Facts have thoroughly refuted every
contention of Bryan’s. There is no such
peacemaker in the world as Roosevelt.
Roosevelt led in terminating the fareastern war and in making peace in Central America and Cuba.
There has been
no such
serious work for control of
monopolies as under Roosevelt.
“That woman wa9 sick with a throat
Bryan confesses that the visit of our
uiiABionary waa secured, an auxiliary
•loop bought, and from port to port, island trouble, so that she was in danger of navy to ,he Pacific coast is popular. He is
toiiUnd and headland to headland she strangling every time she (ell asleep, for in favor of an “adequate navy to protect
aDd had to be watched when the Pacific coast”, yet he attacks the re«oi»ed, Capt. White doing what he could, weeks,
asleep, constantly. Her three boys all bad publican party tor making appropriations
•el the
sloop proved not altogether suited, the
typhoid (ever, the result o( drinking for the increase of our navy.
•■d lor the
past two seasona her work has
rain water which had become tainted
On returning from hie foreign tour
done by the Morning Star, a trig
with the germs. Her husband took care Bryan came out tor government ownerlaunch that might be the private
o( her and ol the boys, besides two little ship of railroads.
l*eht of a
wealthy cottager, and whose
None of Bryan’s previous declarations
■•iconic lines are the only ones which girla too young to be o( any help, when
*°P et the places where she drope anchor his temperature was o(ten, in (act much are in the platform on which Bryan now
ot the time, at 102. And they all finally stands.
e month.
Other yachts sail right by,
And Bryan now brings forward a new
got well.
little
how
occupants
dreaming
“Bat I am planting a system ot signals proposal equally bad as his eclipsed polthsy are touching elbows with (or
such cases, so that when 1 am really icies. He wants a tax-payers’ guaranty of
as they steam
carelessly past, needed at a station, and am
obliged to sail bank deposits; that is, “he seeks to take
Wla hearts that are
with
the
hungry
one man’s money to pay another man’s
(or human companionship watch right past, or think I am, they may signal
me, and I will at least make a brist call.” debt!”
wistful
with
through eyes grown
Wherever Bryan’s record is inspected it
Weddings and (unerals both come into
"■•'ng and wish they would stop—at
his lile often, although he admits that the is, as Taft says, “impractible.” If he
*®st sometimes.
®*solene is the motive power that pushes latter are (ar more common in his parish were President he could do nothing but
than the former: He is the friend ot hun- disturb business. He might revive some
“•MorningStax slang over the billows dreds
of people who, but for him, might old caprices or svoke some new caprices.
the Atlantic from station to station of
never come in touch with the influences
It the democrats should carry the House
parish, which numbers flfty- of the relsgionof Jesus
Christ, who had they caanot have the Senate, hence the
to
be
each
visited
rV*atlons
month, His
disciples push1 out a little from the election of Bryan would handicap Amerimen, women and children short while he talked with the
"W® families.
people. In can enterprise and sow distress. Bryan is
His footsteps,
Missionary MacDonald an honest man bnt lacks practical sense.
suitable to rigors of the temthat vent their fury on these unpro- pushes out his frail craft, with genial
Engineer Dan MacDonald at the throttle,
“My son, my son I” exclaimed the disand spreads' the good tidings to the
l*0***®*
of
am
«*f
Peley’s
Honey
h**!*
mayed mother as she saw all her boy’s beheathen at Maine’s very front door.
»«ld wlthoetony person eye
longings stacked in a corner of the closet.
“Haven’t I tried over to teach yon that
Usuk Belief fer Asthma Sufltnn.
senulne Foley’s
gasey sad
it*?!**
in the yellow pookas* conFoley's Honey and Tar affords Immediate yon should have a place for everything?1'
relief
to
asthma
in
ether
the
worst
harmful
sufferers
druse.
stages,
0«ardn2nS?
said the son, cheerfully, and this
"fusing any but the and If taken In time will effect a cure. O. A. “Yes,”
la the place.”
Paacn**
«

More than eight million feet of partially
finished lumber, piled in the yards of the
George W. Barker Co. and the Jordan
Lumber Co., at Milford, were burned
Thursday. The lumber was valued at almost (175,000, the loss
being equally
divided between the two companies. Each
was protected to the extent of sbout 90 per
cant, by insurance.

bags,

Frank E. Sleeper, grand lecturer of the
grand lodge of Maine, F. and A. M., announces that lodges of instruction will be
held at Portland, Wednesday, Oct. 14; at
South Berwick, Friday, Oct. 23; at Skowhegan, Monday, Oct. 26, and at Bangor,
Friday, Oct. 30. Instruction will be given
at forenoon and afternoon sessions, and in
the evening work will be performed and
the local lodges inspected by their district
deputy grand masters.

SHeechantf
Sold Ewniofcoi. la Ukm 10c. aal Sk

Pure
Much of the so-called
adulterated with Det>-1

Pepper” is

per dust and shells, dii

SLADE’S Pepper;
is selected cleaned pepper,

meal,

about 40 cubic feet, made by
high pressure.

means

powdered Absolutely Pure.

of

Thatbwhr

“I declare,” remarked Rev. Mr. Goodley, “I never knew what profanity was
until I met Mr. Tuff.” “Yes,” put in
Dumley, “ain’t he aggravatin’, though?
I don’t blame you a bit, for he’d make
a

SMi't

saint swear.”

Seven thousand cases of canned sardines
slid into the water at Lubec laat Wednesday night, when the floor of the Lubec Sardine Co.’s warehouse collapsed.
There were 21,000 cases of the fish, all
without covers, bat two-thirds of the
goods did not go into the water. The loss
on the sardines is f8,000 and the damage to
the building is aboat fl,000.
While returning from a hunting trip
with his brother Raymond and Seth
Chambers, Ralph, the twenty-one-year-old
son of James E. Downs, of Sanford, was
accidentally shot and killed by Chambers.
The three stopped on their way home to
shoot st a target. Ralph had Bred and
handed the rifle over to Chambers. As the
latter was loading the rifle the shell exploded, the charge enteringRalph’s back.
He died afew hours later.

Beauty’s Aid

Woman may improve her complexion, keep her face free from pimplae
and humors: brighten hqr eyas and
purify the blood oy the occasional
use of

any other kind of ache or pain.
that you can depend upon.
You don't tajce any cnances with jonnsons
—or

Use

V

if

a

remedy

Anodyne Liniment—it has a 97 years’ record
of successful cures to prove its reliability. If you
have an earache, headache, or stiff neck, just apply

JOHNSON’S
Mimorm LINIMENT
and see how quickly it will relieve. It*s just as effective
in healing cuts, burns, scalds, bruises and contusions—
iust as sure in curing lame back, muscular rheumatism.
sciatica, lumbago, stiff joints, strained tendons and all
Don't
the other outside aches the body is heir to.
delay—apply at once—the sooner you do it the
quicker you are well. Get a bottle ne-to—have
it ready.
Gsarasleed under the Fend an
Act, Jane SO, 1MC. Serial Nufeer, i IS.
aa

cents a bottle—»e cents will but
TBBEE TIMES AS MUCH ANYWMEBE.

I.S.JMNS0N i CO.

The annual meeting of the Maine
teachers’ association will be held In Portland, October 20 to 31 inclusive. This association meets every year in October, alternating between Bangor Portland or
Lewiston. Within the past few years the
organisation has so grown in membership
that it is compelled to meet in the largest
cities of the State in order to secure hotel
accomodations and halls sufficiently large
in which to bold its sessions. The association of high schools and colleges holds
its meetings at the same time.

CLARION
Ranges & Stoves
•re

thoroughness of

famous for

They are made as well as seventy
years’ experience permits, with the

Ur. Stobb (in asloniahment)-Qracioai,
Marin! That tramp baa been singing out
in the bade yard for the last hour. Mrs.
Stubb—Yes, John; it is all my fault. Mr.
Stubb—Your fault! Mrs. Stubb—Indeed
it is.
I thought I was giving him a dish
of boiled oatmeal and instead of that I
boiled up the birdseed by mistake.

constant desire to offer you the best.
are possible only
quality.

CLARION results
with CLARION

We want you to

THE IDEAL HEATING STOVE.

_

Bangor. Me.

WOOD O BISHOP CO-

“TX?HED

Ellsworth, Maine.

Sold by J. P. ELDRIDQE,

NOW IS THE TIME
to have that furnace
brane

resulting from Catarrh and drive*

putin.

away aCold in the Head quickly.
Full sizt
the Senses of Taste and Smell.
50 ctrj. at Druggists or by mail.
Liquid
Or am Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
a!' 1 brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York
Restores

AVOID THE

Be

^™thsa,

tki*

T*‘j

Wsoia«,°or

that it

a

good results, great
heating efficiency,

KNIFE.

economy in fuel and

CUTTING WON’T CURE PILES—INTERNAL

durability.

TREATMENT NEEDED.
A gardener doesn’t kill weeds by cutting
their tops. He attacks the root. Just so
with piles—the cause is within, entirely |
out of reach of surgical instruments, oint-

F. B. AIKEN, Agt.,

ments or suppositories. The only cure for
piles is internal, and the only guaranteed
internal remedy is Dr. Lsonhardt’s HemEoid. It has cured 98 per cent, of cases,
and 24 days’ treatment is sold for fl at
G. O. Moore’s, under positive guarantee.
Or mailed by Dr. Leonhardt Co., Station B,
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for booklet.

ELLSWORTH, ME.

Noyes &

Nutter
Bangor,

WVBSEi
Makes Bread that Combines 4
HIGHEST

FINEST

COLOR*

FLAVOR'.

ASK

sure

Ivineo, and then
you will be sure of
is

•ydiee

r’jjjtttt

the

^Aik your local agent about CLARTHE IDEALCLARION.
IONS, or write ua.

aubmiscmniu.

Tj*“PPy

J***sscoaal

investigate

CLARION record.

•jee

j***

con-

struction.

YOUE

GRCATESfT
NUTRITION^

GROCER/

4

Mfg. Co.,

Me.
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'if

(Ellsworth 2Vmcrifcm.

his own nim ol doty require* him to
do go.
There isn’t a shred o( evidence to1
show that Mr. Bryan’s position on the

COtSIY

Open time

on

deer

begins

to-morrow.

The new* of the death, in Weet Newton
of Joeeph EmWest Brooksville oorreapoudaut Maee., on Sunday, Sept. 20,
FUBLlBHtD
and Ellsworth,
Mover bee mired and erson, formerly of Surry
8.
“Iseec
writes:
There
VERT WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
coinage question has changed.
wee received with universal regret.
housed 300 bnebels of potatoes, Sidney
AT
is every reason to believe that the
Joeeph Emerson was a native of Sorry,
L
Mrs.
J.
Jones
150
000
Hawes
bushels,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE,
attitude of the sound money demowhen a young man was married to
busbels. The potatoes are all in excellent end
NT THft
Miss Josephine Wood, of Sorry, who
crats remains absolutely unchanged.
\NCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.
condition, not a decayed one in tbs lot.
That the twice-defeated advocate of This is the first season that no rotten survives him. For a few years thej made
W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
EllsW. H. Titus, Associate Editor.
free silver, repudiation and dishonor potatoes have appeared since the rot Sorry their home, then moved to
worth.
should expect the support this year of struck this county in 1846-sixty-three
Ruoscrlptlon Price—$2 00 a year; $1.00 for six
Intensely In love with the study of
»ho years ago.”
months; 30 cents for three months; It raid the self-respecting democrats
music and a typical representative of the
strictly In advance. $1 5t), 73 and 38 cents voted for his overthrow in 1896 and
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arCapt. Fred Spurting, of Cranberry Isles, old-fashioned singing master, Mr. Emer*t arages are reckoned at the rate of $2 per
1900, is simply another manifestation in sloop yacht Nellie Frances, has been son conducted in Ellsworth a singing
ear
of his ridiculous notion that they are breaking lobstering records. He took 63» school which was known far end wide and
Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
either cowards or fools.
At one haul, be w hich proved exceedingly popular.
lobsters in one week.
From Ellsworth Mr. Emerson moved to
took 166, which beats all previous records,
Boslness communication a should be addressed
MUSIC FESTIVAL.
according to the captain of the lobster Bangor. Some yean ego he suffered a
to, and all checks and mone\ orders made payable to Thk Hancock Cocntt Publishing
smack, who has been buying lobsters shock of paralysis, and although he reCo • Ellsworth, Maine.
At Bangor, The Attraction for Next along the coast of Maine for the past four- covered so that be could get about some
Week.
teen years. Eber Spurting, of Cranberry he never grew strong sgatu, but gradually
This week’s edition of Tbe
With the twelfth Maine music festival Isles, caught 134 one day.
lost ground, having one or two shocks
American is 2,430 copies.
afterward. Three yean ago they sold
only a little more than a week away
their home in Bangor and went to live
Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Oct. 8, 9
Schooner F. J. Morrisey, Capt. Ansel
2,430 and 10—it goes without saving that these
Average for the year of 1907,
with Mn. Emerson’s sister, Mn. Ella
flsb
has
landed
two
of
large trips
Snow,
are
Eaton, of Weet Nesrton.
busy times for everyone connected
WEDNESDAY SEPTEMBER 30, 1903. with the splendid enterprise, from Direc- this month at James Parker's Sons' wharf,
Recently he had a severe ill turn, but
Manset. Sept. 2 the schooner arrived
down
to
Beal
President
tor Chapman and
was thought to
be improving and his
with 110,300 pounds, man ins tbs fine stock
in
the
the most humble personage
employ
death was sudden, heart fsilun being
The schooner arrived again
of fl,196.
auditothe
of the association. Down at
too much for him to rally from. The
Sept. 33 with 129,000 pounds of cod, cusk funeral was held in West Newton Wedrium a corps of workers are cleaning and
and haddock, 2,700 pounds halibut, makNATIONAL ELECTION, NOV. 3, 1908.
in
order
brightening the great building
nesday, and the nmains wen brought to
ing another fine stock of (2.030 in three
that the place shall be free from dust and
for interment.
FOR PRESIDENT,
weeks. This is the largest fata of flab ever Burry
of
the
dirt when the handsome gowns
at Manset.
bought
William H.
t housands of lady patrons come sweeping
GKKKN LAKE.
OF OHIO.
in upon it.
“Bring on your big vegetables!” writes
A noticeable feature at the auditorium
O. H. Natter hu had a boat-house built.
Cove
our Seal
correspondent. “Benjamin
FOR VICE-PRESIDENT,
this year will be the elaborate decorations
Dr. C. P. Tbomaa ia having hia cottage
Mitchell, of Boston, who Ms spent the
which are now in place, and which aid
James S.
summer on Tinker’s Island, raised a few.
painted.
most materially in making this the most
The correspondent saw one
OF NEW YORK.
W. p. Lowell baa had a cellar dog under
pointer
attractive temple of music east of Boston.
which weighed one pound Ova ounce*, bia cottage.
The handsome great organ also helps ont
another, one pound four ounces. One long
Eighteen tbouaand Iand-I6cked aalmon
“Shall the people rule?” See the amazingly along decorative lines, lending blood beet five
pounds one ounce; another hare been planted In the lake thia week.
oiAoial records of the votes cast in a dignity and magnificence which have four pounds. One round beet three
Mr. Adame, brother ol Charlee Adame,
heretofore been lacking.
1896 and 1900.
pounds eight ounces; another three haa been at the
Ever mindful of the public's best good,
cottage about two weeka.
others tall a little short of
Many
pounds.
One day leal week be caught a aereuthe festival management has caused a
Bryan’s friends say 16 to 1 is a dead plank sidewalk to be laid this year from these figures.
pound aalmon.
issue. The same will be said of the Main street to the main entrance of the
Bar Harbor ia again involved in an autoReporta hare come in about huntere
after
Novemit
invented
nan who
auditorium so that, whether it raina or mobile war.
Last week a petition was aeelng mooae. Thia^promitee to beg great
ber S.
shines, there will be a broad, clean walk started
among both summer and permanent year for them. Partridge and woodcock
for all pedestrians from the cars or sideresidents,
asking the legislature to take huntere are getting good bage.
From the rapidity and style of walk to the very door of the auditorium.
toward barring antos from
A bad accident occurred here a week
steps
looking
Judge Taft’s answers, it is not likely This walk baa been so placed that car- all roads on the island, or giving the ago, when the hand car in charge of three
that Bryan will invite him to speak riages and pedestrians need not interfere towns
permission to do so. As matters aection men waa picked up by the freight.
with one another, and passage for all will stand
any more.
now, the nearest autos can come to Arthur Moore'* foot waa eererely injured,
be safer and less confusing. The steps at
Bar Harbor is Hull's Cove, three miles and be baa been confined to the houae
In reply to the Roosevelt letter, the side entrance of the auditorium have away. The roads which approach Bar Har- alnce. He will be laid up three or four
also
been
done
with.
away
bor are forbidden to autos by law of the weeks.
Bryan attaeka tbe Roosevelt policies.
Tbe galaxy of stars is the equal of any of
And yet he claims to have originated
town, passed by permission of the legislaThe cottager* have all returned to their
the many brilliant ones presented by Mr. ture.
To be sure, if you can get an auto
most of them.
but will continue coming SaturChapman, and some go so far as to say to Bar Harbor, you may run in the village homes,
days to spend the Sundays a* long a* the
that this year's artists will even surpass in
streetsall you pleasewithout bre king the fine
weather continue*. Saturday evening
Bryan baa settled the bank deposit interest and enthusiam those of former law. Last winter the autoists
sought to brought H. Mayberry and wife, Charlea
question in his own mind, but the festivals.
secure the passage of a measure giving
Adams and wife. Lea ter Ada ms and Mr
There are to be two great prima-donnas them one
question of the deposit of ballots in
single road to oar Harbor that Clayton.
—Ellen Beach Yaw, wbo Is called the was
November still worries him.
to be used w ith the understanding that
matchless high soprano of the world, and it was to be for automobiles
chiefly, and
WEST ELLS WORTH.
Jeanne Jomelti, the sensation of the Man- that teams should
Mr. Bryan shows what an unconpass upon it with the
batten opera bouse last season, the star of
B. T. Carter haa gone to Aroostook
for
idea
of
out
cars.
A
bitter
looking
fight
scious humorist be is when he tells
1 the Worcester festival, the greatest new
county.
Judge Taft, after the latter has been dramatic soprano, called a second Nordics was waged in town meeting. The measure
Mrs. Elixa Btackpole is visiting relatives
was
voted
down
Several
decisively.
so long in the public service, to go at Ocean Grove.
attempts have been made by both sides at Bradley.
and make a record for himself.
Then there is Madame Caroline Mihrthis summer to stir the matter up.
Miss Sarah Kemp has returned to DorHard.v, the best church and concert singer
chester, Mas*.
8tate Highway Commissioner Sar- in New York, with a voice saline as RiderA pleasant box party was held at the
Barkentlne Aubnrndale Hissing.
gent says this will be a record year Keisey’s, and Isabella Bouton, the gloriJohn 8. Emery A Co., of Boston, owners Dollardtown acboolhouse Monday evenfor Maine in the matter of good road ous contralto, who is remembered as a
of the barkentiue Auburndale, have re- ing.
festival favorite.
Building. All bat thirty-one of the
The men include two favorites—Beddoe, luctantly concluded that she has been
There will be eervicaeat the Dollardtown
cities and towns in Maine have apwith his silvery tenor, and Fanning, lost on her passage from Turk’s Island to school house thia evening. Rev. W. F.
plied to the State for road money dramatic baritone. Waterous, the great Philadelphia, but there ia the greatest Emery will preach.
tinder the new road law. It it estiIrvin Stackpole surprised and pleased
metropolitan basso, will be a revelation to mystery as to what has become of the
mated that the total mileage of State many. Marshall, tbe yonng Maine bari- wreck. Her course was the usual one hia many frienda by taking to himself a
bride
one day last week.
road constructed this summer will tone with tbe beautiful Oampanari voice, taken by all vessels in the West Indian
and Kennedy Hill and MacXiebol, all trade, and if the craft has gone down, it ia
Solon Lovett and wife, of Beverly,
aggregate 100 miles.
Maine singers with big futures before extraordinary that not the least trace of Maas., spent last week with O. B. Floyd
either vessel or survivors has been ob- and other relatives here and at Penobscot.
! them and excellent voices to uae now.
Will They Return?
No music lover should miss the night of tained.
Miss Lora P. Carter went to Ludlow last
If Mr. Bryan, still holding fast to the
The Auburndale sailed from Turk’s la,, week to visit her father, Pearl Carter.
or the closing night; nor, in fact,
ruinous dogma of free silver, imagines opera
land with 25,000 barrels of salt sixty-three Prom there she will go to Presque Isle to
any of these grand concerts.
that the patriotic sound-money demodays ago. The passage usually takes not teach.
crats who opposed his candidacy in
Casttne Normal Graduate*.
lopger than three weeks. There were nine
It Would Flatter Man.
1896 and 1900 will stultify themselv-s
| Member!i of the class which graduated men and one woman aboard. The faarFew men have deserved and few
by supporting him tbis year, he is at the Eastern Stale normal school at Caa- kentine was commanded by Capt. Everett
have won higher p,alse Id an epitaph
His tine in June are teaching as follows:
doomed to disappointment.
B. Haskell, of Deer Isle.
|
than the following, which waa written
The
Auburndale
have
on
tbe
financial
been
in
colstudied silence
Adelma
may
Gilkey, Islesboro, grammar
by Lord Byron on the tomb of bia dead
with some craft and. her crew
lision
not
deceive
Fraucina
will
the
school,
Passadumkeag;
Morey,
question
indepenNewfoundland:
and
carried
to
some port half
!
at
school
picked
up
Orono,
grammar
Pearl
Atlantic;
dent members of bis party who re"Near this spot are deposited the rei A. McLain, Appleton, Mars Hill; H. (Jer- way around the world. In this case it
volted against the Bryan menace of
mains of one who possessed beauty
be
months
before
are
heard
i
trude
at
msy
they
McFarland,
Brooklin, primary
without vanity, strength without Inso
repudiation and dishonor twelve years
Broofcsvllle; Grace E. Dorman, Washing- from.
lence. courage without ferocity and all
ago. His policy is quite as hateful to
The
was
Auburndale
built
in
at
Alice
ton,
Milbridge the virtues of man without
Burkettville;
Pitcher, Linbis vices
them now as it was then. They rein
and
was of 574 tons net.
McDonald
1880,
school
in
colnville,
Albion;
TbU praise, which would be uniueunmember that in nearly every oue of
Hope Kobinaon, Brewer, primary school
Ing flattery if Inscribed over human
his speeches in 1896 he insulted aud at Moose River: Marcella
StOnge, Dover,
ashes. Is but a just tribute to the mem
Newspaper Notes.
sneered at them. As au example, take grammar school, Stockton Springs; Elsie
A HOUSEHOLD NECESSITY.
ory of Boatswain, a dog. who was born
the following from hie speech in Mem- Philip, Bluehill, normal school, Caetine;
If you live anywhere in New England, there
at Newfoundland May 3. 1803. and died
Susie Yeaton, Steuben, Emery grammar is one publication which should be in your
phis, Tenn., on Oct. 5 of that year:
at Newstead abbey Nov. 18, 1808."
Ethel
home
There
is
no
other paper in
every day.
Carsley, Dexter, in“I want to* tell yon what I told others: school, Eden;
Carol A. Boston or New England that compares with
school, Patten;
That if you think the gold standard is abso- termediate
Woman'* Reasoning.
and
the
Boston
Globe.
Fathers
daily
Sunday
lutely necessary to the welfare of this country, Hooper, Bluehill, intermediate. Bar HarHusband (arriving with bis wife at
like it, mothers like it, children like it.
you make a great mistake if you vote for me. bor; Fred F. Hall, St. George, Natal, South
the
No other medium gives the educational mat*
Azcarraga station just as the train
because, if I can help it, the gold standard Africa, normal school; Emma A. Coombs,
ter that is contained in the Globe. The series
Btenmed out)—There! If you hadn't
won’t stay in this country for one moment.”
Caatine, grammar school, Mexico; Helen of “Famous Gems of Prose", now
in
taken
such a fearful time dressing we
running
Mr. Bryan has always insisted that L.|.Johnson, Eddington, primary school, the Globe, are alone worth the
price of the shouldn't hare lost that train. WifeCarrie
L.
there should not and coaid not be any Brownville;
Matthews, Warren paper.
Aud If you hadn’t hurried me so all the
of the best of oratory and
compromise between those who op- primary, East Bridgwater, Mass; Jennie This collection
way here we shouldn’t have such a
L. Shean, Patten, grammar school, Brown- literature that the world has produced should
posed the gold standard and those who
long time to wait for the next one.—
be
cut
out
and
in
a
book
in
kept
scrap
W.
every
vitle; Maud
Bacon, Bluehill, interPhilippines Gossip.
supported it. He is ou record in scores mediate
school, Greenville; Alice L.
of instances as denouncing its demoIn no other paper is there a household page
Keyes, Buckaport, primary, East Edding- that compares with the one run
At Horn*.
by the praccratic supporters as men ‘‘who want
ton; Florence E. Down, Jefferson, gram- tical housekeepers of New England in the
"He was perfectly at home at the
to use the party organization for pri- mar school at
borne; Ruth Davis, Eden, Globe. A careful perusal of this page every
bajniuet."
vate gain and their country for public Otter Creek; Zora Thurston,
Stonington, day is of the greatest help to women in keep“Why. be didn't have a word to say.”
intermediate school, Brownville; Mabel ing their household expenses down and setplunder”.
“Well, that's being perfectly at home
He has notified the democrats Carton, Vinalhaven, Vinalhaven grammar; ting a table that will please all the members
for him.’’—Houston Post.
of the family.
leaving their party because of his ad- Edna Bowdan, Dexter, at home; Eva Hall,
In addition to its many features, the Globe
in Jefferson; Louie Johnston,
Waldoboro,
free
silver
to
“take
their
of
vocacy
has the best-equipped force In New England,
Won a •mil*.
Washington, high school at Albion; over 1,000 men being employed
daily in the
baggage with them and not expect to Marion Weat,
Attractive Young Lady—I should like
Heald school, Bar
Egypt,
of
the
and
editions.
publication
daily
Sunday
some back”, and he has boasted that
“The Wide. Wide World.” Chivalrous
Harbor; Alice Black, Dedham, teaches at You get the results of their labors in the
Bookseller—Were It mine. miss. I
he does not know of a set of men he
home; Jennie Greene, Olamon, in Albion; Globe; also special features which cost in the
would willingly give It to yon.—Pathwould rather lose than the gold demo- Ethel Fitch,
Rockland, intermediate, course of the year thousands of dollars.
finder.
orats.
See your newsdealer to-morrow and arrange
Rockland; Jennie M. Spruce, Bradley,
Yet Mr. Bryan, in spite of his intol- primary, Bradley; Margaret Morrison, to have the Globe delivered ^regularly at your
How This t
home.
_•
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for
erant treatment of the sound-money Levant, teaches at home.
any esse of Catarrh that cannot be cared by
It is not generally known that of all com- Hall’s Catarrh Care.
democrats, appears to cherish the
Hancock County Crops.
F. J. CHENEY * CO.. Toledo, O.
modities lumber has dropped most in the rehope that they will compromise with
We, the undersigned, have known F. J.
The State agricultural bulletin gives the cent panic. Nor ii it known that as a result,
for the last IS years, and believe him
oonaelenoe and vote for him this year.
Cheney
following summary of crop conditions in just now is the time to build. This is so from
honorable In all business tranaacHe forgets that their revolt in 1896 Hancock
the fact that as sboa as business resumes Its
ons, and financially able to carry oat any
county:
normal proportions prices will go soaring obligations mods by hi* arm.
was inspired by devotion to a moral'
Amount of hay crop as compared with last
WaLOuro, Xusis A Maavia,
Wholesale Draggtsts, Toledo. O.
rather than a political principle. They year. So per cent. Condition of hay as com- again. And our fprest Ayes of this summer
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, actwill not help to keep prices down this coming
took the position that questions af- pared with average, 102 per cent. Acreage
directly upon the blood and mucous surwinter and spring. The Boston Sveniny ing
faces of the system. Testimonial sent free.
of
86 per cent. Condition of sweet corn,
fecting the national honor and the ingrain,
Trmneeript on Saturday, Oct. 8, will publish Price, 7Sc. per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
per cent. The acreage of awaet corn was
Take Hall's Family Fills for constipation.
national credit were not legitimate not increased to
three important articles on this subject: Seal
any extent. The bean crop
estate outlook for various sections of Boston
sabjeott far partisan controversy; ia in Una condition in moat sections. Acreage and
vicinity; Review of realty conditions
fShhcrtucnunis.
that no party can bind its members of patstoes, aa compared with last year, ST per
daring the year; Some of the important real
to support a policy which rone coun- cent. Potatoes arc not affected with blight or estate transactions of IMS. These will make
rast to any extent. Condition of fruit, n per
ter to their oonacienoe, and that the
interesting reading for everybody, especially
cent. Amount of apple crop, M per cent.
for those who have in mind the subject of
of
imintegrity
party government
owning their own home some day. Incidentplies the right of the Individual to
What you don’t need la dear at any ally this issue will, as a cousequence, be well
rebel against party mandates when price.
patronized by real estate advertisers.
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oMIw oondltioo of tbe

TRU8T OOMPANY
UNION
to (be Ftrat ItatlonnI Bank of Klhurorth. Mo.
IMCMM

HKSOt'BCtS.

Demand Lords,
Real Estate Loan*.
Lords and Discount,
Bond* and Stocks owned.
Real Estate owned.
Furniture and Fixtures.
Cash on band and on deposit.

Depmtta.

MiT!~

Rnrmn Depnaltn.
IV-mand Certificate of
depomt, ln .~"
BanR Deposit'.

,1'^

|i^ta.420.;t4

I

John A,

Peters, rresident,
L. M.

Henry W. CI'HHMan.'Vlee-Pres’t. »n.l Treasurer
r’
Moorb, Assistant Trr*«urar.
DIRECTORS;

Eugene llale.

William F. Campbell,

W. A. Haver.
Frank L. Hodgkins,
Barney B. Have).
L. Elrte lloimes.
Amo W. King.
Klias F. Lawrence,
Edwin G. Merrill,

Dr Fred A. Chandler.
Henry W. Cushm tn.
Alfred B. Crabtree,
LncfUita A. Emery.
John R Graham.
Myer Gallert.
Henry H. Gray.

Frank l. NaMi.
A. I’.-ter*
Hloil M. IV k/
W.
Flnwr IV s.irgt'nt
John 0. S|»i|„rf

•John

Wlnuwy™’

THE LARGE and INCREASING
BUSINESS
of the Eastern Trust & Banking Company shows
that the people realize that it is a Safe and Conservative Banking Institution.
Your account is
invited with assurance of satisfaction in every

Taft,

Sherman,

Strfectly

Denwad

S.OPO.M
4*51.01-2^
12 .moo
in.noo.on
W7.715.44

Overdrafts.

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.

1

Kxomlrtor April MB, I Bon
tiur'.mn.
$ M.lMJn
Capual Rtoefl,
flirt uim
(Vi. 119.47
Murpluf and undivided proflu,
R74.799.U

imado to Bank

transaction.

EASTERN TRUST & BANKING CO.
MAINE.
BJUIOOR,

Capital, 9t7A.000.00.
Surplus and Profits EARNED, 9410,101.02.
Deposits, over 93,342,000.00.

NOT ENOUGH GOOD

j

STENOGRAPHERS I

The demand for thoroughly competent stenographers is far greater than the
supply. Why don't YOU take up this pleasant, profitable employment'' Our
12-page College Journal tells how we hare helped hundreds of other ambitioui
young people, and can help YOil. Write to-day for free copy.

THE DOE BUSINESS
Shorthand and hiainew

COLLEGE,

H. N. DOE. PresidMt

comae,.BANUOK. MAINE.

CBantrU.

Jftlp BRantt.
--—

and infants*
dressmaking of ail kinds. Costs for all
reasonable.
ages. Pr ess
Apply to Mrs.
CsaTaa. No. 1 School St, Ellsworth.

Dressmaking—children's

WINTER

to gather them.
Ellsworth.

Ralph B. Cushmas,

yssnti.
In Union river bay.
have same bv provinf

up
DORY—Picked
dory. Owner

can

Ufanir^TrentonT^111*

Elm street.
In excellent condition. Price low, and
terms very reasonable.
Hsaar L. Csaerana,
Ellsworth.

HOUSE—Mv

—

MAN

Jot Salt.

ATPMtS—On~HOtnwft^ParchaMr

—

around AO to look after oar basisem
in this county.
Special inducemesft
tht* month, permanent.
C. H. Beta k Co.
Nurserymen. Manchester. Conn.

letory. house

ch*rfe>

on

Sait.
/\NK Poge'sO. M. Remedy Co receipt book
\9 In Brooklin on Sept. ?. WIU ihe finder
please return the same to 80 Hewall street,
Somerville. Mass., with address, and rscelse
reward?

Spnlal JfouuB.
CAKD or THANKS.
with to extend thank* to tbe many
\IrE friend*
for thair gif’s, help and aysYf
path? In onr Into bereavement, tbe death of
our darling baby, Madoiene.
Willum H. Waan
Ecdoba T. vVabd.
Gaoaea Waao.
Mamet, Mo.. Sopt. 28 im.

Bank Statements.

NOTICE.
bill* will bo made or

the

paid against
bomestond at Contention Cove, deeded
NO
to
into mother, Deborah Kane Cole,

REPORT OP THE

mo

CONDITION

by my

without my

knowledge.

Hannan M. Hasbnclitbb.

Lawrence. Maoa., Aug 81,19&§.

BidBiwHlitial
at

in the State of Maine,
the clone of business,
September B. 1808.

Backsport,
at

M

RESOURCES.
Loans and discounts.
Overdrafts. secured and unsecured,
U. 8. Bonds to secure circulation.
Premiums on U 8 Bonds.
Bonds, securities, etc.
Banking house, furniture and fix*
turee.
Due from State Banks and Ban kern,
Due from approved reserve ag* nts,
Checks nudf other cash items-Notes of other Nation*) Bank*
Fractional paper currency, nickels
and cents.
Lawful money reserve in hank, vis.:
Specie. 14.786
800
Legal-Under notes.
Redemption fund with U. 8 Treasurer (6 per cent, of circulation)..
■.

$196,03 69
6116

80,06000
1,500 00
50,806 00
508 00
MR 88
8M87 19
66181
88000
S3 25
14.686 00
2.500 00

Total. $350,122 56
LIABILITIES.
Capital stock paid la. $50,000 00
Surplus fund.
10.000 00
Undivided proflu, loss espouses
and tases paid.
3.007 OS
National Bank notes ouUtanding-50,000 00
Due to other National Banks.
90 33
Individual deposits suject to cheek. 221 372 Vi
Demand certificates of deposit.
8.507 91
Cashier's checks outstanding.
125 00
Total. $350.122 50
STATE OF MAINE.
County or Hancock as.:—I, Edward B.
Moor, cashier of the above-named bank, do
solemnly swear that the above sUlemcnt is
true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
BDWAfcD B. MOOR, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 26th
day of September. 1000.
WALTER H. GARDNER.
Correct—Attest:
Notary Public.
PASCAL P. GILMORE,
WM. BEAZLEY.
H. E. SNOW.
I

{Directors.

STATEMENT OF THE

ndivi o nr

NOTICE TO TAX-PAVERB.
A LL realdout and non-resident taxes oa
real eat at* not paid by December 1.1901,
will be advertised ana sold on the first Monday
In February, 1808, ao per statute.
Isaiah W. Bownnr,
Collector town of Lamoine.
Sept. 16,1806.
OF D.S'OLUTION Of COPARTNERSHIP.
subscriber* hereby give notice tha!
tbe co partnership heretofore *xi*d®t
between Harry A. Brown and Lewis K. whin
aon. under the firm name and style of Brow
A Robinson, engaged in the host bnildin
business at Manset. South west Harbor, eosa
ty of Hancock. State of Maine,
solved. Tbe boat building business
conducted by Harry A. Brown and Le*w
Robinson will be carried on in tbe
ll*®r
Harry A. Brown who is to pay oil
ties of the Arm. All accounts and claims d<
tbe co-partnership ore to be paid to Harry
Hobby A. Baow*.
Brown.
Law is K. Bobi»»0**
Southwest Harbor. Maine, Sept H.l90>*
NOTICE

THE

isbsrtbfmj
hitjert
fuUutj

NOTICE.

stockholder*
rpHE annual meeting of the
JL the Hancock County Hallway Haml

will be held at the office of Hale A
Main street. Ellsworth. Hancock coo»^
Maine, on Wednesday. October 7. a.
nine o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon
following articles, to wit:
Aar. I. To see If said company will
tell and Issue auy more shares of it* c»P
stock—to what extent and upon wnat p
and terms.
or
Ait. 2.
To elect a board of directors
company.
Abt. 3. To transact any other business
may properly come before the meetingPir order.
Clerk of said comp*»J
Sept. 30, a. d 1906.

d-JJ*
..

tml Xciiccs.
Notice of First Mostlnc «»r <
*ut*
In the District Court of the United
the Hancock District of Maine.
In the matter of
In Bankrupt
DCDLBY 8. Jones,
)
.1 j
Bankrupt.
To the creditors ol Dudley S.
»n.1 oui
worth, in the county ol Hancock
nloreenid, n bankrupt:
on “
is hereby given tb*l
day of September, a. (I

[

SOTICE

Ellaworlh, Aafnit 28. MM.

my
11 be held
SBSW tiazsJsMi
at

A. W.

Kuo, PrMld.nl.

__

O. W.
K. i.

Tvut, Secretary.

Wiiu, Tnunrar.

Diaacroaa:

A. W.

Kind, 1. F. Kaowltoa. J.
w- B#m“’

adBTkVWSrp

Omuiim Ann

.v.

BESODBCM.
Mortgage* of real create,
Loaac oa charaa..
Loan, oa eollataial.
oa

euch other bueineee
for. .id meeting.
BHaworth.

U, MSI.

liabilities.
Accumulated capital.
Adrenoe payment*
Guaranty fund.

Loan

on

in Sllaworth, Maine,
“J
l*».
day of October, a.
a., d. IP*,
12,“rH)d
”
the forenoon, at which time the«*w
may attend, prove their
1
d Ptr»*
truetae. eaamfne the bankrupt.

eioi.aeo 48
ITT M

WMH
I,««

•MMNM

In the

IA7SM

M7S
1MM

1M
W. B. Sksltoit.
Bank Eiamluer.

Pro^rl~.HIn

Me., Sept. *. !*»■

IB anbeanber hereby
ehe hae been duly
latratrU
trU of the estate of
B. YOUNG,
>, late

give*

“?‘3i

nppointed

„-nSA
DEDW

of

"—

o*

de'e“
eounty of Hancock.

i^:i\rdi^:.tih«ee“.r^
thereto*“
iut.

MU14M

tlOMMM
Number of ehareholdere.
Number of borrower..
Number of aharee outetaadlag..
Number of aharee pledged for lo
Number of loaae.

may

W^nB.**"

TH-

aaare.

Bond,.
Temporary capaaco.

ae

ail

and
«k.

Indebted

payment

im»«^;f

Dedham, Sept. t*. tsas.
enbscrtber hereby jPT®!,d“°ido
ha hae been duly appointee
TBB
irator with the will anneied
BLMBNA H. BBBWEB.
COUNTY.
ANGELKB
ANGELES COU«i*i
ei the
eceaeed, and given bondr

*

CALIFOB^
^ (h((

preken
if?'“!!S|dred
deiired’to pr*«
__„_JUe
for eettlament, and *'''!!( immedK
mate
reoneeted
W“JntMpFeau
to

lame
»

to

1908,
Sallabnry Coee. Sept. W-
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Democrats Have Always Opposed
the Republican Policy of Making
This Greatest of Countries.

1908.

BRYAN RIGHT FOR ONCE.

,

William Jennings Bryan has made
he
discovery which Indicates that
able to recognise a
mav vet becomo
It
he
meets
when
truth
Dlal'n economic
of day.
^The Rein the open light
publicans,” he shouts, “have made a
record on labor questions and the Refrom
publican party cannot escape
that record.”
For once In the course of his spectacular and erratic career Mr. Bryan
|g right. The Republicans have made
labor questions, and the
„ record on
Republican party has no desire to esIt Is a story of succape from It.
cessful effort In behalf of Industrial
liberty which has no parallel In the
The first chaphistory of mankind.
was
record
ter of' the Republican
written with the sword In a war
which destroyed the Institution of
slavery and thus gave living force to
.the self-evident truth proclaimed by
the fathers, that "all men are created
tree." That momentous event forever established the principle that
American labor should be free labor,
and no longer exposed to the competition of the unrequited bondsman in
projects of industrial enterprise.
From that splendid beginning the
Republican record on labor questions
has grown step by step, chapter by
chapter to its present array of accomplished results. It Includes the enactment of laws enabling every American to share In the ownership of
American soil. It brought Into being
the free school system, thus enabling
the youth of the country to fit themselves for the duties of life and understand the responsibilities as well
as the opportunities of American cltl-

PETTINESS

a

If the Deplorable Opportunity Should
-•Ever Come When a Strict Constructionist Could Put Its Parochial Policies Into Effect the
Panama Canal Would Be Aban-

doned, Rural Free Delivery
Stopped and Efficient Manning of
the Navy Made Impossible.
Having failed in it3 attempt to cut
the Union In two and grant independence to the dying Confederacy
(see
Democratic platform of 1864), the
those
as
Democracy,
represented by

its candidates and
who nominate
frame its national platforms, has ever
since been kicking against the Republican policy of making this Nation the
greatest, biggest and most prosperous
in the world. Every move in the direction of improvement and expansion, of greater comfort and affluence
for our citizens at home and greater
respect and influence for our country
and deresisted
abroad has been
nounced by the Democratic party
declarain
its
and
leaders
through its
The
tions of alleged
principles.
American flag was hauled down by a
Democratic President in Hawaii, and
orders were given to turn over our
kindred of American descent in those
islands to the vengeance of a halfRepublican protests
savage ruler.
from all over the United States prevented the Infamy from being carried
gUt. The Panama Canal project was
an
object of venomous Democratic
attack, and, since the beginning 0f
the work, it has been the 0W*5t Of
continuous ant} malicious DdMociTttJo*'
abuse.
The acijijxement 6T Porto
Rico an4. ihi
ineyltiP

tenshlp.
The Republican record consists in
part of the creation of the protective
system which has not only made the
the best paid
mechanic
American
workingman in the world, but has
also made the United States the foremost manufacturing nation on earth.
It has demonstrated that the national
which produces raw cotton,
wool, copper and Iron ore can transInto finished
elements
form these
products and sell them in competition
with the products of free trade labor
In the markets of the world.
Republican statesmanship enacted
the eight hour lav.'. It has steadfastly fostered the spirit of good will beIt has
tween employer and employe.
constantly favored arbitration as a
means of adjusting labor controversies, It has instituted wise measures
to protect employes from accident In
mills and mines and has led the movement to establish an effective system
The law reof factory Inspection.
quiring the use of safety appliances
on railroads is a
Republican measure.
Republican policy favors an employers' liability law, the restriction of
child labor and the protection of free,
honest labor from the degrading competition of convict labor.
The Republican record on labor Includes another achievement of equal
importance. The Republican party,
while favoring such measures as shall
secure,to the American workingman
wages far exceeding those paid in
free trade countries, also insists that
his wages shall be paid In honest
money.
Bryan stands for the twin
deviltries of free trade and free silver, with Industrial paralysis as the
logical consequence. Republicanism
stands for protected labor, honest
money and business stability.
The Republican party, as the calamity candidate truly declares, has
made a record on labor questions, but
he is deplorably tfrdy In discovering
it.
The American people have been
familiar with it at every stage of Its
making and It bears the seal of their
The
hearty support and approval.
record represents the most beneficent
triumphs of Republican spirit and
purpose, and against its story of honorable and useful service in behalf of
the common good Bryan and his associate demagogues will raise their
noisy clamor in vain.

PhTllppiii3§-*ran

of the Democracy has been antagonistic tA every step in the upbuilding
of the Nation abroad.

energy

NORTH

CAROLINA FOR TAFT.

Taft sentiment Is so pronounced In
the South as to give strength to the
belief that the breaking of the "Solid
South" Is near at hand.
This is particularly the case In North Carolina.
John C. Capers, of Charleston. S. C.,
who has been studying conditions In
North Carolina. Is convinced that the
sentiment Is so strong In that State as
to safely place it In the Republican
column.
Said he:
"With the possible exception of Maryland, the Republicans have a better chance of carrying North Carolina this year than
of carrying any Southern State, not
even excepting Missouri or Kentucky.
If the business men of North Carolina
have the courage to vote to their convictions, there will be no doubt about
the Republicans carrying the State.
Four years ago the 85.000 Republican votes came mostly from the
country districts.
The business men
are apprehensive of the election of
Mr. Bryan, and 1 believe that they
will march up to the polls and vote
against him.”

DECLARE AGAINST GOMI KItS.
A serious

movement

in

rebellion

against the Gompers plan to deliver
the labor vote has shown Itself.

The

Cigarmakers’ Union, from which
Gompers formerly held a working
card, has passed
resolutions con-

demning him and the executive council of the American Federation for
having by their action “retarded the
progress of organized labor.”
The
Gompers delivery plan has been even
more strongly assailed by the district
organization In New York, representing eighteen locals and 15,000 members. Gompers’ request tor funds to
l>e used In Bryan’s
campaign was contemptuously rejected by the hotel and
restaurant men's union of the same
city. The conservative wing of trades
unionism has been very much affrifnted by Gompers’ autocratic
delivery
Plan, and his action Is likely to result
in a tidal wave of resentment.

OF BRYANISH
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Indicated by

MR. TAFT'S PEACE
SPEECH IN JAPAN
Mr. Taft's famous "peace speech,”
which summarily quelled all talk of
war between the United States and
Japan, was delivered in Tokio on
Monday evening, September 30, of
last year.
The occasion was a banquet in his honor, the hosts being the
municipality of Tokio and the Chamber of Commerce of the city.
The
labor troubles on the Pacific Coast,
which bred persistent rumors of impending hostilities, would have been
dismissed by Mr. Taft in his speech
with little more than a passing reference if, indeed, he alluded at all to
the subject. His plans were changed
almost on an instant the morning of
the banquet.
His attention was directed to a cable dispatch in the local
newspapers, stating circumstantially
that our State Department was weary
of the “diplomatic hectoring of Japan," and was about to deliver to the
Emperor an ultimatum. This could
scarcely spell other than war or a
backdown by Japan.
Mr. Taft perused
the dispatch carefully and
what
formulated
seemed to
quickly
him the proper course to pursue. He
devoted the remainder of the day to
a preparation of the speech.
Comparing its brevity with the amount of
time and thought he expended on it
one may readily appreciate the measof importance with which Mr.
ure
Taft regarded what he was going to
say.
Everything presaged that the
Japanese would receive Mr. Taft’s
speech as they did. No representative of the United States Government
upon whom might have devolved the
duty of so frankly discussing the delicate subject of war between the two
countries would have been accorded
a more respectful hearing than Mr.
Taft.
Neither was there another
American in whose Integrity of purpose and depth of honesty, with the
will and the ability to utter the truth
as he saw it, did the Japanese repose
as complete confidence as they did in
Mr. Taft.
He was charge'd with no
He
official message to the Japanese.
merely took It upon himself as a sensible man, and in the light of a patriotic duty to both countries, to do
what he could personally to put a
stop to "that nonsense,” as he privately termed it. In part Mr. Taft
said:
war Between japan ana tne united States would be a crime against
modern civilization.
It would be as
wicked as it would be insane. Neither the people of the United States nor
the people of Japan desire war. The
Governments of both countries would
strain every point to avoid such an
What has Japan
awful catastrophe.
to gain by it?
What has the United
States to gain by It?
Japan has
reached that point in her history
where she Is looking forward with
confident hope to great commercial
conquest. She Is shaking oft the effects of war and is straining every
nerve for victories of peace.
“Why should the United States
wish a war? War would change her
in a year or more into a military nation, and her great resources would
be wasted in a vast equipment that
would serve no good purpose, but to
tempt her to warlike policies. In the
last decade she has shown a material
progress greater than the world has
ever before seen.
“To-day she Is struggling with the
abuses which accompany such material development, and is engaged in
an effort by process of law to retain
the good for her people and to suppress the evil. Why should she wish
war, in which all the evils of society
flourish and on which alf the vultures
fatten?
“She is engaged in establishing a
government of law, order and prosperity in the Philippine Islands and
In fitting the people of those Islands
by geqfral education and actual prac*

tire In
partial self-government to
It Is a task full
govern themselves.
of difficulty, and one which many
Americans would be glad to be rid of.
It has been suggested (hat we might
relieve ourselves of this burden by'
tho sale of the Islands to Japan or
some other country.
The suggestion
Is absurd.
Japan does not want the
Philippines. She has a problem of
similar nature nearer home.
But
more than this, the
United States
could not sell the islands to another
power without the grossest violation
of Its obligations to the Philippine
people. No other course In honor Is
Under all these circumopen to It.
stances, then, could anything be more
wicked and more infamous than th£,
suggestion of war between nations
who have enjoyed such a time honored friendship and who have nothing
to fight for?"
In the fervor of his protestations
of American amity for the Japanese
Mr. Taft kept far away from the oversentimental vein, which might have
laid a
less experienced statesman
open to the criticism of administering
“soft solder" to the Emperor and his
ministers. Through the entire speech
ran a broad, blazed trail of American
spirit and fearlessness.
TAFT INDORSES KANSAS IDEA.
In unison

with

careful

business

MR. BRYAN AND
PROGRESS UNDER
THE DINGLEY TARIFF
BUSINESS CONFIDENCE
The following tabulation shows the
Those who are declaring with light
hearts, here and there, that the elec- progress we have made in certain
tion of Mr. Bryan would cause no dis- financial, industrial and commercial
turbance and do little harm because fields under the operation of the
hts hands would be firmly tied by a Dingley law, which went into effect in
Republican Senate, do not weigh care- 1897. The year 1896 is taken as the
fully the elements which make up last full year of the Cleveland Free
business

confidence.

Whether

Mr.

Bryan succeeded in doing much direct
Injury to the public credit and tb business progress by bis wierd notions on
public llnance is not so much the
question as the indirect injury he
would do by the distrust which would
be caused in business cirrles by his
election, and which would probably
be prolonged through his administration. It is doubtful if large interests
would care to embark on new enterprises under a government whose executive head had declared that “the
gold standard is a conspiracy agalnBt
the human race" and that it would
remain in force no longer than he
could get rid of it. There is no indication as yet that Mr. Bryan has experienced a great change of heart on
these questions. On the contrary, his
last convention at Denver expressly
declared that If there was to be an
emergency currency, "such currency
should be issued and controlled by
the Federal Government.”
In other
words, free silver having been relea
still cheaper
gated to the garret,
substitute is to be found in free Government paper.

irrespective of party affiliations
in regarding the bank deposits guaranty scheme of Bryan as impracticable and unfeasible, Judge Taft has no
me
sucn
actual
execution
ot
hesitancy in accepting the plank in
the Kansas platform declaring for the projects may seem remote, but It
would
be
so
In
the
easily
power of a
voluntary guarantee of bank deposits.
In a letter to W. R. Stubbs, Republi- Bryan Secretary of the Treasury to
can candidate for Governor of Kan- bring anxiety and disturbance into
the market that something like parsas, Mr. Taft thus indorses this plank:
“I agree with you that the action alysis would be likely to afflict the
business community during bis enan
of the Republicans of Kansas to
enabling act, by which banks in Kan- tire term of service. It is a question
which would come home directly to
sas may voluntarily guarantee each
other's deposits, is very different from every working man, in a restricted
the proposition in the Democratic volume of business ami the curtailplatform enforcing a tax against all ment of employment. The great capbanks, by which they are in effect to italists and railway plbneers are unto go forward
guarantee the recklessness and dis- doubtedly prepared
with construction and improvements
honesty of every other bank.
“I sincerely believe that the prop- upon a large scale if the election
They will
osition in the Kansas platform avoids inspires their confidence.
altogether the objections which I withhold their enterprises and keep
narrow
business
within
limits
under u
urged in my speech of acceptance to
For
the Democratic proposition for a na- President whom they distrust.
tional enforced insurance of deposits the working man, therefore, who dein all banks. The Kansas proposition sires the continuance of the full dinner pail and a well lined pocket, a
comes within the saving clause which
I expressly Inserted to show that the vote for Mr. Bryan means a vote
against his own Interests.
objection I had to make was not ap- squarely
It is doubtful if any declaration
plicable to such a system.”
which Mr. Bryan could make in the
desperate scramble for votes would
FOR
ALL
NEGROES
NEARLY
change this feeling of distrust into
men

TAFT.

■

confidence.

—

It is significant that many of Mr.
Taft's visitors are negro clergymen
who desire to assure the Republican
candidate of their support. Rev. C. S.
Gee, of Greenfield, Ohio, who. as presiding elder of the African Methodist
Episcopal Church of the district, came
to ask the candidate to address the
Mr. Taft acchurch's conference.
cepted the invitation, and will make
In an intera non-partisan address.
view Rev. Mr. Gee said:
“Ninety-nine per cent, of the negro
vote of the Nation will be cast for
Judge Taft. I have traveled all over
Ohio, parts of Pennsylvania and Virginia, and I know whereof I speak."
The Rev. Mr. Robinson, who Is director of the first negro Taft club orand
Incorporated in this
ganized
country, was as emphatic as Mr. Gee
in his assertion that Mr. Taft would
receive practically the entire negro
vote.

PUNCTURE

ANOTHER
BUBBLE.

BRYAN

Bryan's theories might make good
subjects for debate at schools, and
some of them are novel In conception.
They remind, however, of the story
of finding on a man who had starved

death in a garret in London an
elaborate scheme for funding the
Governor
English national debt.
Hughes dealt on Thursday in his
at
the
Richmond
County Fair
speech
with Bryan's production restriction
theory. It might have been treated
in an humorous vein.
It is irresistibly funny if not fraught with possible
disastrous consequences.
Mr. Hughes said: "When any man
coolly proposes that he will if empowered, and secure if he is able, a
prohibition that no concern shall control—that is, manufacture and sell—
in the United States more thanfifty
“Does it pay to be a politician?" per cent, of the product of the UlTIted
He
went to the Chi- States, or the total product of that
Ask Mr. Bryan.
cago convention as a newspaper re- commodity in the United States, he
porter in 1896. To-day he admits be- simply shows that he is proceeding
ing worth $150,000. No newspaper along the line which inevitably leads
reporter ever cleaned up that much to disaster, because of its utter disrein twelve years.
gard of the facts of business."
to

Trade Administration and 1907 is
taken as the last full year for which
the figures are available. The figures
of 1908 will show a falling off in
many lines, due to the panic from
which we are now' recovering, but it
is hoped that tlie figures for 1909
will equal, if not exceed, those of
1907.
1896.
1907.

70,254,000

85,817,239

deposits

1,668,413.508

4.322.880,141

deposits

1.935.466,468

3,495,410,087

695.659.914
326,976.200
352,179,446
779,724.674
882.606,938

3,068,640,860
663.140,334
578,903.748
1,434,421,425

Population.

Money in circulation .$1,506,434,968 $2,772,056,455
Hank clearings.51,935,651,733 154,662,515,258
Nation.il banks'
Savings

banks’

State banka’ de-

posits
Receipts
Expenditures
Imports
Exports.
Exports of man..

..

..

1,880,851,078

ufactures.
740.123.451
258,008,885
Farm product*.*3,250,u00,000
7,412,000,000
Value of farm
animals. 1,727.926.084 c4,331.230,000
Corn.
491.0«W.967
1.330,901.000
Wheat ..
554.437.000
310,602,530
Oat*
334.568.000
133,485,033
z721.647.237
291,811,564
743.507.000
Hay. 3H8,115,614
Coal, tons.
171,410,390
z300.783.284
tons.
8.023.127
•25,781.361
Pig iron.
Steel. tons..
5.281,680
133^06,136
Tin plate, lbs..
359.209.798 zl .293,738,880
cotDomestic
ton consumed.
2.505,000
5,000,000
Sugar consumed.
1 960.086
2.993.978
182,760
>222,638
Hallways, miles.
Freight carried,
773.868.716
1,610,099,829
rePostoffice
$82,490,208
$183,585,006
ceipt*
..

,,

....

..

•

c
z

Estimated,
1006.
1006.
GUmiUl HLV HI MANK.”

"Such a man we must have if we
would make history that it gloriously
humane," said th9 Kev. Francis B.
Short, a Methodist clergyman of Cincinnati, regarding William H. Taft,
the Republican candidate for President of the I'nlted States.
a
It is
"Gloriously humane!"
splendid expression, and it pictures
of
that
William
the
kind
just
history
H. Taft has helped to make and will
make for the I’nlted States—the kind
of history lie has made in the Philippines, In Cuba, in Panama aud in our
own country, as the humane and impartial judge and faithful and fearless administrator.
With Taft as
President the I'nlted States will go
forward to those greater triumphs of
civilization, that higher level of human
endeavor and achievement toward which ail thoughtful men and
women,
too, are struggling, when
the Golden Rule will be the rule of
daily life, and everybody will do to
others as he would that others should
do unto him.
It is not a dream, a mere fancy of
what may come to pass.
Every step
in true national progress, every treaty
of arbitration, every act serving to
win the affection, in place of fear and
distrust, of weaker races like the
Filipinos, to America and Americans,
makes for history that is "gloriously
humane,” and with Taft in the White
House the American people will be
sure that their chief magistrate will
be first in the ranks in those victories
of peace, of justice, of education and
intellect that are more glorious than
the greatest triumphs of war. Taft's
administration will be "gloriously
humane."

the denunciation of the
Republican! for having added within
six years 99,000 to the number of
“office holders” at a co3t of nearly
of
dollars.
The
seventy millions
Democratic platform says:
“We denounce- this great and growing increase in the number of office holders
as not only unnecessary and wasteful,
but also as clearly indicating a deliberate purpose on the part of the Administration to keep the Republican
party in power at public expense by
thus increasing the number of its
Such a
retainers and dependents.
procedure we declare to be not less
dangerous and corrupt than the open
purchase of votes at the polls.”
Of the expenditure which the Democratic platform denounces as “unnecessary and wasteful,” more than
one-half—$35,500,000—was for the
establishment and Support of 39,270
rural free delivery routes. It should
bo interesting to the letter carriers
on those routes to know that, in the
view of Bryan and his platform, they
are
"retainers and dependents" of
the Republican party, and that their
hard work driving around to the
farmers delivering mail is “not less
dangerous and corrupt than the open
purchase of votes at the polls.” The
farmers and other country residents
who get mail by the rural free delivery system will also be interested to
know that Bryan’s platform declares
the expenditure of money for that
system to be "unnecessary and wasteful," and that Bryan, if elected, will,
of course, feel It his duty to put an
end to the waste by abolishing rural
free delivery.
The thousands of seamen added to
Uncle Sant's navy in the past six years
are also included in the 99,000 “office
holders,” whose employment is denounced
in the Bryan
platform.
They, too, should be interested to
know that they are “dependents of
the Republican party.” and that their
faithful and honorable work in helping to make our navy what it is—the
most efficient in the world and admired by all the world—-is, according
to the Bryanites, as "corrupt as the
open purchase of votes at the polls.”
Will the Democracy never learn?
Can the leaders of the party which
accepted Bryan ever get into their
heads the fact that the United States
is not a "little" Nation, that there is
nothing small or petty about the
American people, as a people, that
they want to lead, not to follow far
behind, in the procession of civilization: that they want the best that is
going and are willing to pay for it?
They want the rural free delivery system; they want the best seamen at
good wages for the American navy;
they want the Panama Canal, and
they want Taft and Sherman for
President and Vice-President of the
United States, and are going to have
them.
A TILLMAN FOR TAFT.
Tillman la a name so Intimately assoclated with everything antl-Republlcan that It rould not fall to elicit
comment should one of that name,
and particularly of the immediate
family of Senator Ben K. Tillman, of
South Carolina, be found outside the
This is, however,
Democratic ranks
so In the case of the pitchfork Senator's own cousin, D. A. Tillman, of
Lynchburg, Va. He has come out for
Judge Taft, and this is how It hap-

pened:

The transference of fealty of the
Virginian Is the result of visits
traveling salesman through the
States of Virginia, North Carolina and
He has found that
South Carolina.
there Is a widespread fear through
the section In which he truvels that
If Bryan is elected that the return of
prosperous times will be arrested.
He believes that if the South is to
continue the stupendous development
that has taken place during the last
decade the National Government must
be based upon sonnd business principles, and that these principles aro
best represented by Mr. Taft.
young
as

POLICIES THAT MAKE
AMERICAN FARMERS >-RICH
__

What Republican Administrations
Have Done to Build Up
Our Agriculture.

ACHIEVEMENTS OF SCIENCE
Expense Which the Bryan Platform
Calls “Cnnecessary and Wasteful” Consists in Large Part of
Money Used in Research at
Home and Abroad For the Farmer's Henciit—Taft in Favor of
This Policy and Will Maintain It
in Its Present Efficiency.
It is not alone in building up home
markets for the American farmer and
keeping those markets for him when
built up that Republican Congresses
and administrations bave aided the
farmer to become prosperous and inThe increased expendidependent.
tures of the National Government,
which, according to the Bryan platform, are "unnecessary and wasteful," consist in large part of expenses
Incurred by the Department of Agriculture in scientific research at home
and abroad for the farmer's benefit.
Strenuous efforts have been and
are being made to encourage the
home production of articles we have
been importing from foreign countries. During the last eleven years—
that is the period since the Democracy went out of power at Washington
—there has been an increase in the
production of sugar from beets which
makes the product of 1907, amountIng to 500,000 tons, over thirteen
times larger than that of 1S96, and
Its value fifteen times larger. Eleven
we
years
ago
produced only onefourth of the rice consumed in the
United States, but thanks to the fostering work of the National Government under Republican administration, the rice growers now produce
more than
sufficient for home consumption, and markets are being
sought abroad for the surplus.
Research by the Bureau of Soils
has demonstrated that we can produce at home the fine tobaccos for
which we have been paying over $20,000,000 to foreign countries. Nearly
fifty millions cf bushels of wheat are
being grown in regions of the United
States heretofore regarded as unproductive, a result in part of the work
of explorers sent out by the Government. who have searched for and procured in foreign countries grains and
plants suitable for our various soils.
A thorough system of inspection is
maintained to prevent the introduction from abroad of diseased animals,
and the diseases of domestic animals
are being studied with a view to their
Diseases of
complete eradication.
fruits, vines and vegetables are
closely followed up with remedies intended to prevent or cure, and the
civilized world has had occasion to
admire the persistence with which
agents of the Department of Agriculture have sought out and found innocuous insects whose nature it is to
prey upon and destroy other insects
that were a pest to American orchards, vineyards and grainfields. These
efforts have been successful in a degree that amounts to a vast saving
for the cultivator, and also for consumers

WHAT THE BRYAN
TAFT TNI BEST
GOMPERS IN THEORY
THE FRIAR QUESTION
BLIGHT WOULD MEAN
CANDIDATE
PRACTICE
EQUIPPED
IN THE PHILIPPINES

ANOHIN

No other problem In t^e readjustment of conditions In the Philippines
gave Mr. Taft more and deeper conThe
cern than the friar question.
moral aod religious progress of the
what
small
extent
and
to
no
islands,
political progress was accomplished
in the Spanish regime, belongs to the
credit of the priests. They converted
a majority of the natives to Christianity from Mohammedanism and
They became dompagan worship.
inant, even above the civil arm. With
the increase of their power abuses
crept in, until in the latter days of the
Spanish occupation the friars had reduced millions of Filipinos to a state
amounting to vassalage, practicing
excessive extortions upon them in the
name of the church, mistreating them
flagrantly and charging them excessive rentals for the little farms
upon friars' lands which the priests
compelled them to tenant and till.
Although intensely loyal to the
church, thd Filipinos rebelled against
in rebellion
and
were
the friars
against them when we took over the
The union of church and
islands.
State they regarded as indissoluble,
for that was the way it had been for
centuries. The priest was given complete supervision and power over the
municipal machinery of his town.
They were loath to believe Mr. Taft

Political theorists In the train of
No candidate who has appeared
Bryan have an awfal time applying for the Presidency has had just the
The
| their theories to their own practical equipment that Mr. Taft has.
affairs of life.
They won't work, country has turned to him for high
somehow, and when the application public service where the exercise of
! shows how untenable they are, the rare legal learning had to be comadvocates are driven into an aw-kward bined with extraordinary requireadministrative
ability.
in
plight. This Is Illustrated In the case ments
Mr. Gompers, concerning which Speaking editorially as to this equipj of
the New York Globe takes occasion ment the Philadelphia Public Ledger
to say editorially:
has this to say:
"Of all the Presidential candidates
j "Gompers In theory Is Isone person
the memory of this generation.
anwithin
and Gompers in practice
quite
other. The chasm appears If one con- Taft is
unquestionably the best
j trast what Gompers
Is saying from equipped, in training and experience,
with what Gompers has and In wide and close contact with
j the platform
just done before a Washington cou't. large affairs. In one important re"On the platform Gompers con- spect his equipment is unlike that of
tends that to deny a trial by Jury in any of the Presidents, no one of
contempt cases is a subversion of a whom had ever served on the bench.
primary right—is so enraged at the With the exception of those nominatRcvubiican candidate because he ed on their military records, and two
stands by the law as it has been or three who had been Governors of
handed down by unnumbered genera- their States, the Presidents have been
tions that he demands hi3 defeat. men whose political training was in
was
branch.
Taft
This is Gompers in theory—a man the legislative
who is exploiting a proposal which he never in Congress, or even in his
does not understand, and of which his State Legislature. He is wholly without personal experience in what is
hearers understand less.
"Gompers in practice in Washing- called practical politics. He was eduton was before a court on charges cated for the bar: early became a
that he had shown contempt of court judge: the whole trend of his thought
by what he had said in the American and of his ambition has been in the
Federation
concerning the Bucks line of the judiciary, and his inThe circumstances grained judicial temperament it was
stove litigation.

“While I was on the Ways and
a
Means Committee," said Bryan, In
recent speech In Delaware, "every
tax-eater
a
man who came there was
and wanted something.”
This Is another way of calling
workingmen and their employers

asked
“public beggars"—because they
of
for protection from the products
Bryan has
European cheap labor.
evidently not changed the views

which he held out and expressed before he was a candidate for President
-—that American labor has no right
to protection, and that the workingman whose wages are kept up by protection Is recelylng that to which he
Is not entitled; that be Is, ns Bryan
pat It vears ago. a “public beggar, a
and as he put It a few days ago

“tax-eater."

...

BRYAN, HIS FRIENDS AND
THEIR TRUST RECORD
Wrecker of New York’s Traction
Sys
tem Thought It Worth $20,000 to
Have Commoner in Senate.

TAMMANY’S AID EXPLAINED
the
Democratic
When
Candidate
Hants About What Ho Will i*,
With the Trusts His Political Al.
lies in »w York Gleefully

,\p.
plattd as They Think of tin- Op.
|K>rtunities For Graft That May
Come With His Help If n l*aat
Example Presages Correetly.

_

The “tax-eaters” and “public begare
gars," as Mr. Bryan rails them, that
quite numerous. It may be said the
the terms apply truthfully to all
If benepeople of the United States,
to
ficiaries of the protective tariff are
be included In Bryan's description.
No class Is more benefited by protection than the farmer, for whom protection has created home markets,
raised the prices of his stock and
trade
produce, and prevented free
sell.
competition with what he has to
The difference between the attitude

Some time when William J. Bryan
in the vicinity of N>w York It
might be well for hint to explain to
the public how it came about that the
chief actor In and beneficiary of the
wrecking of the New York City surface railway system contributed $20,000 to a fund Intended to help Mr
is

IDOLATRY

iDOw BENNETTS
♦ 50.000

generally.

The Meat Inspection law and the
Pure Food and Drugs law have been
iumSfc
of inestimable benefit, not only to the
farmer but to the community at large,
AllHI
and even if standingalonethey should
command the gratitude of the whole
^«
country for the party which is reThese
sponsible for framing them.
laws, carefully enforced, have compelled a number of fakes and frauds
to get out of business and many others to mend their ways and give what
they had pretended to give before.
To the farmers and farms of the
United States is due the fact that the
balance of trade, instead of being when he told them that with us the of the alleged contempt were such as
against us is in our favor, and to the church had nothing to do with the to lay a foundation for an application
Republican party and its policies be- State. The situation between the na- for a trial of the facts before a jury.
longs the credit of aiding the farmer tives and the friars had to be settled, The court was about ready to authorby every means within reach of and speedily. It appeared best that ize steps leading up to an empanelling
twentieth century science to gain the the Philippine government purchase of a jury when Gompers, through his
advantageous position which he occu- outright the friars' lands, and resell attorneys, withdrew his request for a
He preferred to have
With Taft as President and a them to the tenants, or whatever pur- trial by jury.
pies.
Republican Cabinet and Congress chasers offered. But the consent of the judge hear and determine the
It issues than to have them submitted
those policies will be maintained with the Vatican had to be procured.
the same thoroughness and efficiency also was imperative that the friars be to twelve men good and true.
other
transferred
to
fields,
"Screaming for trial by jury in all
as in the past, and every new problem deported,
and that priests strange to the Philip- contempt cases and declining to avail
as it arises will be met and solved
So himself of a jury in his own case—
with the same persistence and suc- pines be installed in their stead.
cess.
As the Bryan platform has al- long as the friars remained there was nothing more is needed to expose the
hollowness of
the
propaganda in
ready denounced the increased ex- certain to be friction and turmoil.
Neither Mr. Taft nor any of those which Gompers is engaged."
penses of Government as “unnecceshad
the
most
rewith
him
associated
and
there
sary
would be
wasteful,”
DRUMMERS TO AID TAFT,
very strong reason for believing that mote thought of lessening the authorwith Bryan at the head of affairs the ity and spiritual power of the church
was
The
matter
in
the
work of the Department of AgriculPhilippines.
Activity among commercial travelture would be narrowed and restrict- grounded upon expediency and was ers In the campaign for the election
ed to a degree that would seriously gone into like any other piece of of Taft and Sherman Is now showing
weaken its usefulness and injure the business, diplomacy, statesmanship, itself and promises to be a very poMr. Taft tent factor in vote getting.
Interests of the farmer.
All signs at whatever it may be called.
It will
present point, however, to an over- visited the Vatican armed with au- be undertaken in an organized wav
the
to
from
17,000,000
thority
pay
for
Taft
and
the
SherCommercial Travelers' Sound
whelming victory
by
man, in which the farmer will be Philippine treasury for the friars' Money League, whose slogan Is "Taft
hand in hand with the business man lands. It was a good bargain for the and Sherman and the continuance of
The offer was accepted, the prosperity.” The
and the wage worker in vindicating church.
league was the first
the sound judgment of the American friars gradually were withdrawn and society of the kind to inaugurate the
with
a minimum of friction, Mr.
so,
and
their
for
the
chiof
people
contempt
system
noonday meetings, which
canery, deceit and imposture which Taft wrote "Finished” at the end of it did in New York City in 1836.
It
which
an enterprise
by its delicacy claims upward of 200,000 members,
are the stock in trade of Bryanism.
tested even his persuasive and diplo- about 75,000 of whom come from
matic gifts.
New York houses.
REFUSE TO FOLLOW GOMFERS.
Colonel John L. Shepherd, chairFrom Secretary Root’s Saratoga man of the Executive committee of
Although he had men on hand to Speech—“Is there one who does not the Jewelers' Association, is the preswork hard for him, President Gom- believe in his heart of hearts that ident of the league. Other prominent
pers, of the American Federation of the selection of Mr. Taft by Mr. members are Genera! Joseph W.
Labor, failed to accomplish anything Roosevelt as his candidate for the Congdon, president of the Central
for Bryan at the recent annual con- Presidency at the very moment when Dry Goods Association; George F.
vention of the Maryland State Federa- he himself was thrusting aside the Vietor, one of the largest importers
tion of Labor. The convention turned Presidency, was with the honest pur- and exporters in America; William
the Gompers resolutions down flat. pose to secure the best possible ad- E. Webb, of the firm of James H.
What it did, however, was to adopt ministrator of the great policies that Dunham & Co.; Walter Scott, of the
a resolution touching on the question were dear to his heart?”
firm of Butler Brothers & Co., and I.
of injunction and the attitude of capL. Hall. Jonas Langteld is vice-preswhich
ital toward labor,
concluded as
Evidently one of Mr. Bryan’s chief ident of the league.
follows:
ambitions is to prove that Lincoln
"That it is the sense of the con- didn't know what he was talking
Uncle Henry Watterson declared in
vention that we pot aside, so far as about when he said: "you can fool 1896 that the three R's of Bryan’s
possible, all party feeling and seek to some of the people all the time and campaign were Repudiation, Riot and
elect to office, both National and all of the people some of the time, Ruin. In those days Uncle Watterson
State, only those persons in whom but you can t fool all the people all knew what he was talking about, but
we can safely rely for fairness and
the time.”
now—well, don't ask foolish quesconsideration.”
tions.
What chance has Bryan for the
Parker
President
says
Judge
of
clear-headed
sane,
men Roosevelt's accomplished policies may
support
There is talk of Republican apathy.
like those who made up the Maryland be a menace.
They are—to Bryan’s It will disappear as soon as Bryan
convention?
success.
swings around the circle.

ill?■
KjlMt*
..
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made him so conspicuously useful and successful In the many difficult administrative problems he was
called upon to solve.
“It was a distinct sacrifice he made
when President McKinley took him
from a life position that he enjoyed,
and that was in line of his dearest
hopes, to lay upon him the burden of
establishing peace and order in the
Philippines. The judgment, tact and
skill with which he carried on that
great task; the candid diplomacy with
which he smoothed away perplexing
obstacles; the unselfish devotion with
which he has upheld the interests of
those far-away people in the face of
indifference at home, were an honor
to the Nation. The same qualities of
a wise adjudicator have been repeatedly at the service of the country.
In Cuba, In Panama, in Japan, It has
been necessary only to 'send for Taft.'
Misunderstandings are cleared up and
difficulties vanish before this gracious
personality, this calm, clear, disenHis intellectual intangling mind.
tegrity and disinterestedness have
been as unmistakable as his quiet
strength, his unswerving sense of
It is
Justice, his absolute honesty.
not a mind that mores by impulse or
in startling Cashes; it is a mind well
poised and of singular lucidity, that
reaches its results by logical principles, which do not antagonize, but
convince."
that

of the Republican party, with Taft
and Sherman as its candidates, on the
one hand, and Bryan and those Democrats who support him. on the other,'
Is that the Republican party proposes
to revise the tariff without damaging
American industry, and Bryan pro-,
poses to smash the tariff, without.
caring what trouble he causes, how |
many millions he deprives of a living, ]
what blight and desolation he brings;
upon the farm, the factory, the workshop, upon all the various activities
which keep the American people busy,
self-supporting and independent. We
have had a taste before of the Bryan
blight, when the Democracy was in
power fourteen years ago, and when
the third of November arrives It will
be found that Americans do not want,
The election of Taft j
any more of it.
and Sherman to be President and
Vice-President of the United States
will be assurance that the Nation is
not to be blighted by Bryanism and
his
free
trade, industry-smashing
program, and that the United States
will march on to new and greater
prosperity under the guidance of a
statesman whose public career has
proven him to be thoroughly capable
of administering national affairs in
general with the same ability, fidelity
and success with which hy has administered the important share of those
affairs committed to his charge in the
past.

|

“However. Mr. Bryan will make
What Secretary Root Said at Saraanother serious mistake if he allows toga—“It was skilful of Mr. Bryan to
himself to think he has the entire say that he Is bound by the omissions
labor vote of Chicago in his breeches of the Democratic platform as well as
pocket," says the Chicago Tribune. by what It contains; but who dictated
It has got to a point in America the omissions as well as the platform?
where organized labor is far too intel- Can an omission of to-day wipe out
ligent not to know the difference be- public utterances of the past?”
tween promises and real performance.
Secretary Root on Government Expenditures—“The expenditures of the
present Republican Administration
have been well within the means of
the country, and there remains to it
in the Treasury a surplus of revenues
collected during this Administration
over and above the expenditures.”
It must be about time for one of
those Justly renowned bargain day
sales of convict labor in the good old
Bryanic Btate of Georgia.

Bryan and his record are both in
the running this year, but at this distance from the finish
it looks as
though the record were bouad to beat
the man who made It.
Richard
Croker, once Tammany
boss, predicts a Bryan victory. If he
defers his
long-promised visit to
America until .that Is accomplished
he will never make it.

Free trade, free silver coinage and
free ruin—Bryanlam—that’s all, or
nearly all.

to become Senator from N
braska.
That the contribution waf
is
Riven
admitted, although Mr
Bryan claims that he did not see it,
Perhaps like the policeman at the
corner, when a saloon is open after
hours, he held his hand behind hta
back and twiddled his lingers, and '.he
$20,000 landed where it would do
the moat good.
It Is true that the individual who

Bryan

the $20,000 to Bryan's campaign fund is a Democrat, and has
gave

close relations with Tammany Hall,
which have enabled him to realize
enormous wealth out of the wreck
and ruin of what ought to be tho
most profitable system of street car
lines on the globe.
But nobody has
accused him of putting money where
it would yield no return. It is a fair
inference, therefore, that the New
York City railway magnate knew
why he wanted Bryan in the Senate.
There is another feature of Bryan s
New York political and financial associations that is worth thinking about
by the audiences that listen to his
fuming and ranting about what he
will do with the trusts. So far as the
State of New York is concerned Bryan
is "personally conducted” by Charley
doss,
Tammany
Murphy, the
"Flngy" Conners." of the State Democratic machine. The wreckers of the
New York City railway system were
and are so closely connected with
Tammany as to be a part of It. The
effect of that Tammany-rallway combination has been the bankruptcy of
the roads, and the partial withdrawal
of transfers from the public, thus Imposing on workingmen and others an
additional charge of ten or twenty
cents a day for going about town.
When Bryan rants In New York
about what he will do with the trusts,
the New York Democratic politicians
responsible for what has been done
with the New York City railway trust
will sit on the platform and applaud.
Perhaps, as they clap their hands they
will be thinking of the opportunities
for graft that would be open to them,
If with Bryan's help they could get a
chance to handle other “trusts the
wrecked
way they have handled and
the New York City railway system,
with bulging pockets for themselves,
and vflth the general public robbed
of transfer privileges to make up lor
■
the millions divided among' BryM*

friends.

VETERANS
Ktun.un of

Co.

MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION.

MEET.

D, First Maine Cnv-

AMOcUtton.
airy Veteran
M.ine Cavalry Veteran a.
CO. D. Fir.'t
at Ellaheld lt« annual reunion

ri.',inn. Wednesday. Ellaworth
last
of Wm. H. H. Rice peat
’;„d member,
entertaining
corps assisted
veter-

r,h

in

relief
2nd Hsiting
veterans.

D present were A. R.
Membtr. of Co.
“
umoine; Lewis Prescott, PhilEast
N Hsrriman, W. B. Grant,
M. Higgins, Mt. Desert; Isaac
BucksRichardson, James F. Clark,
Nathaniel
Abner K. Gray, Prospect;
North BlnehUl; W. H. Ayers,
rh.rlotte;S. E. Oriffln, West Pembroke.
B. F. Gray, A. W.
Honorary members,
8- Smith.
Cnrtis and M.
was cast over the meeting by
A shadow
of the president of the
the recent death
A. Jordan, of Bangor,
association, Warren
fall from
on rlept. 14 by a
„ho was killed

“ax,
J!un<i; e'.
f

SLden,

scaffold.
Grand Army hall was decorated for the
and cards bearing the
cession with flags
*

ol ins bait lea and engagements
the proud distinction of
*hich Co D bad
Maine Cavalry saw
being in The First
than any other cavalry regimore fighting
ment in the service.
The regiment was organized in the fall
comotlSffl. It was a State regiment, the
the differbines being appointed among
counties being alent counties, the larger
lowed a company each, while of the
Mn)cs

allowed

smaller countie»two
D was raised in Washpany. Company
counties.
ington and Hancock
The regiment went into camp at Ausevere wingust,, where it apent the long
ter of 1881-2, living in Sibley tents banked
with snow end heated only by a little
Stove hung on a hollow iron pole which
served lor both tent pole end stove pipe.
Jtsny died from exposure during the winwere

a com-

Methodist Pastors to Meet at North
Sullivan Next Week.
The Bucksport Ministerial association
(western division) will meet at the North
Sullivan church Monday and Tuesday,
Oct. 5 and 6. The exercises will open
Monday afternoon at 1.30, with a service,
led by the president. The sermon will be
by A. J. Lockhart (alternate, Q. W. M#
Keyes), after which the sacrament of the
Lord’s Supper will be observed.
At 3 o’clock a review of “The Cure of
Souls” (Walson) will be given by H. B.
Haskell/ This will be followed by a paper,
“The Ladies’ Aid Society and the Church,”
by Mary F. Macomber.
Monday evening there will be preaching
at 7.30. Sermon by E. 8. Barker. (Alternate, W. F. Emery.)
Tuesday Forenoon, 9 o'clock
Devotional service.E H Dunham
Business
The Ministerial Association:
(ft) Why Retain Itf
W A Hanscon; Harry Hill
(b) How Improve III
O G Barnard, A B Carter
Modern Biblical Research ami the Worker’s
Way, C N Garland, JW Tripp. C L
Some Elements of

Pulpit Power.. G E Stokes
Tuesday Afternoon.
1.20 Devotional ser'flte.H M Purington
1.60 A Study of St. Paul. A J Lockhart

Methods of Finance and Removal of Debt.
H O McGlautiln, E H Boynton, A E Luce
|A Minimum Salary for Married Preachers,
C J Brown, D M Angel!, J P Simonton
The Miracles of the Bible.
W F Emery, W A McGraw, O W M Keyes
Tueaday E cning.
7.80 Sermon.A E Luce
Alternate.C N Garland
A round table for the discussion of “The
Brotherhood Idea" will be held during the
session, led by C N Garland.

that time till
years in India.
regiment has the proud record of having
Rev. H. B. Haskell, the superintendent
been allotted more battlee on ita flag than of
the Bucksport district, will hold the
any other regiment in the grand old Army third quarterly conference at North Sulliof the Potomac and of having lost more van
Saturday evening, Oct. 3, and will
men killed in action and died from wounds
preach at the various stations on the
than any other cavalry regiment.
circuit Sunday.
Twenty-nine battles—three more than
any other regiment in the army—were
llelpsoniehow Hayrack Hide.
borne upon its flsg by general orders from
[Contributed.!
headquarters issued March 17, 1865, and
of the Helpsomehow society
Members
six more were added during the last camfriends
to the number of nearly
and their
paign in the spring of 1865. These were
a score enjoyed their fonrth annual hayall engagements worthy the name of batrack ride to Pleasant beach last Thursday
tle, bat beside these the regiment or some
The Jehu of the occasion was
evening.
of
was
under
fire
more
than
100
it
portion
Alexander Weaver, and the beach tertimes. It was dose-range fighting, too,
minus was the Orindal cottage to which
with carbine, pistol and sabre.
had been invited by Mrs. C. W.
There were 2,017 regiments in the Union the society
Orindal.
losses
Of
300
whose
exceeded
these,
army.
Quite a unique feature was the reception
130 killed or mortally wounded are designdrove into the
ated as the 300 fighting regiments. Maine to the crowd as they
grounds. From tree-stumps and boulders
sent into the service thirty-five regiments,
illuminated the darkness
and of these the Third, Fourth, Sixth, jack’o’lanterns
each one grinning his own
Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, Sixteenth, Seven- of the night,
but all of them grinning a
teenth, Xinteenth,, Twentieth, Twenty- peculiar grin,
while Japanese lanterns
first. First Maine Heavy artillery and First hearty welcome,
lighted up the area around the cottage.
Maine cavalry, are in the fighting 800.
Mrs. Orindal Was assisted in entertainThe First Blaine Heavy artillery lost
ing by her sister, Miss Mary Monohon, of
more men than any other regiment in the
Northeast Harbor, and Mrs. Rodney Higarmy, while the First Maine cavalry lost
gins, and from the time the party
more men than any other cavalry regientered the cottage until good-byes were
ment.
to squeeze
It is no wonder that the boys who have said, there was not room enough
in a dull moment. Besides the games that
seen these trying times together find their
were played, several contests had been argreatest enjoyment when they get tosome of them testing the wits of
gether in recalling army days. The dinner ranged,
the company and all of them highly
and the business meeting are incidental.
The dinner here was excellently served amusing.
In the cranberry search Ralph Wescott
by the women of the relief corps. The
Mrs. James Abram
business meeting in the afternoon wa9 proved the winner,
with more or
called to order by the secretary, A. R. Dev- capturing the hpody prize
Lord also came in
ereux.
Comrade Nathaniel Bowden, of less effort. Mrs. Pearl
while Mr. Killam, by
North Blue hill, was elected president pro as a prize-winner,
some hook or crook, landed two trophies
trn.
crook than hook).
The secretary, read the report of the last (in one instance more by
It was suspiciously near the hour of low
annual meeting in Buck&port, which was
twelve when the refreshments were Berved
accepted. Officers were then elected as
in the shape of a delicious luncheon,
follows:
tasted good from first to last, and
North
Nathaniel Bowden,
Bluehill, which
all the way down.
president; S. E. Griffin, West Pembroke,
A short business session was held, in
first vice-president;
Abner K.
Gray,
which the president announced that the
Prospect, second vice-president; William
in the
B. Grant, Orland, third vice-president; A. piano which the society had placed
were
fi. Devereux, Lamoine, secretary; Isaac L. vestry was paid for in full, and plans
Then homeward
laid for the future.
treasurer.

bound.

Irving Osgood and Jan>e9 Hamilton,
There were many expressions of hearty
were elected honorary members.
her efforts
It was voted to meet iu Ellsworth again appreciation to the hostess for
such a good time, and the occanext year, the date to be fixed by the to provide
as one of
sion

will

on

record

go
certainly
president and secretary.
1
events in the annals of the
A vote of thanks was extended to Wm. the red-letter
!
It was somewhere among the
H. H. Rice post lor use of the hall, to the society.
when the
relief corps for dinner, and to speakers and witching hours of the morning
aboard and the driver said
citizens generally for the interest shown crowd climbed
I
and with three cheers and the
| iu the meeting. Among the speakers out- "giddap”,
annual
aide the company were Rev. YV. F. Emery, Helpsomebow yell, the fourth
Bev. J. p. Si monton and Mayor F. F. pa.-sed into history.
Simon ton.
lhe following resolutions were adopted:
Kadiak Island's Queer Climate.
MEMORIAL RESOLUTIONS.
Of the abnormal climar* of Kadiak
Whereas, Our highly esteemed comrade and Island. Alaska, a writer says: "In spite
President. Warren A. Jordan, of Co. D, First
of Its situation in such high 'latitudes
Maine Cavalry Veteran association, has auwe
rind It*:re what may well be de•wered the bugle call and goue on that long
scribed a^'tlK* part'ng of the ways’ bemarch from which there is no retreat; theretween the arctic and more temperate
fore be it
Ived, That in the death of our com- regions, l-’or. thanks to the moderating
current
our association has lost a true and patInfluence of the Japanese
riotic member. As a soldier and citizen he which Hows along Its southern coasts.
*a» brave, honorable and
respected.
Kadiak is favored with cliiyatic condiR'tolved, That our heartfelt sympathy be tions such as are unknown even in
extended to the bereaved family, and that
a few miles north or east of It
they may find consolation in the thought that places
So proon the mainland of Alaska.
he has been called to a
an
higher sphere by
nounced 13 the demarcation line that
•il-wiie God.
in
Rttolved, That as a token of respect, our even on the island Itself a traveler
from
00r flag be
draped in mourning for the space sumiher will suddenly emerge
°f six months, that a
amid forest* and vegetation of almost
copy of these resolutions be spread upon the records of our assotropical luxuriance into a barren, des«i»tion, one sent to the bereaved family, one olate land of alienee, *ftere lofty snow
t° Tub Ellsworth
American, and pne to the
capped mountains tower aloft, brood*»ngor Yeurs.
ing, as It were, over the past terrors of
Wm. H. Aybrs,
an arctic winter, which will soon deA. K. Gray,
scend once more, enveloping them In
Lewis Prescott,
Its Icy grip.”
Committee on Resolutions.

The fellow that is
long on mimil life is
Severally short on mental activity.
A lady,
telling her age, remarked that
•its was born on
April 2. Her husband,
"ho was
present, observed, “I always
thought you wereborn on April 1”. “People might well think
eo,” reeponded the
“in the choice I made of a husband.”

Interesting Sessions Held

To Keep Salt Dry.
“To prevent salt in saltcellars from becoming damp and lumpy, when filling
them put in ten to twelve pieces of rioe,”
“This
says Roman's Borne Companion.
will not come through the holes in the
cover of the saltcellars, but will break the
lumps of salt aod gather the moisture;
thus the salt is always dry and fine.

at

Franklin

(Contributed.!
The seventy-fourth annual meeting of
the Hancock baptist association was held
with the church in Franklin beginning
Tuesday evening. Sept. 22. A stirring
praise service, led by Rev. C. F. McKoy, of
Her Harbor, was followed by a devotional
service led by Rev. A. W. Young.
Then followed an address by Rev. C. F.
Meserve, D. D., president of Shaw university. It was a flue presentation of the
splendid work that the home mission societies of the denomination are doing, and
appealed strongly to the hearers.

and when melted turn in the mixture. As
it cooks, prick and pick up with a fork
until the whole is of a creamy consistency.
Place on a hotter part of the range, that it
may brown quickly underneath. Fold in
a small
quantity of tomato sauce, turn
onto a hot serving dish and surround with
tomato sauce.
“For the tomato sauce, cook two tablespoonfuls of butter with one tablespoonful of finely-chopped onion and one-half
tablespoon ful of finely-chopped red or
green pepper until yellow. Add one and
three-fourths cupfuls of tomatoes and let
simmer until the moisture has
nearly

Next in order was an illustrated address
by Rev. I. B. Mower, D. D., “Some Glimpses of the Convention
Work,” in which
he set before us a statement of the work
in which the State convention is
engaged,
impress in.7 the fact that never in its history was the society accomplishing more
than at the present time.
A feature of the associati3n is the sunrise prayer meeting. The one Wednesday

morning

was

led

by

ttttfctTfMmntt.

Castllllan Omelet*

“Spain furnishes os with a delicious
omelet,” writes Fannie Merrit Farmer in
Woman's Home Companion. “Beat four
egg* slightly, just enough to thoroughly
blend the yolks and the whites, and add
four tablespoonfuls of cold water, one*
half teaspoonful of salt and one*eighth of
a teaspoonful of
pepper. Put two table*
spoonfuls of butter in a hot omelet pan,

Last Week.

service that struck
*
the day.

then add two tablespoon fuls
of sliced mushroom caps, one tablespoonful of capers, one-fourth of a teaspoon of
salt and a few' grains of cayenne.”

How to Make Chop Suey.

“Chop suey is really a w’holesome, not a
mysterious dish,” says Fannie Merritt
Farmer in Woman'% Home Companion.

In

(he morning session officers were
chosen as follows:
Kev. Gideon Mayo,
moderator; Rev. P. A A. Killam, clerk;
Dea. H. S. Dority, treasurer; Dea. William
N. Means, auditor.
The annual sermon by Rev. Mr. McKoy
was an appeal for the heroic in Christian
service based on the charge of Jesus to the
twelve disciples.
It was a fine effort.
The reading of the letters
followed,
twenty-one out ol the
twenty-five
churches reporting. A few of the smaller
churches, on account of changed conditions, reported loeses, bat the letters in
the main were encouraging, and some had
been blessed with Urge accessions. A
short address by the clerk in behalf of the
Publication society brought the morning
session to a close.
At the afternoon session the hand of

“Remove the breast meat from an uncooked chicken and cut in strips one inch
long. Put in a stew pan with one table-

mushroom

missionary
educational institutions were passed.
the work of the

The committee

DIED.

the state of religion
benevolences due to the
hard times. There were seventy baptisms,
with a net gain of forty-nine. The obituary service in memory of those who had
died during the year was most sympaa

loss in

j

generous hospitality that was so much enThe sessions of the association
were characterized by a large attendance
of delegates, a hearty spirit of devotion
during all the services and delightful

joyed.

hours

of

fellowship,

WITHAM—At Bucksport. Sept 28, Abbie, wife
of Lavater Witham. aged 62 years.

•fUmrrtwfWK'i

The English Channel.
One of the most famous bits of water
In the world Is the English channel,
which separates and yet unites the sis
ter countries of England and Franco
and has been the scene of so much of
their history. It extends on the Eng |
Ush side from Land’s End to Dover
and on the French side from the island
of Ushant to Calais. Its entrance from |
the German ocean is the strait of Dover, twenty-one miles wide, while at
the other extremity, where it Joins the j
Atlantic, It is 100 miles from shore to
shore. The greatest width midway is
150 miles. Owing to the strong current
setting in from the westward, the high
winds which frequently prevail and
the configuration of the shores it has
a roughness which has become proverbial and few cross it without seasick■

The man who knows the world will
never be bashful, and the man who knows
himself will never be impudent.

of America A

by year becom-

and more at*
La France shoes
shoe made in strict accordwith the latent Parisian styles
o the uses and
high standards
of the American women.

ing

more

to

Women are attracted by this shoe first because of its refined and beautiful appearance. Then they find
often much to their surprise
that no
other shoe they ever wore was so remarkably comfortable or held its shape so welL
indeed
a
rare
combination
to
be
found
in
one
This is
shoe due to new and improved methods of leather selection and workmanship.
Mere description does not do this shoe justice trying it on is a revelation.
—

—

—

We hone yea will emae la mad try on a pair of La France shoes,
think they will give yen tone eatlrely new Ideas.

O.
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BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

at These Prices:
frames, 16x20 from
$3.49. Crayons,
$1.49
$1.49, Sepias, $2.49. Water
Color, $8.49. A gents charge
Picture
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one-third

prices.
$1.25

more

than these
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Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.18 a m and 4.99
p m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10412
p. m. connect with Washington Co R R.
t Stops on signal to conductor.
g Stops only to leave passengers from points
east of Washington Junction.
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
Boston and St John.

Passengers

are
earnestly requestly to protickets before entering the trains, and
Ellsworth to Falls and Falla to
Ellsworth.
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen’l Pass. Agent,
MORRIS M’DONALD.
Vice-Pres. and Gen^l Manager.
cure

especially

WINDSOR HOTEL

Commission iHartjants.

W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
Midway between Broad St. Station
and Reading Terminal on Filbert St.

POTATOES! APPLES
AND SQUASH.

European, $1 per day and up.
American, $2.50 per day
and up.
The only moderate "riced hotel of reputation aud consequence in

PHILADELPHIA.

We charge the lowest price
for selling the above, $7 and
$10 a car, and obtain full market price. Write for particulars.
—

Providence Brokerage Co.,

THE^—

PROVIDENCE, R. I.

CLARION.
Whether it’s a

requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by
sure

to meet every

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street.

POULTRY WANTED.

range or a fur-

naee—if it is a “Clarion”, it is

Ellsworth.

ELECTRICAL

the unstinted hos-

the entertaining church, the
pitality
tine weather and the excellence of the
program combined to make an association long to be remembered.
of

ness.

women

year

tached

on

BAKER—At Sullivan. Sept 25. Mrs Lucinda
Baker, aged 86 yeara.
BARTER—At Stonington. Sept 25, Fred William Barter, aged 20 years, 8 months, 9 days.
CARTER—At Sedgwick, Sept 23, Mrs Melvira
Carter, aged 72 years, 6 months, 7 days.
DOMANSKY—At Castine,
Sept 21, Ernst
Domansky, aged 68 years.
thetic and appreciative in its references.
EATON—At Stonington, Sept 25, Hannah E,
The proposed union between the Free
wife of George Eatou, aged 69 years, 6
months, 12 days.
Baptists and Baptists was heartily favored.
The address of Mrs. C. E. Bousfield, one- JELLISON—At Soldier’s Home, Togus. Sept
26, Joshua T Jellison, of Ellsworth, aged 70
time missionary to China, was the closing
years, 4 months, 13 days.
feature and proved a fitting climax. Her JORDAN—At Bar Harbor, Sept 25, Marion E,
daughter of Mr and Mrs Louis E Jordan, of
portrayal of the conditions in that land
Ellsworth, aged 2 years, 8 months, 28 days.
and of the efforts of the missionary soci- OSGOOD—At Orland, Sept 24, Emma J. infant
eties to bring in the better day was both
daughter of Mr and Mrs Emery Osgood,
aged 6 months. 14 days.
informing and inspiring.
PIERCE—At Hull's Cove, Sept 20, Mrs ElizaBy a rising vote the delegates expressed i beth Pierce.
their gratitude to the Franklin church WARD—At Manset. Sept 26, Madolene, daughter of Mr and Mrs W H Ward, jr, aged 3
and particularly to W. E. Bragdon for the

reported

are

Add to the chicken with one medium-sized
onion cut in thin slices and six fresh

—

and

The

spoonful of butter, and cook two minutes,
stirring constantly. Wash and scrape
stalks of celery, and cut in thin slices;
there should be three-fourths of a cupful.

caps cut in strips.
“Cook five minutes and add one cupful
of chicken stock, one-half teaspoonful of
sugar, two teaspoonfuls of Shoyu sauce and
one-half green pepper, from which the
seeds have been removed, cut in small
pieces. Bring to the boiling point, and
add one teaspoonful of corn starch diluted
with two tablespoonfuls of cold water.
Let simmer five minutes, and season to
fellowship waa given to three pestors who
had come among us during the year. The taste with salt.”
feature of the service was the telling
Nothing emboldens sin so much as
address by Rev. Thomas Moody, of Africa,
in which he pictured the conditions of the mercy Shakapeare.
“Dark Continent”, told of the great work
BORN,
that the missionary forces are doing,
and showed how much of need and oppor- AREY—At West Brooksville, Sept 22, to Mr
and Mrs Oeorge Arey, a daughter.
tunity there is connected with it. It
BEEBE—At New London, Conn. Sept 4, to Mr
was an eloquent discourse that ended all
and Mrs James Beebe, a son. [Arthur
too soon.
Whitney.]
The work of the Anti-Saloon league was BRIDGES—At Bucksport, Sept 24, to Mr and
Mn Iva Bridges, a daughter.
E.
M.
ably presented by
Stacy. Follow- DARGIS—At West Brooksville, Sept 25, to Mr
1
a
this
came
and Mrs Frank Dargis, a son.
ing
symposium upon the “New
Testament Church”. The topic, “Its Offi- DUKE—At Stonington, Sept 22, to Mr and Mrs
John E Duke, a daughter.
cers,” was handled by Pastor McPheters. KELLEY—At
Castine, Sept 21, to Mr and Mrs
Rev. A. W. Lorimer spoke upon “Its OrdiJanies Kelley, jr, a son.
nances”, and Rev. G. F. Jenkins upon “Its STEWART—At Hancock, Sept 23, to Mr and
Mrs Charles I Stewart, a daughter.
Zeal”. Discussion on the main theme was
THOMPSON—At Stonington, Sept 23, to Mr
opened by Rev. Mr. Bakeman, of East
and Mrs Michael L Thompson, a daughter.
[Kathleen Cecilia.]
Jeffreys, N. H.
The evening session was a young people’s WALLACE—At Stonington, Sept 20, to Mr and
Mrs John Wallace, a daughter.
rally. The usual paraise service was held, WE8COTT—At New London, Conn, Sept 2,
after which officers of the young people’s
to Mr and Mrs Herbert Wescott, a daughter.
[Mabel Rose.]
society were elected. After the reports
WHITMORE—At Verona, Sept 19, to Mr and
there was an address by Rev. H. M. PurMrs Charles F Whitmore, a son.
ington. It was a challenge to the disciples WOODS—At Ellsworth. Sept 22, to Mr and
Mrs William W Woods,a daughter.
of Christ to shrink at no sacrifice in the
service that ought to be rendered to Him,
MARRIED.
and deserved the close attention that it
received.
FULLER—STACKPOLE—At Ellsworth Falls,
Sent 23, by Rev H W Conley, Miss Elva GerDuring the session the regular business
trude Fuller to Irving A Stackpole, both of
was waived for a few minutes so that a
of Ellsworth.
set of resolutions commending the pro- GEORGE-BUCKNAM-At Bar Harbor, Sept
22, by Stephen L Kingsley, esq, Miss Annie
hibitory law might be presented and also
Bucknam, of Columbia Falls, to Samuel C
that our sheriff-elect, Mr. Sislby, might be
George, of Bar Harbor. *
appealed to to enforce the law impartially, GIBBS—BURGESS—At Bucksport, Sept 16,
by Rev E 8 Barker, Miss Ruth E Gibbs, of
pledging him the moral support of our
Orland, to Guy E Burgess, of Verona.
churches in the effort, and directing GROSS—GRINDEE—At Bluehill,
Sept 26, by
Rev R L Olds, Miss Amy L Gross, of Brookfurther that a copy of the resolutions be
to Ernest L Grindle, of Bluehill.
lin.
forwarded to him by the clerk. The vote
MILLER—SWANSON—At Castine, Sept 25, by
was heartily in the affirmative.
Rev W A Hanscom, Miss Jennie Miller to
Augustus Swanson, both of Castine.
The closing session Thursday morning
LEACH—
MULLOY-AtSudbury,Ont, Sept 21,
The committee on time,
was a busy one.
by Rev W K Hagan, Miss Isadore Mildred
Leach, of Penobscot, to James Wellington
place and preacher reported Winter HarMulloy, of Chicago, 111.
bor as the place of holding the next meetPHILLIPS—AIKEN—At Bucksport, Sept 24,
ing of the association; time, the last Tuesby Hadley P Burrill. esq. Mrs Jennie M
Phillips, of Dedham, to Augustus E Aiken.
day in September. The usual resolutions

commending

rzoar»w-

^ CQfiffOPT 70

—

Staples, and was
good keynote for

a

tig/GOOD_

evaporated;

C. I.

a

Kinney

Id addition to the above speakers, Miss
Wood, of the New England Deaconess
association, Boston, will speak Tuesday.
ter.
Dr. George E. Stokes, field secretary of
In March the regiment went to washthe Foreign missionary society for New
'ington, and in a few days began active England, will deliver an illustrated lecture
campaigning in Virginia. It was a steady cn “One Hundred Minutes With the
fight for the First Maine Cavalry from People of India”. Dr. Stokes spent seven
the end of the war. The

Kichardson, Bucksport,

HANCOCK BAPTIST ASSOCIATION.

HYDE, WHEELER CO,

(Established lHtvi)
Boston, Mass.
St.,

41 North Market
Cau

get top market prices and will
make prompt returns lor

VEAL LAMB POULTRY EGGS
Butter and Farm Produce.
Market reports, tags, shipping certificates, steucils, etc., furnished free.

Strictly Commission.

Full Lines of

UNDERTAKING
EMBALMING
ROY C. HAINES,
(Successor 11 C. K. Foster)
30-32 Mala Street, Ellsworth.

This department is in charge of
Mr. HARRY C. AUSTIN,

graduate
balming,

Barnes School of EmBoston.

ALL CALLS RECEIVE PROMPT
AND CAREFUL ATTENTION.

TELEPHONES:
Da, Call,, artvsie ,!»«.
Service.
Ni|kt

...

3*
7*-2

Zina’s Flowers Saturdays.
Floral pieces for fueerals
delivered on short ootice
at Boitoa market prices.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.

Wiring sad Supplies Cheerfully Gives
ANDREW M. MOOR.
I
Ellsworth.
Mala St., (under Dirigo Club)

EstiJia.ei

titafesaional Carbe.

on

FRANKLIN
M.

REAL ESTATE.
If you want to sell your shore
property or other real estate, list
it with hay P. Eaton. 146 Maine
FormSt.. Brunswick. Maine.
erly Register of Deeds. Cumberland Couuty.

Physician

| WEST

Eight as4i*rted card'•« sent by mail post paid for
the ab >ve price. Ellsworth, scenery, art and
Maine Views. The*; cards are sold for 15c at
stores. Send now. Only a limited number.

Optician.

BROOKSYXLLE,

MAINE.

G. A. PHILLIPS,

Souvenir Post Cards
only 10c.

and

Telephone, 2-4, West BrookavUle

DR.
7 views

FARROW,
D.

DENTIST.
Office over W.

Lipsky’s Clothing Store,

WEST SULUVAN, MAINE.

Stfocrtissnttnus

E. W. AUSTIN, Dept. A., Ellsworth, Maine.

ELLSWORTH

ARNOLD’S
Warranted
to cum

Dll Q A U

DMLOMW1

Summer Complaints

Steam

Laundry and

"WO

Bath Rooms.

PAT, MO tVAMflll,"

All kinds of laundry work done at
Good* called tor and delivered.'

Q. A. PARCHER.

H. B. E8TEY A
WB8T

EWD

BRI1MJE,

abort notice.

CO.,

ELLSWORTH

Ml

to
o.

h
he
m
r*>
••

ft
i

.MyiUtomii

Mrs. Laura Sinclair and little son, of
ate

Capt. Samuel Goes is

tj«qw

in

a

SWIMMING POOL.

Boston on busi-

for

Mrs. Joseph Brimigion, who has been
business trip to Boston, is home.

on

Mrs. C. C. Cousins and Mrs. Joseph
A swimming pool is being constructed
The long Eaton are visiting relatives in Portland.
at the Y. M. C. A. building.
room formerly used as a game and recreaCapt. R. R. Knowlton and wife, of
tion room is being utlized, as well as the Vinalhaven, are guests of friends and relaFRANKLIN.
cellar space beneath it which was formerly tives here.
Ai.jis Florence Dunn la at home from
taken up by the manual training departRev. J. P. Simonton and wife came home
No; ueaat Harbor.
ment. The upstairs room, originally built on
Friday. Mrs. Simonton is much imT. for a
Percy
as a reading
and
used
Superintendent-of-Scbools
bowling
alley,
I
proved in health.
was never
is ill at hia home.
Ci
room
at
times,
room
and
lecture
j
Mrs. Emily Babbidge has gone to Floris
McNeil
Oliver
A .a.
regraining of much use, and was ill adapted to its ida to
spend the winter with Rev. J. L.
has
of
thi9
three-fifths
About
late
fall.
from
her
str
| purpose.
gth
Fulsom and wifei
I
been utilized for the pool, forming one of
J< nn W. Biaisdell loaded a car Saturday
J. C. Harmon gave a complimentary ball
j ample length and width, while the northwild staves for Rhode Island parties.
to his friends Sept. 24. Mr. Harmon is the
ern end of the room will be used for its
Russel Swan and sister Miss Susie have
democratic representative-elect.
old purposes.
returned after a season at Kennebunk.
The top of the pool will be flush with
Capt. George Alexander and wife, of;
Ji seph Doyle, of Milford, Mass., was in the main floor. A heavy cement
wall North Haven, who have been visiting
j
tow a Thursday, greeting old-home people. will be built around it. On the northern friends and relatives here, have gone home.
j
Mrs. Stevens, of Gouldsboro, is a guest end, next to the game room, will be a
John L. Goss and wife and Miss Lillian I
and
some
five
feet
Methodist
cement
at
the
Miss
Macomber
wide,
of
parplatform
Goss, who have spent the summer here, j
around the pool will be a walk about two have returned to their home in
sonage.
Dorchester, I
the
and
western
feet
in
on
eastern
width,
Mass.
Mrs. Fannie W. Dunbar, of West Sullior
side
a
ladder
sides.
On
the
northern
▼an. visited her mother, Mrs. Elvira Clark,
£apt. W. L. Greenlaw and wife
series of steps will extend down into the
lasi week.
leave this
week for Boston,
whence I
and
one-half
which
will
be
three
pool,
Mrs. Flossie Kendall, who has been the
they will leave Oct. 1 for a trip to Washfeet debp at this, its shallower end. The
ington and Gettysburg.
guest of Mrs. L. C. Bragdon, returned to bottom of the
pool will gradually slope till
Wilton Saturday.
Fred Barter, only son of Oscar Barter,
and
attains
a
maximum
of
seven
it
depth
Miss Cassilena Perry, en route to Water- one-half feet at the southern end. At this of this place, died Sept. 25, of typhoid
fever. He was about twenty-two years of
▼ille to resume study, was the guest of end will be another concrete
platform six
relatives here Tuesday night.
age, and a great favorite among the young
or seven feet wide, and a spring board for
Mrs. Eliza Robinson and Mrs. Wilson,
Shower baths with hot and cold people of the village.

>UNTY NEWS.

j

will!

diving.

of Southwest Harbor, are guests of their
sister, Mrs. James N. Swan.

Representative-elect A. P. Havey gave a
free dance here Friday evening. Monaghan’s orchestra furnished music.
MARLBORO.
Mrs. Lucretia Downing, of East SulliMn. Thomas Abbott has returned to her
van, is visiting her sisters, Mrs. Jennie
i>yer, Mrs. Eunice Biaisdell and Mrs. home in Bucksport.
Martie Smith.
Miss Audrey Hodgkins has gone to AmRev. Mr. Chase, recently called to the herst to visit relatives.
Ba list church here, has moved his famShirley Hodgkins is home from New
ily to the parsonage, and is getting set- York, where he went in the yacht Wissol.
tled down to work.
Miss LueUa Hodgkins has gone to EllsThe prolonged drought is a source of worth, where she his
employment with
The
failure
much anxiety to everybody.
Mis * Frances Grant.
and
wells
hereabouts
has
of springs
proMrs. Gilbert, who has been spending a
duced a water famine.
few days at Mathew McIntyre’s, has reMrs. L. T. Bunker, Mrs. C. J. Watson turned to Ellsworth.
and Frank C. Biaisdell, soloists, were
Maynard Ford has gone to New London,
m -ii favorably heard during the opening
Conn., where he will ship as engineer on
services Sunday afternoon at the Methothe schooner Inez Carver.

dist church.

Mrs. S. H. Kernick, with her daughter
There was a good attendance of delegates
has gone to EaBt Hampden for a two
Ruth,
to the Baptist association, which closed its
weeks’ visit with her sistei, Mrs. George
session Thursday evening, when a thrilling
Jellison.
account of the late Boxer uprising in
Qoite a party from here attended the
China was given by a returned missionlair and dance at Eden Thursday. They
ary, who with her four-months-old bace,
weat over in Adelbert Hodgkins’ new
managed to elude the frenzied fanatics.
the Hornet.
▲a usual a large number of Franklin launch,
Are.
Sept. 28.
attended the
fair. Some

funeral. Mrs. Eaton
years of age.

was

Schooners William Bisbee and Lavolta
loading stone at Crotch island for New
York, schooner Annie Ainslee is loading
random stone at J. L. Goss quarry for New
York. Schooner
Samuel Hubbard is
chartered to haul stone at Green island
i for New York.
Nihil.
Sept. 26.
are

J

NORTH DEER ISLE.
Miss Bertha Lowe returned to Boston

Saturday.
Mrs. Grover Small, Mrs. Cbarlena Lowe
Cecil Hardy went to Rockland Satur-

and

day.
Mrs. George VV. Lane, of Malden, Mass.,
who has been visiting her sister, Mrs. M.
C. Gray, has returned home. Mrs. Lida
Baker, of Los Angeles, Cal., accompanied
her sister home.

working in Southwest Harbor, is home.
Miss Carrie BlaisdeJLl is visiting Capt.
George Erskine and wife in Bucksport.

7.30

improving.
80UTH DEER ISLE.
Quite a party of young people attended
the election ball at Franklin Friday evenMrs. Adrian Stanley and two sons w.nt
ing. All report a good time.
to Bluehill Sunday.
Friends and patients of Dr. Howard H.
Mrs. Francis Stanley is enjoying a visit
Homer, of Franklin, regret to learn ot his from her brother, Thomas Dorr, of Camdeath, although it was not unexpected. bridge, Mass.
Sympathy is extended to his family.
Austin Smith was in Rockland Saturday.
M.
Sept. 28.
James Short and wife, of Haverhill,
Mass., are guests of Ansel Stanley.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
The drought is very severe here. Almost
I
W. F. Bruce is having a garage built.
all the wells are dry, including some that
I.
S.
returned
from Jonesboro Fri!
Ray
were never dry before.
There is a great
d
_

Mrs. J. H. Patten has gone to New York,
to visit her son, Dr. George Saulsbury, for
a few weeks.
Mrs. Joanna Sargent, of South Gouldeboro, visited her brother, Augustus Havey,
a few days last week.
Mrs. John U. Hardison is visiting her
brother, Lester Burgess, in Mil bridge, and
other relatives in Deblois.
Miss Angie Hardison, Mrs. Adelbert
Jeilison, Mrs. Augusta Springer, Hazel
and Raymond Blaisdell attended Cherrjfield fair.

y‘

deal of illness.

Capt. Fred Seavey has his cottage about
finished on the outside.

Miss Mabel Donnell, who has been emin Northeast Harbor the past summer, has returned home. Her cousin,
Miss Sara Bradgon, came with her to visit
relatives.

Mrs. Celia Stevens and daughter, of
Birch Harbor, have been visiting at E. D.
Chase’s.

T. Edgar Hooper is harvesting some imvegetables. One pumpkin weighed

Mrs. John S. Coombs has a rose bush in
bloom. It has two large double roses of a

ployed

mense

thirty-one pounds,
from hills

that

and

three

average

a

hill,

weighed one and one-fourth pounds each.
Mrs. George Erskins and son Maurice,
who came from their home in Bucksport
visit relatives several weeks ago, and
detained by the young man having a
limb fractured while playing ball, left for
their home Friday.
to

were

Mrs. O.
som.

H. Ratter has

One

blossom

one-half inches

a

cactus

in

blos-

eight and
and twenty-live

measures

across

deep pink

potatoes,

six in

flower-a lovely Are red
in color. She has had the plant ten years,
and this is the first time it has blossomed.
R.
Sept. 28.
inches around the

FRANKLIN ROAD.
Mrs. George P. Clark has returned to
Newton, Mass.
Mrs. Joseph Ferren, of Steuben, is at A.
E. Tracy’s for a few days.
Mrs. Raymond Lewis is spending a few
days at her old home in Wytopitlock.
H. H. Herrick, of Oldtown, is spending
days with his wife’s mother, Mrs.
Sarah Robinson.
a few

Harvey Martin, of the Bangor Commercial, recently visited his mother, Mrs.
Matilda Martin.
Mrs. Frank Miles and babe are visiting
Eer mother, Mrs. Claude Willard, near
Portland.
Mell Davis, the assistant ;mail carrier,
has been on the route two weekifwhile the
regular carrier, FredJH. McFarland, is
WU1 Interest Many.
Bvery person should know that good health
Is impossible If the kidneys are deranged.
Foleys Kidney Remedy will cure kidney and

bladder disease is every form, and will build
to they will
up and strengthen these organs
perform their functions properly. No dancer of Bright'e disease or diabetes if Foley’s
Kidney Remedy ie taken in time. G. A.
Pi-

on

shade and

one

half-opened

Sept.

38._K.
GREAT POND.

Mrs. Mathew Laughlin and
from Machine.

children

C.

Stephen Young, of Corinth, spent a few
days last week with friends iand relatives
here.

Mis$ Phosie Higgins, who has been
spending a month’s vacation at her home

here,

returned to

resume

Presque

Isle

Friday

to

teaching.

Sept. 28.

S.
NORTH LAMOINE.

Margaret Young, who has been employed at Northeast Harbor, is home lor
two

weeks.

Delaney Tinker, of Northeast Harbor,
spent Saturday night and Sunday with
relatives and

friends here.

SUNSET.
Mrs. Amos Small is in poor nealth.
W. W. Eaton is at work for Benjamin
Howard.

D. Y. McFarland and wife

Fred Small and Charles Powers
gone to Houlton for employment.

visited her husband’s sister, Mrs. Frank
Clarry, in Holden, who is expected to live
but a few days. Mr. Mace accompanied
her there.

J.

Frank Collar and wife,
Misses
Bertha Collar, Roy Pulaon and

Grace and

will return to Beachmont, Mass.,
Monday, having spent their vacation with
Mrs. Emery at the Great Pond house.
Mrs. Mary Williams will accompany
them, going to Brighton, Maas.
wife

Ezra Williams has several men on town33 lighting fire. Friday night, Sept.
18, the Great Pond dam was burned. The
remaining citizens worked ail night to
keep the fire from doing further damage.
It looks as though the fire was set, as there
was no fire nearer than that on 32.

ship

Sept. 27._E.
MT. DESERT FERRY.
The schooner Normandy is discharging
for the Maine Central.

coal

F. L. Colby and wife attended the Baptist association in Franklin last week.
Hudson Kingman and wife expect to
Tuesday for their home in Newport,
R.L
leave

C. T. Eldridge and wife, of Rumford
Falls, recently visited Mrs. Eldridge’s
parents, A. L. Colby and wife.
There

F. L.
Colby's last Friday, in honor of Hudson
Kingman and wife. Those present were
E. H. Colby and wife, Lewis Jordan and
wife, W. W. Jellison and wife and Miaa
Arvilla

was

gathering

social

a

at

Kingman.

Sept. 28.

C.
SEAWALL.

J. M.

on a

visit

made

__

Hr. and Mra. Leathers, of Providence,
R. I., are visiting Mrs. Rowel.
Mrs. Prank Hamor spent a few days
with friends in Hancock recently.
Elwood Donnell, of Seal Harbor, visited
his sister, Mrs. Myra Leland, Sunday.
Olendon Gardiner left Wednesday for
New York, to take examinations to enlist
on the training-ship Newport.

Bishop Cod an, oi the diocese of
Maine, was here Sunday, Sept. 20. There
confirmation class of five.

confined to her bed for several weeks.
The funeral services were held in the
church Wednesday, at 2 o’clock. Mrs.
Pierce was a member of the Episcopal
church, and took an active part in the
Busy Bee society. She leaves a husband—
John Pierce, one daughter—Mrs. Hudson
Kelly, one son—Alvah Pierce, all ol this
place, besides a host of loving friends.
ANSI.
Sept. 28.
MAN9ET.

Junes E. Bennett and wife, ot East
Greenwich, B. I., spent the week-end at
the home ot Mrs. Bennett’s brother, Stillman Dolliver.
Jt Robinson,'who have been in
boat building business some months,
have dlaeolved partnership.
Brown

the

Bessie Moore has returned to Higgina’
classical institute, Chuleston, ami Franklin Smith to the seminar; at Bucksport.
Schools

are

in session, with Mias Laurn

Mayo, ot Southwest Harbor, in charge ot
the grammar grade, and Miss E. A. McLee,
ot Stockton, In charge ot the primer;

Sept. as.
_

i*££ZT*‘wr" UT,'“in« *JL
Miw Berates Ashley is
.pendin.
”* * "**
with relatives in Sullivan.
Miw

Adelle

Hants,

of

spending her vacation with
Mrs. Hannah Hsatb.

Portl.na
her

n

mother.

Vondell Flye, of
Bangor, route
the American Exprea,
Co., 1,
Mrs.
siatar,
Hannah Heath.

‘ , °f

vi,‘un *k"

A. J. W Peters, Of
Bangor, who i,h
for a few daya, gave »n

town

i„(ert,*

«enio7 2

Hunda'm", being the
.hiI‘effect
subject
of alcohol
human system. Mr. Peter,
intend,

Jn,

Sept.

Mad.

21.

WINTER HARBOR.
Mrs. F. R. Bunker

Friday, tor medical

was

taken to Bangor

treatment.

Forrest Bicktord lett Friday tor Boston,
will spend the winter with relatives.
where he

M. B. Jordan and wife, who have been
visiting relatives at Cherryfleld, returned

Sunday.
Capt. Charles H.

O. J. Joyce left last week for
Stoningtou
his way to the Maine general
hcpiui
for treatment.

on

M. V. Babbidge and Herman
Bowden
installed the new furnace in the
church
vestry Friday.
Howard Kelley is repairing Charles

ing’s house, recently purchased
Joyoe, of Bar Harbor.

Hamilton, who has
command ot a yacht at Bar Harbor, is home.
T. A. O’Reilly returned Saturday from
Seal Harbor, where be has bad employment in a livery stable.

team.

ill from the amount of smoke he breathed
when bis house burned down.
Dolly.
Sept. 28.
MOUNT DESEBT.

A concert

was

given by the

BIRCH HARBJR.

are

Mrs. M. C. Morrison, of Bar Harbor,
spent the week-end with her aunt, Mrs.
M. L. Allen.

Sunday evening

Steam yacht Ladoga, owned by J. 8.
Kennedy, of New York, and commanded
by Capt. Charles H. Davis, of this town,
was brpught here from Bar Harbor last
week, and put in winter quarters.
E.
Sept. 28.
_

James Allen and Abraham J. Somes
attending Bowdoin college.

children

the management of
the pastor, Mr. Jenkins. The parts were
well taken.
under

Quite a number from here expect to attend the local union at Islesford, Saturday, Oct. 3. Capt. Pray w ill take them in
his launch.
Schools

grammar is

CRANBERRY ISLES.
M. and Charles E. Stanley are
on Big Cranberry island.

building houses

Alton Bunker and a ite, w ho have spent
the summer in Bar Hatbor, are home.

Mr*. Leander Bunker the

monthe, hae returned
Sept. 28.

to

__

SWAN’S ISLAND.
Mrs. Enna Prock has returned to Butbrook seminary.
Two machinists from
the lighthouse.

R.

GOULD8BORO.

Boston

it

tn

work at

Miss Winter, of Manafleld, Mas,., is vlaat Mrs. O. F. Newman',.

iting

Miss Millie Bridget has gone to Chstlne
spend a week with her sister, Mn.
Howard Lowell.

to

Dr. Tapley, of McKinley, wa, called
here Saturday by the serious ;lints, o!
Mrs. Lillie Norwood.
Leander Rich has sold hi, ston it
Frencbboro to Mr. Noyes, of Stonington,
and moved his

groceries

here to the

Dy«

Sept. 28.

6.
ATLANTIC.

Mrs. Edith Staples is at home (or
time.

t

short

Miss Ida Staples, ot Rockland, is visit*
ing (rienda at Atlantic.
J. Forbes Beale and family, of Washing*
ton, D. C., cloaad their cottage Thursday,
and returned to Washington.
George Clarejr and family, who have bees
•pending the summer at Rose HiU farm,
left Tuesday (or their home in Baltimore,
Md.
Rev. Harry Purrington and Deacon
Jefferson Torrey went to Franklin Tuesday to attend the Hancock County Baptist
aaaociation.
The many (rienda o( Mrs. Sidney Jojcs
will be plsaaed to hear that she is very
much improved in health at the Maine
sanatorium, Hebron.
A party ot ladies met Monday at Miss
Helen Bodman’a (or a tacking party. Two
quilts were made, after which tea was
served. All report an enjoyable time.
8-

Bept.M.

_

PRETTY MARSH.
School opened on Monday, Sept. 21, with
Mrs. Matthew Hodgdon, of Hampden, as
teacher.

of

Mra. Leslie King and two children,
Manaet, have been visiting Mrs. King's
sister, Mrs. Allen Freeman.
Mrs. Philena Folger, of Bearhmont,
Mrs. Q. Raymond Jo.r and her mother,
Mass., who has been with her relatives
Mrs. Fifield, who have spent the summer
here the past six weeks, returned home
at Bunker Harbor, have closed their cotFriday.
tage and returned home to Bar Harbor.
MissLauraand Frank Haynes, whotre
Until further notice. Rev. E. L. Drew, of
short
employed at Seal Harbor, made a
Winter Harbor, will hold services here in
an
visit to their home here Saturday
the Baptist church every alternate Sunday
Sunday.
afternoon and Wednesday evening.
who
Miaaes Alfrida and Lillie Staluacke,
C.
Sept. 28.
*>
have been spending their vacation
TREMONT.
their aunt, Mrs. A. Smith, have returned
Mrs. Julia Newman, who has been em- to Brooklyn, N. Y.
ployed at the Claremont, Southwest HarSept.

28._u

bor, is home.

Mrs. Norma F. Wilkins and her aunt,
Miss Lizzie Moore, who have been spending several weeks at the Lawson cottage,
Mitchell’s core, have returned to Beverly,
Mass.
Kin.
Sept. 25.
SEAL COVE.
Mrs. Alien Pierce, who has-been quite
ill, is better.

Martin Lunt has purchased Peter Reed’*
house, and is soon to take possession.
Mias Evelyn Lqnt, of West Tremont,
visited her aunt, Mrs. Walla, recently.
Mrs. Wlnfleld Murphy, ol McKinley,
spent a part ot last week with her aunt,
Mrs. Sophrouia Harper,
paat three a Frank H. Reynolds moving picture com-

Long Island.

C. A.

The Misses Richards, who have
been
spending the summer at Bernard, are with
Miss E. 8. Peterson at Petit
Plai,anu, for
a few weeks.
^P*- »•
Chim.

Mrs. J. W. Pettee has gone to Sorrento
to visit her mother, Mrs. Barbara Bunker,
who is ill.

Busy Bee club has made great imin the Bunker
buryiugground.
Frank and Everett Wedge have just
had built at Friendship a fine new dory
which they have named Red Wing.
Miee Grace Davie, who has been working
The

provements

Hud-

of

store.

John Mooney came Sunday to see his
father, D. S. Mooney, who has been quite

fo'

.1

_

An interesting game ot boll was played
here Saturday between the Winter Harbor
and West Sullivan high school teams.
The score was 24 to IS in favor of the home

Albion

fob

Mrs. A. J. Gott, of Bar
Harbor, lnd
Mrs. Benjamin Murphy, of
Bernard et*
here Thursday.

room.

Walter Newman and wife, who wsa
called to Franklin last week by the death
of Dr. Homer, Mrs. Newman’s father, have
returned home.

Mrs. Blanche Rolfe u Ul.
Delaney Tinker, of Northeast Harbor,
There wae a pie social at Freeman hall
a short visit
to Mrs. Lydia E.
Mrs. Watson K Springer spent a few
Saturday evening.
Springer last week.
days last week in Northeast Harbor, the
Mrs. Ina Bragg, of Harmony, spent a
J. T. Orant was called to Ellsworth last
of
V.
fi.
Smith and wife.
guest
week, his aunt. Miss Frances Grant, hav- week here with her parents, A. E. Quptill
Daniel Crimmin and wife, of Hallowell,
and wile.
ing suffered a alight shock.
are guests of Mrs. Crimmin’s
sister, Mrs.
E.
Schools here were dosed last WednesSept. 28.
Maria Dnrgan.
day to allow teachers and pupils to attend
Mrs. Mary B. Sutler attended the BapSALISBURY COVE.
the Cherryfield lair.
tist association in Franklin,
Clarence Tate and wife are receiving
W. F. Hutchings and wile, who have
Boyd Tracy, who has been employed at congratulations on the birth of a daughter been spending some time at their home in
the Kimball house, Northeast
Harbor, —Edith Marguerite.
Lamolne, have returned to their home
during the summer, is home.
The members and friends of the Eden here.
8ept. 24.
Sumac.
Sept. 28.
Jkn.
Baptist Sunday school enjoyed a delightWEST HANCOCK.

HULL’S COVE.
Mr*. Curtis Hamor, ol Lamoine, visited
nlatiTM ton lut week.

Mrs. Almina J. Flint and friends, who
bave been spending the summer at her
Mrs. Elmer Metcalf fell on the side- 1 cottage here, returned to their home in
walk one day last week, hurting heraelf Boeton Friday.
Rev. Qideon Mayo and wife, Rev. E. 8.
quite badly.
James Benrett and wife, who have been Drew and wife, Mrs. N. T. Bunker and
visiting relatives here and at Manaet, have Mrs. William Quptill attended the Baptist
association at Franklin last week.
returned to Greenwich, K. I.
Kenneth Keith, who has been an inmate
Mrs. M. E. Moore is home from Northeast Harbor, where she has spent the past of the Eastern Blaine general hoepital at
week, the guest of Ansel Mancheeter and Bangor the past four months, came home
wife.
Tuesday much improved la health.

No church services the past two Sundays,
as the pastor, Rev. Mr. Bolles, is on a
vacation.

PARTRIDGE COVE.

eihor yf»

been in

Mrs. Arthur Eaton and son, of Gloucester, Mass., are guests of Mrs. Electa
Eaton.
John Eaton, who has been spending the last two weeks in Lynn, Mass., is
home.
E.
Sept. 26.

mm

„„ .
Miss Margaret Pierce, of Lamoine, Ben*
jamin Campbell, of Cranberry Isles, and another lecture in a few
"*
days
Albion Campbell, of New Hampshire,
home to-day.
Sept.
28._’
were called here last week by the death of
B
The Clarrys have closed their bungalow
their sister, Mrs. John Pierce.
OOTT’S ISLAND.
on the island for the season, and gone to
The entire community was saddened
Misses NeUie and
Emily Speriug ud
Boston. Miss Clarry has sold her home on
last week by the death ol Mrs. Elisabeth Kate Mason, of
Philadelphia, left T„
Essex street, Bangor.
Pierce, which occurred at her home here day.
Mrs. Frank E. Mace has returned from
Sunday, Sept. 20. She bad been in poor
Moore has completed the
retain
Detroit, where she visited her sister, Mrs. health for nearly a year, and had been onPhilip
bis weir, and it is
She
also
who
has
been
ill.*
ready to take
McPhee,
very

Mrs. Lena Ladd Worcester is very ill at
the home of her father, Lewis|E. Ladd.

Mrs.

CbviUy

Blakes, who have been tenting bepond this summer, leave for

The

have

called to
Earle Tinker, Sara McFarland and Mrs.
Leicester, Mass., Saturday, by the sudden
illness of their daughter, Mrs. Alfred F. T. Burkhart attended the Eden lair.
Orlando Cousins has been building
Frye, who has typhoid fever.
Sept. 28.
Y.
chimneys (or J. T. Orant the past week.
were

#br Additional

side Great

Reynolds Lufkin, of Portland, was the
guest of Mrs. H. P. Lufkin this w^ek.
The boarders have all left for their
homes. It has been a busy season here.

Mrs. Jennie Sternes has gone
to Ellsworth and Mariaville.

COUNTY NEWS.

was a

have returned

The
opened this morning.
taught by Miss Cox and the
LAMOINE.
Miss
Bobbins. The high
primary by
Arthur Powers arrived Lome Thursday school also
Mrs. N. B. Coolidge has been quite ill,
opened, with William Crafts
from a season of yachting.
but is slowly gaining.
principal. Mr. Crafts has taught here the
Mrs. Lucy Haynes, of Massachusetts, is past three years, and is liked by all.
W. F. Hutchings and wife returned to
the guest of Mrs. A. B. Saunders.
Rex.
Sept. 28.
Gouldsboro Thursday for the winter.

Sept. 26.

i

Mrs. L. M. Robbins, formerly of this
of Roxbury, Mass., called on
old friends here this week. She was
accompanied by a friend. Miss Mason, her
son Carl and daughter Christie.
H.
Sept. 26.

place, now

bud

it.

The many friends of Mrs. William
Latham are glad to welcome her after an
absence of over twenty years. Mrs.
Latham was Miss Leonora Leland, of
Eden, where she spent the greater part of
her life nntil her marriage. She is accompanied by her husband.

Bright and wife, of Bangor, was
here Sunday calling on friends.
The launch Coon, owned by Cyrus
The little boy of Frank Dolliver has
Brown, of Camden, was burned to the been
quite ill, bat is now reported as betwater’s edge and sunk Saturday night at
ter.

of the exhibitors from here captured
NORTH SULLIVAN.
The Franklin baseball
several prizes.
A large delegation attended the fair at
team were winners in the games played
Cherry held.
Tuesday and Wednesday. Thursday the
Mias Hattie Robertson has gone to Ellsgame went to their opponents, Jouesooro.
worth, where she has employment.
B.
Sept. 28.
Mrs. Rosilla Billings, of West Franklin,
EAST FRANKLIN.
is visiting
her daughter,
Mrs. Arno
Miss Marcia Springer, who has been Wooster.
_

the direction of Pastor Lori mar and
wife.
Miae Emma Treworgy, of East Surry,
has returned home after spending a month
with her cousin, Mrs. C. 8. Bowden.

about stvetty

between Deer Isle and Little Deer
Isle. Mr. Brown and wife came from
Camden in the afternoon, arriving about
5 o’clock, leaving the boat at 5.15 and
coming ashore to visit Mrs. Brown’s
mother, Mrs. Diana Hatch. When the
fire was discovered it was feared that it
was on the land, and a large crowd soon
gathered.
Nothing could be done t3
save the boat.
Capt. Brown thought it
must have started from over-heated maLittle James Russell, infant son of Arno
She was valued atfl,000; insured.
Wooster and wife, has been quite ill, but chinery.
H.
Sept. 27.
is

Cherryfleld

people

Mrs. George Eaton died at her home
Sept. 25, after long illness. Mrs. Eaton
leaves a daughter, Mrs. Rose Candage, and
a son, Capt. Emery Eaton, of New London
Conn., who came Saturday to attend the

are to be installed on the sides of
the pool, so that the swimmer will have
the benefit of these without going upstairs to the regular shower bath rooms.

water

Saturday, near Star Crevice,
Emery’s cove. A picnic dinner ru
served, after which games were played unful outing

der

Florian G. A ivy left this week
Waterville to enter Colby college.

BAH HARBOR.
C. A.

tllMr

Mrs. George Marks is visiting friends in
Bucksport and Ellsworth.

O.

Y. M.

w

ness.

William Miles and wife.

Sept. 24.

NE'\u\

Omnifc iV«r»

STONINGTON.

visiting her grandmother,
Mrs. Elisabeth Tracy.
Fred L. Miles, wife and two children,
of Calais, are guests of Mr. Miles’ parents,

Ellsworth,

county.

*cock

iOC'Si \

having his vacation. Both carriers are
obliging and courteou% and give general
satisfaction to their patrons.

V MKH1CAN hat c aOtcribert a I 107
.17 pott-oflcct in Hancock county.
other papere in the County com
to not rww> eo many. ThkAmkim< the only paper printed in
act oonnty, and Jiao neeer claimed to
it ie the only paper that can prop
called a County paper; all the
The circula’Q merely local papere.
The AMKRrb.vN, barring the Bar
Record't rummer lirt, ir larger
I at of all the other paper# printed

pany gave an entertainment at the hall
Monday and Tuesday evenings.

Oapt. J. H. Burnill and wife, Mrs.
Arthur Bamill and little daughter Lurllne
attended the Eden, lair

Thursday.

Mrs. J. 8. Powers, Miss Myra Powers
and Mias Bernice Ashley attended the
Baptist association at Franklin last week.
Mrs. George Bobbins and little son Colson, of Opechee, are visiting Mrs. Bobbins’ grandmother, Mrs. Bophronia Harper.

Irving Ashley is at home from Northeast
Harbor, where he has been employed.
Miss Bernice Ashley is at home rom Seal
Harbor.

SOUND.
mother

Eugene Richardson visited his
recently.
Miss
School began this week, taught by
Nellie Whitmore, ol Seal Harbor.
Mrs. Lottie Northrop, of Wellesley.
Maas., recently visited friends here.
HarMrs. George Dunton, of Southwest
week.
bor, visited her parents here this
to

A little daughter wae recently added
wile.
the family of William Grindle and
o
E. M. Higgins attended the reunion
his company in the First Maine cavalry
Ellsworth this week.
a heavy
Giles Sargent recently snstaiued
1W
loss In the death of over twenty
bogs, due to cholera.

Sept. 28._
TRENTON.
moved
joaiah Smith and wife have
Sllsworth.
Mrs. Jane Gordon, alter
T. 1*
reeks with har sister, Mrs. T.

w

**,

taa

returned home.

Sept.

28.*

Many sufferers from nasal csUrrh
et splendid result, by using
a
'or their besedt we prepare Ely
Iream Mm. Except that it Is

UgsMj»

reepecte like the healing,
Jlaying Cream Balm that the publi
.miller with for yeare. No cocaine
.11

“

w,
B

soo^”* r*fij,t*

iangeroue drag in it. The
A
remedy that relievee at once.
«
SC., including spraying tubs,
Yor
M Warren Street. New

John Clanoey and family are soon to
move to Owl’s Head. All are
sorry to ( ily Bros.,

—

wy

COUNTY

NEW'S

VMM
Count* »*•
...

ftidilioo"1

Mf
■"

piker puges
DOQ
»»»»r

BLLTEHILL.
somewhat better.
J Parker is
Clough h«. returned to
M,M Gertrude

e

^rry

Butler returned from
week.
last
Bre««r
a
great scarcity of
Ttere la
the town.

South
water

SbbfttistnunM.

oalamity, as everything is so dry end no
■apply of water is available.
Gay Torrey returned to Oronotbis week

Prof. Btephen B. Knowlton, a former
Deer Isle boy, has closed his hotel, “The
Firs," after a profitable season. He returns to Philadelphia, where he is a professor in Haverford college.

r“

County Supply Co.,

years.

Sept.

with

CBl’MBS.

28.

WEST GOULDSBOliO.
Edwin Keating and wife
Mrs. Hannah Kingsley.

are

visiting

Mrs. Luther Smith left Monday for
Maplewood, Mass., for a few days.
Miss Mabel V. Shaw*, of Nashua, N. H.,
who has been visiting Mrs. E. S. Shaw,
left Friday for her home.
E. K. Bunker and wife, who have
employment in Bar Harbor, spent a few
days last week with relatives here.
Fred K. Shaw and wife, who have been
visiting Mr. Shaw’s parents, J. A. Shaw
and wife, left Tuesday for their home in
Old Town.
A. P. Havey,
wife and
daughter
ftizabeth, of West Sullivan, spent Saturfty and Sunday with Mrs. Havey’s aunt,
In. Abby Taft.
Miss Grace U. Cummings is spending a

with relatives in Sullivan and
work with
In. E. S. Wood for the winter.
L.
Sept. 28.
lew weeks

Franklin, before resuming her

DEER ISLE.
Mrs. Jennie Eaton left this week for
Boaton, where she will be employed.

William Counce and family
friends in Appleton.

are

viBiting

a

three-horse

fishing.
Capt. Ed

He is

power engine.

Marshall has

bought

the

sloop

Maud, of Capt. Qard Lawson, and
fitted her for scalloping. He starts to-day
for Rockland.
Thelma.
Sept. 28.
.Lena

Miss Alice Mason has returned to Seal

Mrs. A. S. Cummings leaves to-day for
Boston to attend the Emery family re-

Harbor,

Ellsworth

fUfltoAD* anf

•

otfum'

EASTERN

Steamship Company
AUSTIN, Receivers.
Mount Desert and Klueiilil Division

teaching.
Mrs. Mary Richardson is visiting her
union.
are
and
Sherman
Decatur
Gray
building
Mrs. May Barton, at Tilden.
Mrs. Clara West, who has been visiting daughter,
a weir at Nautilus island.
William Burns and Allie Richardson, of
returned to CamAlvarado Gray and Maurice Gray have her sister, Mrs. Stimson,
Swan’s Island, visited relatives here Sunlast w’eek.
SIX-TRIP SERVICE.
been to Camden to have their motor boats bridge, Mass.,
day.
Commencing Monday, May 4. steamer J T
Lay service Sunday afternoon was conput in order.
Mrs.
leaver
Bar Mar out ai 1 3o p m, week
Richardson
her
Morse
Elmina
visited
ducted by Mrs. F. A. Noyes. Rev. C. A.
Murray Veague, chauffeur for a New
for 8eal Harbor, Northeast Harbor. SouthMrs. Francena Rich, at Trenton days
mother,
in the evening.
west
Purdy
preached
Harbor,
Brooklln, Deer Isle, Sedgwick,
home
came
York party touring the State,
Sargentvlll-% Dark Harb-'r and Rockland, conHenrietta Simpson left Sunday for Bos- recently.
Wednesday for a few days.
necting with steamer for Boston.
Guy Lunt and wife are receiving conwhere she will attend the Emerson
Steamer leaves Bluehlll at 2 pm, week days
Most of the men were at South Brooks- ton,
gratulations on the birth of a daughter, for South Bluehill, Stonlngton (West Tremoul
school of oratory this winter.
viile last week fighting the tire. Those
Mondays and Thursdays), North Haven and
born
27.
Sunday,
Sept.
Funeral services were held Sunday afRockland, connecting with steamer lor Boston.
who have charge of it deserve much credit
R.
Sept. 28.
RETURNING
for keeping it in check under the adverse ternoon at the church in East Sullivan for
Steamer leaves Boston at 5 p m, week days
Mrs. Lucinda Baker, who died Friday
conditions.
WEST BROOKLIN.
for Rockland.
G.
night, after a long and painful illness at
Leave Rockland at ft.30 a m, or on arrival ot
Sept. 26.
Miss Alice Stanley, of Brewer, is visitsteamer from Boston, dally, except Monday,
the home o? her son, B. C. Baker, who,
A. B. Carter and wife.
ing
Bar Harbor and Bluehlll, via intermediate
for
! with his wife,cared for her most devotBASS HARBOR.
E. P. Bridges, who has been in Vermont landings.
First-class fare, Bar Harbor to Boston, $4.23
to the last. Mrs. Baker was eighty|
edly
Lewis Benson, of Somerville, Mass.,
one way; $8 round trip.
the past few weeks, is home.
six years of age, and had been for many
Ail freight, except live stock, via steamers of
spent Sunday with friends here.
Mrs. Nellie Batcheler spent a few days
! years a resident of Sullivan Harbor, w here
this company, is insured against lire and maCharles Reed has opened a grocery and she was well known as a faithful wife and last week with her brother, H. G. Carter.
rine risk.
K S J. Moksb. Agent.
provision store. His many friends wish mother and a kind friend and neighbor.
Miss Odessa Bridges, of Surry, is spendhim success.
A number of her old friends were present ing a few' days with her grandmother,
A. J. Gott and wife, of Bar Harbor, vis- to pay their last tribute of respect before Mrs. Susan Bridges.
{tanking.
ited their daughter, Mrs. Benjamin the body was laid beside that of her husMiss Beatrice Carroll, who has been visband, who died a few years before her. iting friends here returned to her home in
Murphy, last week.
Mrs. Sidney Wallace and Miss Della Mrs. Baker leaves besides the son with Southwest Harbor Tuesday.
B.
Wallace are spending a few weeks in whom she made her home, another son
Sept. 28.
is what your money will earn if
—Greenleaf, of Seattle, Wash., and a
Portland and vicinity.
invested in shares of the
of Boston.
Temple,
daughter—Mrs.
BUCRSPORT.
Henry Lawrence, who is scalloping in
Sept. 28._H.
Mrs. Lavater Witham, of East BucksRockland, has been at home a few days.
Monday morning after a long
He reports dull business, owing to low
port, died
DEDHAM.
illness, at the age of sixty-two years. She
prices.
leaves besides her husband, three sons—
A NEW SERIES
Harold Comins, of Wakefield, Mass., is Pearl, Edward, and Thomas Witham, and
Herbert Condon, wife and little daughand
Maud is now open. Shares, 81 each; monthly paytwo
daughters—Harriet
ter Harriet, of Stockton Springs, are visit- visiting relatives here.
where she is

_

_

Mrs. Edith Staples, who has been visitia* her sister, Mrs. H. W. Small, returned
borne Friday.
Edward Gross, who has been yachting,
Witham.
came home Wednesday, together with
ments, Ml per share.
Mrs. William Williamson, of Brewer,
ing Mrs. Condon’s parents, T. W. Jackson
Capt. Arthur Powers.
wife.
Bird Slaughter.
and
visited her mother, Mrs. Julia Gray, last
WHT PAT RENT
Dr. Frank McCollum and wife, who have
X. Y. Z.
It is estimated that to supply the plumw’eek.
Sept. 28.
when you can borrow on your
been spending the summer here, will close
other
decorat
ions
shares, give a first mortgage and
Mrs. Augusta Wheeler, of Stillwater, is age for ladies’ hats and
reduce
it every month? Monthly
their cottage soon and return to CamSEDGWICK.
of
demands the sacrifice yearly
300,000,000
ana interest together
spending a few weeks with Mrs. Ellery
payments
bridge.
receive
birds. Paris milliners
will amount to but little more
annually
C. A. Holden left to-day on a business Gray.
than
are now paying for
you
The selectmen have placed notices all trip to Portland.
about 40,000 sea gulls. Last year a London
rent, and In about ten years you
Mrs. Arvesta Burrill and Arthur Condon
over town
so it is learned from a Paris paper,
will
warning the people against setMiss Emily Sawyer, of Seal Cove, is the and wife have gone to Lowell, Mass., to house,
tiog fires. A fire now would be a great guest of relatives here.
supplied 32,000 humming birds, 80,000 sea OWN TOUR OWN HOME.
visit relatives.
birds of various species.
The Sinclair family has moved to SherMrs. F. A. Black has returned home
For particulars inquire of
Nothing need be said as to the loss to
aWwrtusniuntfc.
O. W. Tapley, Sec’y,
man Mills tor the winter.
after a week spent with her sister, Mrs. A. agriculture by the indiscriminate destrucFirst Nat’l Bank Bldg.
Frances Greenlaw has beeen spending E. Tracy, of Hancock.
A. W. Kero. President.
tion of birds, and in some countries certhe past week with.he* mother in Oceanwife
the
attended
E. W. Burrill and
tain species have ceased to exist. Among
_

THE PUBLIC BENEFITED.

EUsworth People Greatly laterested
the Generous Offer of E. G. Moore.

in

The people have already demonstrated
that they would rather trust a man who is

•tonally

honest than one who was honest
only because be had to be.
G. Moore has a firmly established
lor square dealing and sterling
onesty. When he told the people that
«*xall Remedies are the
purest and most
ependable remedies that it is possible lor
m°dern Bcience to
produce, and that he
*ould tell the
public exactly what each
°n« o! these
300 remedies contained, and
he sold Rexall Remedies on his
■°*n Pw*onal
guarantee that they would
**Ve entire
satisfaction or the medicine
w°nld not cost the user a
single cent, he

jopotatiou

Was

believed.
Ever since this

announcement the store

ihe E. G. Moore has been crowded
by
buying Rexall Remedies, all ol
oh proves that E. G. Moore has the
a
deuce of the people and that honesty
18 the
best policy.
here ig no “cure all”
among the Rexall
ffiedies—there are 300 different and
•parate
medicines; one for each human
each
unquestionably the best of

People

itg’£ncl

IT

Rexall Dyspepsia Tablets
teiu._

recommended

Pei»i«Ctl

,p91n

particular*
cure

of

indigestion and dysin Bismuth, Sub-

Carminatives, and are
8Pec*al proceaa which pere,1h»nces the great curative value
medicinal agents.
This rji.
250• ■ package.
!or
,rom
■ stomach diswder »hn,oUf!er'?g
Rexal* Dyspepsia Tablets,
cost
tlley
not
nctllrng if they do
il!

ETcryonT?y»*e-Ufl
'aMrnu<hUict,tIy

satiafy*8

was certainly fortunate in
°* t*>e 89°f these remedie.,
urtf® everyone in need of
and take advanOf 018
his frank
and generous offer.

and00?*10*

u*9

There was a new arrival last week at the
home of Fred R. Ford—a son, Warren
Cecil.

Percy Eaton and Ashley Hooper have
gone to Golden Kidge to work in the potato
fields.
J. W. Penney accompanied his
week

on

He will remain
Miss

a

son

last

Haverhill, Mass.

his return to

few weeks.

Laura Means will ^return to Dor-

chester, Mass., Friday.

Miss

Ruby Dority

few weeks’ stay.
accompany
The directors'of the Baptist church held
a meeting Saturday and made arrangements for the annual harvest home reunion, to be held Oct. 7, afternoon and
will

evening.
Sept. 28.

her

for

a

"_

H.

meeting of Hancock Pomona grange at
West Ellsworth, Sept 19.
G. W. French is away for two
weeks. Rev. H. A. Freeman, of Brewer,
occupied his pulpit Sept. 27.
Martha and Charles Johnson have returned to their school in Portland after
the summer vacation at home.

James Little, of Amesbury, Mass. Only
relatives and intimate friends were presThe ceremony was performed by
ent.
Kev. G. W. French, of Holden. After the
wedding tour they will reside in Ames-

painted.

__

Clark is having his homestead

Mrs. Zulma Clark is visiting her daughter, Mrs. L. W. Rumill.
Lou Wentworth, who has bought the
F. M. Eaton house, has painted it outside

and in.

Hives, eczema, itch or salt rheum sets you
crazy. Can’t bear the touch of your clothing.
Doan's Ointment cures the most obstinate
cases.
Why suffer? All druggists Bell it.—
—Adel.

Work

on

the

new

K.

of P. hall is

sus-

days, until Capt. Elias
Rich can get from Bangor with lumber.
a
Otis Walls is the happy possessor of
feet long,
new motor boat -about twenty

pended for

a

few

an
Foley’s Orino Laxative is a new remedy,
of former
improvement cm the laxatives
or nauseate and is
not
does
it
gripe
as
years,
G. A.
It is guaranteed.
leasant to tak:e.
HCUBR.

have

end to the

an

ex-

caterpillar

which is having such disastrous
effect on the forests. They have discovered a method to catch the brown moths
that lay the eggs from which the cater-

pillars
They

1

in

come

make

use

enormous

of

what

and

quantities.

powerful

exhaust

fans.

The

j

of

light

are

thrown from the reflectors

on

receptacle.

the first night no less than three tons
of moths were caught. The forests of
central Europe have from time to time
been ravaged by raids of moths from
Russia, whose larva; denude the trees of
On

their foliage.
When Trifles Become Troubles.
If any person suspects that their kidneys
deranged they should take Foley’s Kidney
Remedy at once and not risk having Bright’s
disease or diabetes.
Delay gives the disease
a strouger foothold and you should not delay
taking
Foley’s Kidney Remedy. G. A.
Pabcher.

Catherine A. Coney, late of Eden, in saM
county, deceased. X certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by John J. Coney, the
executor therein named.
Margaret A. .Martin, late of Sullivan, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting *o be the last will and tesiament of
said deceased, together with petition tor probate thereof, presented by Charles H. Wood,
the executor therein named.
Priscilla Q. Torrey, late of Winter Harbor*
in said county, deceased. A certain ins.lament purporting to be the last will and testament of said deceased, together with petition for probate tbeieof, presented by jcvoderick M Torrey. the executor therein named.
Manet L. Higgins, late of Buckaport. in said
Petition
that
county, deceased.
Gerry
Bridges or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by George F. Higgins,
husband of said deceased.
James Parker, late of Southwest Harbo-, in
said county, deceased.
First
account of
Luere B. Deasy, administrator, filed for settlement.
James 8. Greene, late of Bluehill, in said
county deceased. Final account of T. M.
Coombs, administrator, filed for settlement. 4
Irene O. Alley, late of Eden, in said county,
deceased. First account of Frank O. Alley
and Albion P. Alley, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Wiufleld C. Campbell, late of Amherst, in
said county, deceased. First and final account
of Carrie A. Campbell, administratrix, filed
for settlement.
J
Cordelia E. Stover, late of Bluehill. in saia
county, deceased. First account of Forrest B.
Snow, administrator, filed for settlement.
i
Amanda M. Emerson, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased.
First account of
Elijah P. Emerson, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Mary A. Macomber, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. First account of WUliam E. Whiting, administrator, filed for settlement.
BDen k. Tracy, late or Hancock, in and
county, deceased. First and final account of
Elizabeth Tracy, administratrix, filed lor settlement.
Stanley Vr Gray. and Everett C. Gray*
minors, of Bluehill, in said county. Petition
filed by Rubie E. Gray, guardian, for license
to sell certain real estate of said minors, as
described in said petition.
Alpheus Herrick, late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Milton W.
Herrick, administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
Frank V. Grindle, late of Castine, in said
connty, deceased. Petition filed by Helen N.
Grindle, widow, for an allowance out of tb©
personal estate of said deceased.
Amanda M. Emerson, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased.
Petition filed byAugusta Pierce that the amount of collateral
inheritance tax upon the estate of said deceased be determined by the judge of probate.
Nhncy W. Clay, a person of unsound mind*
of Bluehill, in said county. Third account of
G. Welland Clay, guardian, filed for settleent.
James 8. Greene, late of Bluehill, in said
filed by T. M.
county, deceased. Petition
Coombs, administrator, that an order b©
issued to distribute among the heirs of said
deceased, the amount, remaining in the handa
of said administrator, upon the filing of his
final account.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest: T. F. Mahoney, Register.

fk

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be a.
of the last will and testament ->f
Dennison, late of Columbus, in ihe
of
Franklin, and state of Ohio, decounty
ceased, and of the probate thereof in s id
state of Ohio, duly authenticated, having been
presented to the iudge of probate for our said
county of Hancock lor the purpose of being
allowed, tiled and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be giv* n to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks succesthe
Ellsworth
America
a
sively in
newspaper printed at Ellsworth, in s»<d
county of Hancock, prior to the sixth day of
a.
d.
that
October,
1908,
they may appear at
a probate court, then to be held at Ellsworth
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, it'
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

A
copy
Jane P.

whole

the wooded mountainside half a mile
distant. The results have been astonishing. The moths, drawn by the brilliancy,
the
come fluttering in thousands along
broad rays of light. When they get within
a certain distance from the reflectors the
exhaust fans take up their work and
powerful currents of air swirl them down

THE

eight.

they call the

been erected on top of the municipal
electric plant. At night two great streams

augai Wottrra,
To all persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bluehill, in nd
for the county of Hancock, on the first
day o! September, a. d. 1908.
following matters having been presented for tne action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested*
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Elleworth American, a newspaper published el
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellaworth. In said county, on the sixth day of
October, a. d. 1908, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon if they saa

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:—At a probate court held at
Bluehill. in and for said couut.v of Ham ocfe,
on the first day of September, in the ytir of
our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and

electric-light trap.
This consists of two large and powerful
reflectors placed over a deep receptacle,

are

▲

an

to be

Sb&ntismtnbs

plague,

into the

T. I. S. met Wednesday, Sept. 23,
with Mrs. W. E. Dow, fourteen ladies beThe W.

Miss ing present.

Schools opened Monday, Sept. 21.
Nelson, of Lowell, Mass., teaches the
grammar, and Grace Carter, of Mt. Desert,
the primary.
Pebble.
Sept. 28.

way to put

cellent

seem

has

B.
WEST TREMONT.

W. A.

Novel Moth Trap.
authorities at Zittau

discovered what would

to

Mrs. Samuel Jordan and Susie Carter
returned home from Brooklin last week.

Fred Donnell, quarry foreman for the
Arthur McMullin Co., fell from a car last
week, and hurt his shoulder quite badly.

A

The Saxon

Mrs. Wentworth StapleB has recovered
sufficiently from an operation for appendicitis to leave the hospital, and is now at
home. Her daughters, Lizzie and Gladys,
are with her.
Miss Inez Burrill was married Sept. 16.
at the home of her brother, D. S. Burrill,

bury.
Sept. 28.

Miss Julia Campbell went Wednesday
to Waterville, where she wiU attend Colby

them are included the Labrador duck, the
Auckland rail, the Reunion starling, the
bullfinch of the Azores. For some reason,
possibly to preserve the beauty of the
feathers, they are, we are told, frequently
plucked from live birds.

Rev.

HALL QUARRY.
Mrs. Lydia Perry has returned home,
after a summer at Southwest Harbor.
Mrs. Amanda Perkins and daughter
Annie are home from Northeast Harbor.

college.
are

for the positive

rich
aitZ,' fncyare
and

Prcn«Jj

ville.

"1

£

HON. WILLIAM T. COBB and CALVIN

BEECH HILL.

Friend's,

worked for tbe last three

Easy

Make
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where she has

'•

Ranges
Cooking

_

Strgentville

•■rmr

Glenwood

and

serious

a

r'l

for bis senior year in the U. of M. He
was accompanied by a student
friend,
Horry White, who has been visiting here.

The last of the summer people have left,
the hotel and boarding houses are
is
closing. This would make quite a loss in
Merrill P. Hinckley having
a lame foot.
| | population if it wasn’t for a large number
,imc with
of Brooklln, is in town of our young yachtsmen who are daily
Herbert Hale,
arriving home, w ho fill the gap.
thresher.
«itb bis gasolene
Rkx.
Sept. 28.
services in the
conducted
Bean
K
Hev
church Sunday morning.
Congregational
WEST BROOKS VILLE.
Jennie Urlndle
Misses MabeUe Babson,
C. Roy Tapley lost a valuable horse last
22.
for
left
Colby
Sept.
wd Marion Hodge
Wednesday.
of Mrs. Donald
Tbe youngest daughter
Charlie White is occupying the Oershom
has been seriously ill for a few
McKay
Farnham cottage.
day*.
Mrs. E. K. Tapley, of Brooklin, is visitof Boston, is visMiss Louise Hinckley,
ing her mother, Mrs. Harriet Stevens.
and
P.
M.
Hinckley
iting her parents,
Mrs. Nellie Kneeland, of Somerville,
irife.
is the guest of Mrs. George H.
and family and H. E. Mass.,
Kneisel
Pnn,
wife have returned to New Tapley.
and
grebbiel
Miss Lucy Hale Tapley leaves to-day for
York.
Atlanta,
Ga., to resume work in Spelman
of
Brown
university,
Prof. H. F. Fowler,
seminary.
to
Provihave
returned
,nd Mrs. Fowler,
Horace Love and family, who have been
dence, R. L
at the Hawes house the past two months,
has gone to Bethel
Chase
A.
Eliza
Mrs.
have returned to Philadelphia.
A. E. Herto visit her daughter, Judge
Lloyd Barnes and wife, accompanied by
wile.
rick's
Mrs. Barnes’ mother, Mrs. Sallie H. Hawes,
judge E. E. Chase has closed his home have returned to their home in Andover.
has returned to
residence, and the family
Capt. George A. Stevens and brother,
another winter.
tbe Pendleton (or
Capt. William, have completed their fish
Mrs. Smith and family, formerly of weir on the river near WaBson’s wharf.
Jonesport, have moved into Mias Nellie There are now Beven
herring weirs on the
Douglas*' house near tbe Inn corner.
east shore of the Bagaduce.
M.
28.
Sept.
Tomson.
Sept. 28.
BLCEH1LL FALLS.
HARBORSIDE.
Miss Lizzie Conary is ill.
Maurice Gray lost a valuable cow last
who
baa
worked
for
Dr.
Harry Conary,
week.
Higgs this season, is at home.
Capt. John |B. Gray is ill with sciatic
Mrs. B. H. Candage and daughter, Mrs.
rheumatism.
For additional County Newt eee other payee
CoIsod, are in Dorchester, Mass., for a
Mrs. Martha Mitchell has returned to
nsit.
SULLIVAN HARBOR.
Malden, Mass.
Allie Friend, who has been working for
Redman and wife have gone to
closes Kozinook for the
Mrs.
Timnyenis
Eugene
w
is
now
ith
his
fishing
living Candage,
North Castine.
season Wednesday.
lather in their sloop.
W. O. Crockett and wife have returned
Rev. H. H. Saunderson and wife reMrs. Sinclair has visited her home at
turned to Cambridge, Mass., Saturday.
to Philadelphia.
and returned to Mr.

throughout

ant!

legal XottcfB.
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Albert L. Jewett, of
ulllvan,
his mortMay a. d.
1901, and recorded in the Hancock county
registry of deeds, book 453. page 19, conveyed
to me, the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel
of land situated in the town of Franklin, and
bounded and described as follows: Commencing at the tide waters on the east side of
Taunton bay, at the northwest corner of the
James Miller Blaisdeil heirs lot, and running
on said Blaisdeil north line to the center of a
large boulder, on the east side of the town
road, parallel with the said Blaisdeil line 72
rods, more or less, to line of Robertson &
Havey, thence northerly aloug said Robertson
& Havey line 22 rods more or less to Ambra.se
Springer side on south line, thence westerly
along said Springer line 62 rods more or less
to Arno Wooster line, thence southerly 3 rods
more or less,Whence westerly 9 rods more or
less to said towu road, thence northerly 3
rods more or less, thence westerly along said
Springer line to the tide waters, thence by the
tide waters to place of beginning, containing
16 acres more or less. Together with
the
buildings thereon, and whereas the condition
of said mortgage has been broken; now there*
fore, by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated thin 22nd day of September a. d. 1908.
John A. Scott.
Hancock county, Maine, by
WHEREAS
gage deed dated the fourth day of

2ttjucrtis<-mnits.

Pauper

Notice.

contracted with the City of Ellaworth
HAVING
for those who
support and
need assistance
to

care

during the next five
legal residents of Ellswrrih. I
persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accommodations to care for them at the City Fwrm
house.
M. J. Dbdmmvy.
may

and
years
forbid all

are

1 Subscribe

for

Tlie

American

poor health all summer, and her friends
are anxious for her recovery.
Everett Tracey and wife Dallas Tracey
and Mrs. Bertha Lawrie attended the Forresters’ picnic at Waltham Saturday.
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For additional
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EAST ORLAND.
School is in session, with Miss Scott, ot
Lincoln, m teacher.
Mr. Ross, of Stonington, is boarding at
Mrs. A. M. Forsyth’s.
F. P. Mason returned Saturday from a
business trip to Gloucester, Mass.

on

Mrs. Mary L. Leach is home from
friends in Orono.

Fred F. Ward well, who has

in

spring,

ill

Eldridge and wife, of Bucksguests of Albert Hutchins and

Albert
are

Buck sport

a

trolley

car.

To be sure, there had been a time
when James Regan would have welcomed the chance to drive one of the

Belfast, is visiting his
Dodge,
daughter, Mrs. V. P. Ward well.
Mrs. Nellie Kneeland, of Somerville,
Mass., is visiting at H. B. Ward well's.

good,

j

old

fashioned

street

cars,

those days belonged In the dark
of Regan family history along
the momentous Sunday when
same
flowerllke daughter had
christened plain Mary Ellen.

bid

that

been

_

visiting her sister, Mrs. Howard Lowell,
Saturday for her home at Swan’s

NORTH FRANKLIN.
a

left

lame

Island.

J. E. Blodgett and wife, M. W. Ur indie
and wife, C. M. Leach and wife, Reuben
Devereux and wife, Mrs. Jennie Steele and
Miss Annie Dunbar attended the Highland grange fair at North Penobscot last

Esther, little daughter of Carl Butler
«nd wife, is ill.
Herbert Wass visited in Hancock Saturday and Sunday.
Henry Jellison
from

and

wife have returned

Wednesday.
Ernst
Domansky,

visit in East brook.

a

Freeman

relatives

Baptist

Butler,

here last

of

Eastbrook,

visited

week and attended

association at

the Baptist church

the village, of which he has been
member since early manhood.
at

a

sixty-seven

Sept. 28.

W. F. Cousins and wife are visiting
their daughter, Mrs. George Springer,
at West Franklin. Mrs. Cousins has been

L.

WEST STONINGTON.
J. W« Stinson
day.

SSarrt'xcnunia.

A'GOOD

aged

years, died at his home here last Monday,
He leaves a
after a protracted illness.
widow and three sons. His remains were
taken to Boston
accompanied by his
widow and son Robert.

the

was

in

Kockland

Thurs-

R«v. Nathan Hunt, of Charleston, is visfriends here.

it ing

STOMACH

Ervin Thurston,

wife

and

son

in

are

Bucksport this wee*.
Means Good Health, Cheerfulness,
Pearly Austin will leajse Monday for
Ambition, Persistency and Success.
Charleston, where he will enter Higgins
Mi-o-na will cure your dy spepsia or
classical institute.
any other Btomach trouble by buildMiss Hazel Stinson, who is attending
ing up the flabby wails and making

the stomach so strong that it will
digest food without pepsin or other
artificial aid.
In other words, Mi-o-na cures dyspepsia by removing the cause.
G. A. Parcher is the agent for
Mi-o-na in Ellsworth, and he says to
every reader of The Ellsworth Americon whose stomach is weak, who has
indigestion or dyspepsia, that Mi-o-na
is guaranteed to cure or money back.
The price is only 50 cents a large
box, and one box is all you need to
prove that yon are on the right road
to health and happiness.
“I can’t say enough for Mi-o-na
tablets; they have done more for me
in one week than all the doctors have
for the two years I have been under
their care, and I will do all I can to
recommend it to my friends. Yon can
also use my name in your ad. if you
like, for Mi-o-na is better than gold to
me.
I am like a new man, and am
able to work once more for the first
time in over a year.”—W. A. Ennis,
328 Green St., Syracuse, N. Y.

normal school at Castine came home SatI urday, returning again Monday.

Nancy Lunt and daughter Rena,
Mrs. Walter Lunt and little daughter
I Doris, of Tremont, are here visiting rela1
tives and friends.
Mum.
Sept. 28.
Mrs.

j

and

_

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.
Solon

Peterson spent last week with his

family.
Harry
visiting

Sands and

wife,

of

Hallowell,

are

aunt, Mrs. George Leach.
Solon Lovett and wife, of Beverly,
Mass., were guests last week of Arthur
Grindle and wife.
their

The Rev. Mr. Young of North Haven,
from the Baptist
has accepted a call
church at South Penobscot.
Thomas S. Grindle has gone to WaterColby. Wade L. Grindle is
in Lewiston attending Bates college.
G.
Sept. 29.
ville to enter

Vacation
Season Is Now Over
And every intelligent man and woman
in poor health should consult some eminent specialist and thereby avoid much
suffering that must come during the cold

;

|

4

of the Merrow Medical and Surgical Institate have the combined experience of
both old and young men, who are able to
cope w ith any disease in the medical and
surgical line that can be done by any physician, no matter where located.

ALL DISEASES AND

DEFORMiriES TREATED
Catarrh, consumption in the incipient
stage, bronchitis, asthma, rheumatism,
diseases of the eye, ear, nose, throat,

:

lungs, stomach, liver, kidneys, scrofula,
chronic blood troubles,
sores, ulcers,
eczema, pimples,
blotches and all skin
troubles

treated and cured

NERVOUS DISEASES

Nervous debility from any cause, hysteria, chorea, St. Vitus Dance, diseases
of the spine, paralysis and all such dis-

Tiseases

Ladies examined without exposure and
all diseases peculiar to their sex cured,
without the use of rings, pessaries, supporters, etc., by new and pleasant home
methods.

months of winter if neglected.
The most
remarkable offer ever made in this state
by regular physicians is made by the physicians of the Merrow Medical and Surgical Institute, who have made more cures
in the State of Maine and can show more
testimonials from reputable people than
any other body of physicians in the state,
in the treatment and euiy of chronic and
nervous diseases, to say nothing about the
many successful surgical operations that
have’ been performed without the loss of a
patient. Consult the records and you will
find that they have not signed a death certificate in nine years, notwithstanding
their offices are crowded from morning
until night, with patients suffering from
every phase of disease that human flesh is
heir to. These startling cures made with
their original methods have won for them
a reputation which but very few in business in this part, of the country or elsewhere enjoy. Their remarkable diagnosis
of disease and wonderful X-Ray examinations and by the use of their phonendoscope to distinguish sounds of the body,
their radiochemic substance to test secretions (blood and urine of the body), their
electric light instruments, and their refracted magno chemic skiascope to see
organs of the body, together with their
wonderful instruments, it is easy for the
doctors to positively determine the presence of disease in any
portion of the

This absolutely perfect
human body.
method of examination is at all sufferers’
service. If you are sick and suffering,
why should you go to the old fogy doctor,
why not go to the specialist, who ha6 had
experience in treating thousands of diseases similar to your own. The physicians

of women

DISEASE OF MEN
And weaknesses, arising from overwork,
! etc., causing weak or failing memory,

pimples, impure blood, falling

of the

etc.

hair,

CANCERS, TUMORS

And malignant growths, enlargements
and glandular swellings removed without
the use of the knife or the loss of a drop of
blood. No matter what your condition is,
how many hospitals have given you up or
how many doctors you have tried, no
matter what your doubts may be, there is
hope, no matter what any one says, go or
write these physicians at once for their
home self examining outfit. Office 82 Central Street, Graham Building, office hours,
10 to 12 a. m., and 2 to 4 p. m., every day,
except Thursdays. Monday and Saturday
evenings the office will be open from 7
to 8.

SPECIAL NOTICE
If you

are unable to visit the doctors in
you may still receive complete
effective treatment from them. Upon rethe
doctors will send you their comquest

person,

prehensive blank and valuable book,
covering every point of information nec-

|

essary to them to know for the successful
treatment of your case by mail.
Those
who have never seen the doctors in person
have been cured of the worst diseases by
their mail treatment.
Address all letters to The Merrow Medical & Surgical Institute, 82 Central Street,

] Bangor,

Ale.

equally glad to acknowledge their
friendship with the blunt, shrewd Irish
capitalist, for. though the Regans were
counted among the newest of the new
ly rich, they were not of them.
A strain of royal blood had surely
filtered through the dark ages of Regan family history, for both generations took to the uewly found luxury
as ducks had taken to the mudbules
behind their cabin In the Sierras.
From the moment they bad come
east Elinor hnd been surrounded by

other page*
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BAJRGENTVILLE.

Henry W. Sargent

Boston

is iu

on

busi-

ness.

Miss Carrie Jordan is employed at Mrs.
Herbert Dority’s.
Calvin'Billings is employed by tbe Eastern

Steamship Co.
Lillian Dresser have

returned to Bangor..
Mrs. Parker Billings has been visiting
friends at Franklin.
Llewellyn Gray returned home from Golden

in

SfeftrrtisrmmU.

PE-RUNA RECEIVES

For Relieving Such Symptoms as
Debility, Backache and Headachp

sie Nelson, 909 North 5th Are., Nashville,
Mrs. Tressle-,••
Tenn.,writes: As Parana has doneme a world ofgood
I feel In duty bound to t^ll of it, In hopes that it
suffered as I did.
may meet theeye of some who has
“For five years 1 really did not know what a
perfectly well day was, and if I did not have

who has

spent the

summer

Boston, is at home.

Walter Sargent and Clarence
attending Bates college.
Mrs. E. S. Wood and
visiting in Brewer.

son

Cbatto

are

Bryon have

been

George Dority and w ife, of Lynn, Mass.,
spent last week in town.
Harvard Grindal, of Lynn, Mass., is
spending his vacation here.
Addison Sargent, of Newton, Mass., has
been the

guest of friends in town.

City of
days.
Miss Flora Bowden, who is teaching at
Hull, Mass., is at home for a few days.
Miss Grace Bowden is spending a few
weeks with ber sister, Miss Rose Bowden,
Warren

Rockland,

Beedle,

of the steamer

is at home for

a

few

at Brooksville.

Mrs. Waldo E. Kingsley and daughter
Clara Olive are spending a few weeks with
Mrs. Clara Bowden.
Miss Gertrude .Gower has returned to
Boston, w here she is employed by the C.
C. Harvey Piano Co.

MRS.

TNES3IE NELSON.

headache, / had backache or a pain
Mrs. John Bennett, who has been spend- aomewhere and really life was not worth
ing the summer with her mother at Little the effort I made to keep going.
Deer Isle, has returned home.
“A good friend advised me to nse PeSim.
Sept. 28._
rnna and I was glad to try anything, and

1 am very pleased to say that six bottles
made a new woman of me and I have no
Mrs. A. P. Friend and Mrs. W. W.
more pains and life looks bright again."
Cousins are ill.
There are a great many phases of
Lester Weacott has rented rooms in Mrs.
woman'* ailment* that require the as8. E. Billings' bouse.
sistance of the surgeon.
L. O. Fowler returned to Stonington
Bat by far the greatest number of
*uch cate* are amenable to correct
Irreproachable governesses, comptn- Monday, after a week at home.
lons and chaperons. Her comings and
Mrs. F. H. Billings, who has been quite medicinal treatment
A vast multitude of women have been
goings had always been attended by ill the past two weeks, is gaining slowly.
relieved from the ailments peculiar to
chauffeur or footman or groom. And
James Roper has rented the Eugene
their sex throngh the use of Peruna as
there had been times when, watching Cousins house, and is preparing it for
prescribed by Dr. Hartman.
occupancy.
other girls Hit fearlessly and unattendHe receives many letters from all parts
and
of
Curtis Dodge
wife,
Bluebill, of the
ed from ferry to trolley car, she had
country relating to subjects of
spent Sunday with Mrs. Dodge’s parents, j vital Interest to womankind.
felt an odd twinge of envy.
A. L Sanborn and wife.
Of the vast multitude of women Dr.
Some thiugs of life she had missel,
Howard Saunders, of North Bluehill, is j
Hartman treats annually, only a small
and this something was vaguely rephelpin?Jhis brother, James L. Saunders,
per cent, of them consider It necessary
resented by the trolleys In which she on the threshing machine.
to write to the Doctor at all.
had never ridden, the city streets on
James Campbell had the misfortune to j While it is not affirmed that Peruna
which she never set foot unattended I fall from a scaffold while employed by E. will relieve every ease of this kind, it is
tor every
H.
Herrick, fracturing one of his ribs.
Even more vague was her feeling that
j certainly the part ot wlidom
woman to afflicted to give Peruna a
Mrs. L. M. Roberts and Miss Beatrice !
somehow her dotiug father had not
fair trial
are with Mrs. Roberts’
daughter, Mrs. <
cjuite played fair with her about Begi
Frank Gray, at Sargentville, for a few
nakl Schuyler.
days.
It meant something, of course, to
A.
Sept. 28.
into
one
of
the
old
marry
KnickerfW Additional County
i<r other
page■
CAST1NE.
bocker families.
Schuyler always let
her realize this fact. He allowed his
has
Grindle
to
MassaMiss Alice
gone
BROOKUN.
blue blood, which showed little enough chusetts for the winter.
Joseph Tapley broke his arm laat week.
in his pallid face and deep ringed eyes,
Mrs. F. E. Rea is spending several weeks
Harvey Wella ia visiting bia aiater in
to do his wooing.
with her mother in Cherryfield.
Portland.
The other man—he was, like themwho
has
in
Harry Bowden,
employment
Miaa Annie P. Smith ia visiti> g her aunt
selves, uew as to wealth, fresh and
Portland', is home for several days.
in Boaton.
vigorous in every vein—he might have
C. F. Bates and family have closed their
been so different if given half a chance
Miaa Bernice Mayo apent several daya
Sometimes she wanted to give him the cottage and returned to Wollaston, Mass. laat week in
Bangor.
and
Orman
Carl
Wardwell
chance.
left this
Sometimes she warned to
Mrs. Mary Freethey ia in Lawrence,
for
a
few
weeks’
visit
in
Brockton,
please her father. And neither of the morning
Maaa., lor a few weeks.
two men in the case nor her father Mass.
Newell Page, of Cbarleaton, visited at
Blown
has
Mrs. Georgia
been at home
dreamed of the vague unrest in the
several days, visiting her mother, Mrs. Frank W. Cole’s last week.
girl's heart.
George Weeks.
All this to explain why Elinor ReAlbert McDonnell, of Batb, is visiting
Misses Eleanor and Elsie Stover left last his sister, Mrs. Bert Anderson.
gan's eyes fairly danced when she
stepped from the door of the ferry- week to take up their work in MassachuMiss Helen McFarland has gone to Dorhouse and reviewed the long line of setts for the winter.
chester, Mass., for the winter,
Rev. Mr. Patterson and wife have gone
public vehicles. Belden, the punctilH. O. Staples, who haa apent the sumto Massachusetts for several days. The
ious, was nowhere in sight.
mer at the Wella house, has gone to New
Elinor’s companion. Miss Greeuleaf. pnlpit at the Congregational church was
Sunday by Dr. Wilson, of Bangor. York.
was young, but keenly alive to her du- supplied
G.
Mias Beatrice Carroll, of Southwest HarSept. 28.
ties and very anxious to retain her
bor. was the guest of Mrs. Lena Lurvey
pleasant and lucrative position.
EAST BLUEHILL.
last week.
"Something must have happened. 1
Willis Wit ham is at home from StoningR. W. Sampson and wife, of Montreal,
am sure X worded the telegram
very ton.
Can., who have been at the “Den”, left for
carefully. Shall I call a hansom or
H.
G.
York
has just had a (new stable
an electric cab!”
Lynn, Mass., Saturday.
built.
Elinor shook her head.
Parker Bridges, E. W. UrifSn and AlMiss
“I've heard you can get smallpox
Ethel.Bridges is home from Bar bert Kane, who have been employed in
riding in public vehicles. Don’t they Harbor.
Winsor, Vt., are at home.
use them for funerals aud that sort of
Mrs. H. B. Marks was here from StonCapt. Fred Phillips left for Boston last
BROOK8V1LLE.
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thing?”

She was watching her companion
from the tail of her eye and
wondering
Just how far she might go.
Miss Greenleaf looked worried.
"Perhaps I had best telephone to the
bouse."
“Oh. no." Interrupted Elinor quickly.
"We can reach home by
trolley while
they are sending down the car for us.”
Miss^ Greeuleaf hesitated—and was
lost.
A few seconds later sbe was
swept, golf clubs and bags, into a
crosstown car.
It was crowded with
suburban women bound for the shopping district
Elinor swung blithely
from a strap and enjoyed Miss Greet*
leafs discomfiture.
"If Mr. liegau ever hears of this!"
thought the worried companion. And
Just then they alighted to change cars.
Evidently there was a delay far down
the street, for the two women stood
some minutes on the corner, and then
Elinor spied a drug store whose windows were filled with garish adver
tisements. beyond which loomed a
soda fountain.
Miss Greenleaf never
knew Just how it happened, but she
found herself, feebly protesting, before a mahogany topped table which
a white coated boy
mopped up with a
damp cloth.
“Chocolate ice cream soda for both
of us,” was Elinor’s calm order. “Now.
don't scold, dear.” she added to her
companion. “Even our maids have au
afternoon off. Y/hy not their mistress?
I'm having the time of my life."
The white coated lad studied his
stunningly gowned customers with
profound Interest Never before had a
young woman asked him to put 5
cents’ worth more of Ice cream Into her
Soda. Then she had asked her companion. now entering Into the spirit of
the thing, whether r,he would hare

PRAISf

Ridge last week.

Roy Grindle,

ages
with

Thursday and Friday visiting her daughCapt. Frank W. Huchins left Monday
ter, Miss Bernice Mason.
in the sloop Paul Revere to resume shore
Today, thanks to a pocket of gold In
the Sierras and a few lucky speculaCapt. E. L. Dorr and Herman Dorr, who fishing.
have been at home a few weeks, left MonWillie Dyer returned to boston last tions made possible by those same glitday for New York to join their vessels.
week, after a brief visit with his mother, tering pockets, the fair Elinor had at
George Partridge and T. F. Mason are Mrs. Frances Dyer.
her disposal a variety of private vehome from Washington county, where
Misses Virginia and Sylvia Ward well hicles, from a tiny electric runabout to
been
for
a
week
have
bee-hunting.
they
were recent visitors at the home of Mrs.
a
sixty horsepower touring car. from
Miss Ruth Gibbs, oldest daughter of Mr. Miriam W’ardwell in Bangor.
a smart trap on their Long Island eswas
married
and Mrs. Charles Gibbs,
A. S. Maynard, of Lowell, Mass., and tate to a correctly equipped victoria
Wednesday, Sept. 16, at Bucksport, to Guy Mrs. Lacy Edgecomb and son, of Orono,
for her daily drive In Central park
Burgess, of Verona.
are guests at Capt. C. M. Perkins’.
The men who were glad to’ ride beM.
Sept. 28.
Miss Mildred Bridges, who has been side the girl In motor car or
trap were
Moses Abbott is laid up with
hand.

County JVmm

Misses Lelia and

was

foot in that plebeian vehicle,
visiting

of

Eastman

y
V

the proud boast of Mr. and
Mrs. James Regan that their flowerlike daughter, Elinor, had never < 1

gaining.

is

Bo* additional

h :

been

Mrs. Low'ena Rice is home from
friends in Bucksport and Orland.

port,
was

Associated
ISOS.
by
Literary Press.

Copyrighted.

It

John P. Leach has returned to Camden,
a few weeks’ outing.

since last

?

t

—

visit I

a

after

a

and wife, who have
here, have returned to

Mrs. T. F. Mason

■

with

Miss Edith Mosher and Charles Gorham^
of Bangor, were the guests of Miss Bernice
Mason Sunday.

spent the summer
Portland, Conn.

!:

a

vacation.

business.

Brainerd

from

COUNTY NEWS.

f

By CECILY ALLEN.

Dunbar has returned

l|

iiHftemoonOff.t

NORTH CASTINE.
Duncan

yacht during the summer, is at home.
Supt. C. G. Atkins, of the Craig Brook
hatchery, is in Washington, D. C., on

Frank

eiinor’s

I:

28._T.

Sept.

All available men went from here Sunday to fight the fire at Rocky pond.
Lesmon Blaisdell, who has been

I.H-H-H-M-i-M-l-H-I-H-l-l l'l I

in

ington
F.

a

few

Homer

days last week.
Wednesday to joita the streamer Mohawk,
Long went to Stonington which he will go on this winter.

Wednesday, whexe
a

he haa

drug store.
Sept. 28.

employment

in

R.

jStbbrrttam.nug.

The Cause of

Miss

Many

—

kidney -poisoned

blood will attack the
organs or
kidneys the nselveo break down and waste
away cell by cell.
Bladder troubles most always result from
a
arrangement of the kidneys and a cure is
obtained quickest by a proper treatment of
the kidneys. If you are feeling badly you
ca
Maks no mistake by taking Dr. Kilmer's
S' amp-Root, the great kidney, liver and
bis idor remedy.
It corrects Inability to hold urine and scalding pain in passing it, and overcomes that
unpleasant necessity cl being cStr.pelled to
go often during tho day, and to get up many
tirr.es during the night.
Tho mild and the
ez.raordinary effect of Swamp-Root is soon
It stands the highest for its won*
le; lies3.
de-fu! cures of the most distressing cases
Swamp-Root is pleasant to take ar.d sold
by all druggists in fifty-cent and one-doliat
sized bottles. You may
have a sample bottle of,
thn wonderful new discovery and a book that
tells all about it, both
H<>m<,orswaiiip.Root.
sent free by mail. Address Dr. Kilmer & Co.
Y.
When
Binghamton, N,
writing mention
loading this generous ofier in this paper.
...»

*'

"—

Flye

left

for

with her.

There is a disease prevailing in this
country most dangerous because so decentive.
Many sudden
deaths are caused by
it
heart
disease,
hear*
pneumonia,
M\ failure or apoplexy
are eften the result
of kidney disease. !f
kidney trouble is allowed to advance the

-.-vital

Lettie

Hartford,
Conn., Friday. She was accompanied by
her mother, who will spend a few days

Sudden Deaths.

OILA

Miss Emma L. Tibbetts, who has been
at her cottage, the “Den,” a few weeks,
has returned to Washington, D. C.

Mrs. Joseph Lacelle, 124 Bronson
St,
Ottawa, East, Ontario, Canada, writs*:
“I suffered with backache and heai

ache for over nine months and nothin,
relieved me until I took Peruna.
medicine la by far better than any other
medicine for these trouble*. A few bottlea relieved me of my
miserable, halfdead, half-alive condition.
*'/ am now In good health, hsrs
neither ache nor pain, nor have I had
any for the past year. If every snlfeiing woman wonld take Peruna, they
would soon know Its value and nerer
be without it.’’
Mrs. M. Kliner, 2648 E. 36th St., S.E,

lihtj

Cleveland, Ohio, writes:
“I am enjoying good health since taking your medicine. I had suffered fort
good many years previous to taking
Peruna, and ever since I can say that/
da oof know what headache oroeunlih
la. I can most assuredly say that anybody afflicted with catarrh in any fern
can be cured by taking Peruna.”
four

days,

of

lers

c

infantum. 8be him

besides her

j<arent*. two brother*-Franklin and Malcolm. Funeral services wen
held

Sunday at the home. Hev. 0. G. Bar-

nard

officiating.

She

laid

was

if

rwf at

Mt. Height cemetery. A profusion of
floral offerings testified to the love and
sympathy of the community lor the bereaved
The

ones.

Stanley

prosperous

bouse closes

Sept. 29, afteri

season.

Hoy Pernald, who ha- been in Bangd
since January, is at home.
Mrs. James Hen nett, of Ka*t C.reenwiei,
R. I., who has been with her lister, Mft
W. H. Ward, jr., for a week, has returned
home.
Mad.
28.
Sept.

_

_

OAK POINT.
Misa Alice Minton is teaching school in
district So. 3.
Palmer Seavey and J. W. KimbsU,
aw
have been on the steamer Norumbega.
home.
Chester Grindle, who ha.- been »toppic«
is «*
at Bar Harbor through the summer,
Oak cottage.
»
J. H. Galley left to-dav for Bangor
daughter,
hits
with
winter
the
spend
at

Gussie

Dyer.

reJohn Pomroy has made extensive
will 1**
pairs on Forrest cottage. He
C.. "here
Thursday for Darkville, N.
has oharge of a large school.

Sept.

Pli-TAJCH.

28.

BULL! VAN.

“4

Saturday, Oct. 3, at 3 o'clock P;°®
foundation stone for a drinking
will be laid at Sullivan Harbor
The local
propriate exercises. founts.n.
Mercy ia erecting the
»h°

Mrs. C. L. Sturtevant and family, of
Those best can l*ar rcprool
Washington, D. l.\, who have been occu- praise—Pope.
^
Mrs.
pying
Nancy Mayo’s cottage, have
LOSS
returned home.
FIKE
TH-K

Mrs. R. R. Babson and Miss Angie have
Mass., where they will
They will spend the
winter in Massachusetts.

gone to Arlington,
join Mr. Babson.

A Bocial bait under the direction of the
members of the coast and geodetic survey
was given at 1. O. O. F. hall
Monday evening, Sept. 21. It was well attended.
An

enjoyable evening

was spent Sept.
relatives and friends of
James I. Bent and wife called at their
pleasant home to congiatulate them on
the anniversary of fifty yearB of wedded
life.
Dainty refreshments were served,
after which the company went to their
different homes wishing Mr. and Mrs.
Bent many more years of happiness.

26,

when

a

in

the United Staten in ov>r

annually.

The .moat t

H

®e

—

•?^uor

1907, $2,200,000,000.
impart
The r reipts of the Ponton "0l<1'
ment, 1906, were §107,932,.si

culation 1668,656,076.
It will cost you but
»t
of the disease of Inebru tv
Institute in Portland. Maine.

cure

fioo.™'*‘5.
the K*1*J

aDUtrttsnutots

few

This week sees many cottagers leaving
for their homes. Mrs. J. E. Cranford and
family, Miss Gertrude Bibb, Mrs. E. D.
Spalding and family, Mrs. Lair, Mrs.
Agnes Wickersham and son, Mrs. J. W.
Smith, Mrs. Joseph Tyssouski to Washington, D. C., John H. Allen and family,
to Cincinnati, O., Mrs. Charles Stoddard
and family to Dayton, O.. James Bonbright and family to Havei
Sept. 28.

MAN8ET.

They

aintain
Good Health
-90s--,

Monroe, Me.
u !■
“We have used the true
Atwood'* Bitters in our famuy
rwenty-five years with ,8°°“e 'oa*
We always keep them in tne
stomach
They are excellent for
A- *
lie."
lie/'Respectfully
Respectfully yours, J. caw
„useJ J
Some of the most common
^

hasty^meakjmwise^

11 health are
The
ind over-eating.
,
jnder such abuse and stckness
Such errors may be
F.
L.
:ew doses of the
qn5etfee
ers.
They sweeten stomach,." ^

Madelene, aged three years, only
daughter of W. H. Ward, jr. and wife, >owels, arouse liver, and Pur
died Saturday morning, after an illness of 15c. at druggists.

£

y

